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Go [to Hardie’s;
It’s ja Good Habit
Clocks
I
I $2.00 to $3.00 will l>uy
a well-made, handsomely
/ designed clock that will
/ run eight days, strike
every half hour and last
for years. A lot of new
shapes just in and all
fully warranted.
JEWELER
Corner Eighth St. nod Central Are.
Satistyii Site
Our soda is made just right,
tastes just right, and the drink-
ing is followed by that satisfied
feeling. Bring in your thirst
and call for the antidote you have
found most satisfactory.
We also carry a full line of
GUNTHER’S and ALLEGRET-
TI’S CONFECTIONERY.
S. A. MARTIN’S ]:
Drugs, Books and Stationery ;
Eighth end River Streets
CHAUTAUQUA OPENS TODAY.
The Macatawa Chautauqua opens to-
day for a two weeks’ session. The pro-
gram will include concerts, lectures, re-
citals and bible lectures. The program
will open with bible study, conducted
by Rev. Alexander Patterson, tomor-
row morning at 10 o’clock. In the aft-
ernoon at 2:?0 Colonel George W. Bain
of Kentucky will lecture on "Among
the Masses.” He is one of the fore-
most lecturers In the country and a
large audience should hear him. In the
evening the Sphuuman lady quartet
will give one of their fine entertain-
ments. A large tent has been provided
and erected near Hotel Macatawa, as it
w’ould be easier of access than the au-
ditorium. Season tickets have been
placed at the low’ figure of }2 and for
children $1. Admissions for single fea-
tures are 25 cents. The citizens of Hol-
land have an opportunity to hear the
best talent for a small price and they
should not be slow’ to take advantage
of it. Tomorrow there will be bible
study, musical prelude by the Schuu-
man lady quartet, lecture by Rev. Sam
P. Jones on "Medley of Philosophy,
Facts and Fun," bible lecture and a
lecture on “The Twentieth Century
Search Light" by Colonel Bain.
On Sunday there will be. preaching,
Sabbath school, sacred concert, and at
4 p. m. a sermon by Dr. J. H. Gar-
rison. In the evening there will *be
beach service.
Monday, besides the regular features.,
Hon. Wallace Bruce will lecture on
"Wit and Humor."
Other lecturers during the session
will be General Z. T. Sweeney, Hon.
John Sobleska, Nat M. Brigham, Ed-
ward P. Elliott, John R. Clarke, Dr.
D. F; Fox, etc. The program is cer-
tainly worthy of a large attendance on
every day.
The price of Bread has
been raised to 5c a loaf,




82 Beat Elgh h St., Holland. Mich.
All operations carefully and thoroughly
performed.
Houts, 8 to 12 a. m ; lto5p.ni-
Evenings by appointment. Clt Phone 441.
W. B. CHURCH, M. D.
Office, 27 West Eighth St.
iVili answer day and night calls and













DR. F. M. GILLESPIE,
DENTIST.
IS East Eighth St.. Holland. Mich.
FUtaT-CLXM DENTISTKY
AND PRICES RIGHT.
Hooas: 8:30 to 12 a. k.; 1:30 to 5:80 r.x.
Evenings by Appointment
Ottawa Phone 83.
If you want a good Watch {
cheap
- GO to, —





Lunched of all kinds and short
order work.
Billiards and Pool in connection.
Convenient to stop at.
ICO Monroe Street, Corner Ionia,
GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.
SAD ACCIDENT.
On Wednesday evening John Van
Dellen of Chicago, 111., and Miss Jennie
Rickers of Grand Rapids lost their lives
by drowning. The two, accompanied
by Miss Henrietta Yonker, a grand-
daughter of Rev. H. Van Hoogen, were
out in a row boat and when near the
place where the old C. & W. M. railway
bridge crossed the river, Mr. Van Del-
len and Miss Rickers leaned over the
side of the boat In a playful attempt
to splash water. The boat tipped to
one side so much that both fell into
the river. About six inches of water
w’as taken into the boat, but Miss
Yonker was not thrown out. Miss Rick-
ers came to the surface twice, but Miss
Yonker was unable to reach her. She
hastily rowed ashore and notified Rich-
ard Van Oort, who was the first per-
son she met He and his son hurried
to the place, but not knowing the ex-
act location, they were obliged to go
after Miss Yonker. Dragging was fcen
done and both bodies were found. Dr.
J. J. Mersen and N. J. Whelan used
every effort for a long time to restore
respiration, but In vain. The young
man was 18 years old and was for
this summer instructor at the Christian
schbol. His brother, Dr. R. Van Del-
len, arrived from Chicago yesterday
and the remains were taken to Chi-
cago last night, Undertaker M. Notier
accomanying them.
The lady was 18 years old and lived
with her mother at Grand Rapids. Un-
dertaker Dykstra took her remains to
Grand Rapida last night.
The coroner’s jury Impaneled by Cor-
oner Dr. Mastenbroek brought In a






























GRAND RAPIDS LADY MARRIED
IN WASHINGTON. •
We clip the following from the Grand
Forks New’s-Gazette of Grand Forks,
British Columbia:
Alderman M. S. Martin of this city
and Miss Fanny Tencate of Grand
Rapids, Mich., were united in marriage
at Spokane on Tuesday. The ceremony
was witnessed by a few friends of the
contracting parties. It was performed
in the parsonage of Rev. Dr. A. R.
Lambert of the First' Methodist Epis-
copal. church, the bride, who looked
light gray. She is very popular In this
city, having resided here for a year
and & half prior to returning to Michi-
gan about four months ago. Jdr. Mar-
tin, who is a leading contractor and
builder, is also deservedly popular here,
as was evidenced by his recent election
to the city council by acclamation. He
has been a resident here for four years,
during which period he has taken an
active part In all matters pertaining
to the welfare of the Gateway City.
Mr. Martin is being warmly congrat-
ulated upon his action in joining the
ranks of the benedicts. The happy
couple rturned home Wednesday and
have taken up housekeeping in their
new residence on Winnipeg avenue. Mr.
and Mrs. Martin have the best wishes
of the community for a life of happi-
ness and prosperity.
MARKET EVERY DAY.
The public market established here
is being held every morning. Some
farmers have the idea that it is only on
Saturdays, but this is wrong.
FARMERS!
KILLED BY CAR.
While Miss Martha Doornbos and
Edward Newhouse of Grand Rapids
were walking on the interurban track
Saturday evening they were struck by
a car and the former was killed, while
the latter had his leg badly fractured.
The accident happened sear the Grand
Rapids city limits. Car No. 16, with
Conductor B. A. McCabe and Motor-
man B. W. Marlett, came along and
when the couple were seen the whistle
was sounded, but? they did not get off
the tracks. They were picked up and
taken to St. Mary's hospital at Grand
Rapids, but the young lady died




The Graham & Morton line will dis-
continue their triple dally service to
Chicago about September 6, after
which daily service will be had, a boat
leaving Holland and Chicago every
evening up to October, when their
weekly service wlii be given. The com-
pany has given splendid steamboat
service this season and a good business
has been the result.
ICHTFALL.
ar, und His name was
that reached from
; world, and it seemed
ipe. See this ugly clod
shed with the same
)r to your forest scene;
»o the same pains with
ith the infinite!
iply blue a moment
its side with warmer
western canvas now
ft of gold and violet,
irs! This, that was a
shifting hues en-





Another shipment of several gross of those Stamped
Tidies at lc each. At our last sale we were not able to
supply the demand. This time we will try to supply all
who come. SALE IS NEXT MONDAY AT 9 O’CLOCK.
Not one sold before 9.
painter? Not content




He needs mjiit change His picture,
hour bv h$ur,
To suit Hij pleasure— or to show His
power, m
nav,
But now, leet Breaker artists may lose
heart
In contemplatton of Omniscient art,
He sends aahadew quivering through
the treea,|
And turns. tia sunlight from His mas-
terpiece}
Dimned.’tissw beautiful— so exquisite,
He draws a soft, black curtain over it
And pins It With n million points of
light, |
And leaves tile moon to guard it.
It Is id$ht.
EXCURSION tO THE AGRICULTURAL
Allege.
The Pere . jjiarquette railway com-
pany will run^ie of their low rate ex-
cursions to thjpAgricuitural College at
Lansing, on ̂ Wednesday, August 26.
Train will leajra Holland at 8 a. m., fare
for round tripjtt&O; will leave East Sau-
gatuckat 7:if g. m., fare $1.50; will
leave HamiltqtSat 7224 a. mM fare $1.50;
Filimore at7|i|iL m., fare $1.50; Zee-
land at 8:18 fare $1.45; Vriesland
i $1.45. At East Sau-
land train will stop
ren under 12, half




The Farmers’ Club will hold their
first picnic at Macatawa Park on Tues-
day, August 25. Tickets can be bought
in the morning of the secretary, Wm.
Yan den Beldt, at the Ottawa County
Times office. Bring your lunch basket
and enjoy a good days outing. Some
good speakers will no doubt make ad-
dresses during the day.
Fine Line of Stationery.
We have added to our stock a very
complete line of stationery, pens and
pencils, pen and pencil tablets, and a
big line of Sanford’s ink and mucilage,
fancy stationery in boxes, cal ling cards,
blank receipts, day books, ledgers,
memorandum books, etc. The price we
have placed on these should move them
rapidly.
J. O. Doesburg, Druggist,
32 East Eighth street.
Are you going to build? Do you need
money? Call and examine our system
of loaning money. The Ottawa County
Building and Loan Association, 17 E.
Eighth St.
FARM FOR SALE— Farm of 80 acres
2 miles west of Coopersville; 30 acres
improved: small peach orchard; part avenue, liev. J. H.' Karsten officiating,
suitable for growing celery. Inquire of amj at2 o’clock from the First Re-
Ben j. Bosink, R. F. D. No. 1., Hudson- , , , c. rr i ttt ,vijlej ’ formed caurch, Revs. S. Van der Werf,
J. P. De Jongh of Zeeland, and Rev. P.
De Pree of Grand Rapids, officiating.








been visiting relatives and
friendBhere, returned home Monday.
He is a graduate of Hope College and
of the Michigan University and enjoys
a fine practice.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Allen, West Ninth
street, entertained Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
C. .Allen of New Decater, Alabama,
this week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Pessink, West
Twelfth street, visited in Grand Rap-
ids Monday.
Mrs. Robert Wareham, West Seventh
street, entertained her cousins, Miss
Mabel and Bert Rogers of Beaverdam,
Wis., and Miss Katie Meloy of Minnea-
polis, Minn., this week.
Gerrit Rooks of East Holland, accom-
panied by Mfe. Kimball and other rela-
tives from Chicago, went to Saugatuck
Wednesday for a day’s outiug.
Mrs. B. L. Scotland Mrs. J. R. Kleyn
returned Monday from a trip to Niagara
Falls and several eastern cities.
Miss Ethel Fairbanks visited relatives
in Kingsberry and Laporte, Ind., this
week. •
Prof, and Mrs. C. Doesburg and Miss
Kittle Doesburg ace visiting friends in
Chicago and other cities.
Miss Clara McClalin, East Fifth
street, royally entertained a party of
friends a few evenings ago.
John C. Dyke happily entertained the
members of the old hose company No.
1, at the station. Refreshments, games,
etc., made a pleasant social evening for
the boys, ‘their wives and best girls.j
Deputy Marshal J. C. Brown was in
Grand Rapids on business Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Swift, East
Eighth street, who have been spending
several weeks visiting different .sum-
mer resorts in the northern part of the
blonary by the Illinois classis, spent a state, are expected home tomorrow,
couple years at Pella, Iowa, and then j Mrs. P. Costing. 193 West Thirteenth
took charge of the churches at Sbeboy- s,reet- celebrated her GOth birthday an-
gan Falls and Hingam, Wis. For the | nlversary Tuesday,
past two years he was classical mission- ; Miss Minnie Ver Schure has returned j
ary in Wisconsin. ] from a visit with friends’ in Chicago. :
The funeral services will take place I Rev. T. W. Muilenberg of Grand Ha- !
this Friday afternoon at 1:30 from the ven is spending a couple of weeks at j
REV. FREDERICK J. ZWEMER DEAD.
Rev. Frederick J. Zwemerof Sheboy-
gan Falls, Wis., who has been ailing
for some time and who came here Satur-
day with the intention of spending
some time at the home of his father,
Rev. A. Zwemer, 353 Central avenue,
died unexpectedly Tuesday evening.
His sickness, while considered serious,
was not thought to be so severe as to
cause immediate alarm, and his death
is a great shock to the relatives and
friends. He was 45 years old and leaves
a wife and five children, his father, two
brothers aud six sisters. Besides the
father, four sons entered the ministry,
viz.: Rev. Jas. F. Zwemerof this city,
Rev. Frederick Zwemer, Rev. Samuel
Zwemer of Arabia, and Rev. Peter Zwe-
mer who died in Arabia some years
ago. The sisters of deceased are Misses
Maud and Henrietta, who are at home,
Miss Nellie Zwemer, missionary in
China, Mrs. Ben Neerkenof Macatawa,
Mrs. Rev. A. Strabbing of New Hol-
land, and Mrs. S. Joldersma of Grand
Rapids. Deceased graduated from Hope
College in ’80 and from the McCormick
Seminary in Chicago in ’65. He then
was classical missionary in Dakota for
two years, after which he served as pas-
tor at Gr&afschap for a number of years.
He then took an appointment as mis-
Our first lot of these walking skirts went out with a
rush. We ordered another lot and will sell them at the
same price —
$2.50 EACH.
Remember we can sell you most anything you want in
I skirt from $2 00 up to $18.00 each.
New FlaooelBttes
Our new stock of Flannelettes for Waists and Dress-
ing Sacks are in and they are beauties. Come in and see








| ? Rings, Scarf Pins, Lockets, Chains,
Charms, Fans, Toilet Sets,
Dress Sets, Manicure Sets,
Gold Pens, Ink Stands, Fine
China, Cut Glass, Jewel








A positive cure for Scratches, Grease Heel, Mud Fever
and Hoof Rot. As a Gall Cure it is unexcelled. *
A penetrating, soothing, absorbing, antiseptic, healing
ointment, that heals from beneath the surface, subduing influ- |
home of Kev. A. Zwemer, 353 Central
Three spectres that threaten baby’s
life. Cholera nfantu S. dysentery, di- ... , . , . .
arrhoea. Dr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild The Pal1 hearers will be clergymen of
Strawberry never fails to conquer them. \ the Classis of Holland.
Soavenh* Spounx.
A fine line of souvenir spoons. One
of Van Raalte Memorial Hall is the
latest. Geo. H. Huizinga, the jeweler.
Half the ills that man is heir to eome
from indigestion. Burdock Blood Bit-
ters strengthens and tones the stomach;
makes indigestion impossible.
Macatawa to attend the Chautauqua.
Mrs. Ray Knooihuizen returned yes-
terday from a few weeks’ visit with
friends and relatives in Chicago
Miss Bernice Dean Bere and John R
Dykhuls, of Chicago, spent a few days
visiting friends here and at prand
Rapids.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit JonkhoiT and
Mrs Miller, of Grand Rapids, visited
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Slagb, College ave-
nue, this week.
mation and stimulating healthy granulation and not by drying X
{ anjl scabbing. 25 and 50c per box t g
Coo. do Preo's Drug Store
i
 Corner Eighth Street and Central Avenue.
I
IT’S UP TO YOU!
We are here with a full line of ORANGES. LEMONS, FIGS,
DATES, GRAPES, APPLES, NUTS, CANDIES, CIGARS
and TOBACCOS. Call and investigate. We will interest you.
Always welcome at
No. 200 River Street. DAMSON & CALKINS
REVIEW Of 1 FLEET
Spkndld and Inspiring Naval Pict-
urt Prtaanttd In Long
Maud Sound.
VXWDlfT 01 THB XAYFLO WXK
lUfahlp PraoMda Dewa the Long
Lam Hade *r WATsblpo-
Pwildonslnl 3a1«Im
Oyster Boy, L. L, Aug. 18.— Twenty-
om srarahlpo dravn up In four parol*
M columns o mile long mad including
tome of the best fighting ships of the
United States navy, resting upon the
fksoy surface of Long Island sound,
composed the picture which lay spread
G&AVD ABanriYCAIKFXMT
ta SVsimIsss Twsu »hs .Tsfisai to an
KlooMoal Sorprt— at Mlght—MtlM
IfotoCaadlSaMk
8an Francisco, Aug. 18.-The mem- |t#m§ ^ (jinirt|
«bs rMsipntfs taciit airmiriut.
out before President Roosevelt when
he stepiKd out upon the veranda of his
home at Hngamore bill curly in the
morning.
Their brass work, shining under the
Slanting rays of the morning sun, gave
evidence that every ship was spick and
Van for this, the first naval review at
the nation's summer capital, and probn.
My the first ever held for the exclusive
purpose of presidential honors.
Pnoidost Board! the Mayflower.
As the president stepped on the deck
of the Mayflower her guns spoke the
first salute of the morning. Leaving
her anchorage the Dolphin passed the
Mayflower, saluting as she went by.
Then the Mayflower steamed down the
bay, followed by the president's yacht
Sylph, having guests of the president
on board. Slowly the president’s flag-
ship moved out into the sound where
the battleships and cruisers lay in two
parallel lines lengthwise of the sound,
with a column of destroyers flanking
each Hue of larger ships.
WPh the president's flag Hying from
her main truck the Mayflower steamed
slowly off to the east end of the right
lane between the first column of bat-
tleships and cruisers and the first col-
umn of destroyers.
Presidential Salutes Begin.
A 12-]>ouud gun in the Iy*arsarge's
secondary battery spurted a little flash
of flame and smoke and the succession
of presidential salutes began. While
the smoke was drifting from the Hear-
'gtftu her band struck up "Col-
i” and her sailors gave the presi-
dent a ringing cheer as the Mayflower
moved by. At a speed of three miles
an hour the president’s flagship pro-
ceeded down the lane and, as she ap-
proached, the guns of each of the ships
iin turn spoke in salute, their bands
and the cheers of the sailors joining
in the tribute. The guns of the de-
stroyers were silent.
From the bridge of the Mayflower
President Roosevelt surrounded by a
group of admirals and guests, acknowl-
edged the salutes. At the end of the
lane the Mayflower turned and passed
dowu the line between the second col-
umn of cruisers and second line of de-
stroyers.
Splendid and ImpoHlng Plctnre.
One after another the guns of the
Dolphin, Panther. Pratrle, Yankee, To
peka, and Olympia saluted until, hav-
ing encircled the fleet and completed
the first part of the review, the May-
flower stoppl'd at the head of the two
wlumns between the Kearsarge and
Olympia. As a naval picture It was
splendid and inspiring. Launches put
off from the warships and scurried
over to the Mayflower conveying thw
commanders and flag officers to pay
their respects to the president,
l ’This formality completed, the presi-
dent boarded the Mayflower launch
ond was conveyed to the Ivearsarg * to
return the official call. Twenty-one
guns from her secoudary battery spoke
an official welcome and an equal num-
ber at parting. In turn he visited each
of the battleships and cruisers, the
ceremony being repeated In each in-
stance.
Total of 0,300 Gan*.
It required two hours for the presi-
dent to complete his round of visits,
and at the end of his tour every ship
in the fleet except the destroy or. s bud
saluted him twenty-live times, a total
of *1,300 guns. Most of the guns used
were either 12, 0 or 4-pounders. For
more than three hours the big slflps
lay motionless under a scorching sun,
with only breeze enough to clear away
the smoke of the guns. During all
that time the sailors continued to man
the yards, rails orlops of every ship
of the fleet On his visit to the Kear-
sarge the president inspected the after-
turret and the ship’s crew was mus-
tered aft for his inspecthn. Admiral
Dewey and some of the hear admire is.
, accompanied the president on his visit
to the ships.
her* at the Grand Army of the Repub-
lic who have bora arriving by every
train for the paat week to attend their
thirty-eeventh annual national encamp-
ment were treated to a genuine sur-
prise at night Aa darkness fell the
electric current was turned on and
suddenly, as If by the call of a
magician's wand, the city was trans-
formed from its dally commercial as-
pect into a veritable aspect of delight
The gothic arches spanning the prin-
cipal avenues, elaborate In their dec-
orations and crowned with flags^ sud-
denly burst into bloom, each a marvel
of color and artistic design. Possi-
bly nothing finer bad been seen In
the United States certainly nothing of
equal beauty In this city.
The events of the day were of the
routine order, nothing special being on
the programme. St Louis and Salt
Luke City are the chief competitors of
Denver in the contest for the meeting
place of the national encampment in
1W4. The argument presented by St
Louis that visitors to the G. A. R. re-
union will also have an opportunity of
seeing the World’s fair has had much
weight which may tw shown when
the ballot Is taken. The arrival of
General Milan has added great inter-
est to the occasion. The general, how-
ever. still declare* that he Is not a can-
dldnto for commander-ln-chlef, and re-
iterates his previous statement that ho
will not oppose the election of General
Black.
Own Pm
FIRES OH AMERICA! BOAT
Canadian Karma* Cottar Petrel KlddlM
the Cabin* and Hall of n
Fishing Schooner.
Erie. Pn., Aug. 14.— With its cabins
and hull riddled with shot received In
an encounter with the Canadian reve-
nue cutter Petrel, the fishing steamer
Silver Spray steamed into iiort, having
beaten the Canadian in a long race,
which would have meant the confisca-
tion of the craft had it been captured.
The fact that no one was killed is re-
garded ns miraculous. Fred Culver, a
sailor, was hit in the leg by a glancing
bullet.
The Silver Spray was attacks! by
the Canadian cutter while in the fish-
ing grounds which have for yeam been
disputed waters between Canada and
the United States. While there have
been many conflicts between the Pe-
trel and the American craft 'n the past
this Is the first time, it Is said, that the
Petrel ever tired on an American crew,
mid Captain Chris Chau, the owner
of the Silver Spray, Is preparing a pro-
test to the state department at Wash-
ington. which will make the battle an
international affair, and perhaps result
In settling the mooted boundary line
for all time to come.
JEFFRIES STILL CHAMPION
Pugilist Knock* Oat .llm Cortatt In th*
Tenth Round In Their Fight
at San Fraoclteo.
San Francisco, Aug. 17.— James .!.
Jeffries knocked out James .1. Corbett
In the tenth round of the light for the
heavyweight championship of the
world in Mechanics’ pavilion, thus re-
taining the title of championship which
he wrested from Bob Fitzsimmons.
It was a terrible right-hand drive to
the pit of the stomach that settled Cor-
bett ond sent him to the floor. A left-
hand hook which landed in the region
of the solar plexus preceded the right-
hander and Corbett had just regained
his feet and the pair had come together
in a half-clinch, when the champion
sent in the blow that won the fight for
him.
According to the official count 10,000
people viewed the contest between
Corbett and Jeffries. The gross re-
ceipts amounted to $02,340. Of this
sum the fighters received 70 per cent.,
or $43,028, which was divided 75 per
cent, to the winner and 25 per cent, to
the loser. For his victory Jeffries Is
enriched to the extent of $38,728, while
Corbett gets $10,910.
Saltan Who Need* Paniihment,
Manila, Aug. 18. — Major Robert L.
Bullard has demanded redress from
Sultan Desoon, the tribal leader of the
Lanao Moros. Although professing a
warm friendship for Americans, tho
sultan recently surrounded a small de-
tachment of United States troops pay-
ing him a friendly visit with a strong
force of warriors and offered battle,
his men Insultingly bearing an Ameri-
can flag. So far the only reply from




Horn of MtchlRml frnyfinfl for the
Benefit end OonvanMnoe of
Oar nniOmi*
Battle Creek, Mich* At*. 18.— O. E.
Sedgwick, of New Yorth ijrai arrested
in his bed In the Pott ̂ iwa on com-
plaint of P. 0. Frqndt, of il4 Maybury
Grand avenue, Detroit, bookkeeper for
Jules Hoffman, coal dialer, of 423
Hammond building, lit that chy.
Brandt saya that Sedfirick advertise d
for a girl to do a stenographer's work;
that his 20-yea r-okl slater tnawered the
advertisement; that aba disappeared,
and that nothing has befefcheard of her
since.
Sndfwlnk Dnn In* SMnrtodfo.
She was last seen ta company with
Sedgwick two or three days ago in the
Indies’ waiting room of the Cadillac
hotel, Detroit and the two left to-
gether, the brother saya. Sedgwick
says he was with another girl when
seen at the Cadillac, and denies that
he knows anythiugaboot Miss Brawlt'a
whereabouts. He will be held until
Prosecutor Hunt, of Wayne county, Is
hoard from.
Triad to W rock a Train.
Grand Rapids, Mich., Aug. 18.— De-
tective Jake JohnSOn, of the Pere Mar-
quette, and Under Sheriff Verkerke
went out to work on a due to the
identity of the persona Mid to he re-
sponsible for placing obstructions on
the Pere Marquette tracks at Mc-
Cord’s, fourteen miles east of the city,
for the purpose of wrecking an excur-
sion train.
Had Bean Attempted Before.
According to the story brought to the
sheriff, railroad spikes were driven be-
tween the rails at the joints around a
dangerous curve to such a way that
the train would surely have been
thrown from the track had not the plot
been discharged. Arrests may he
made. The railroad company is keep-
ing- the details secret Several other
attempts have l)een made to wreck
trains In the last two weeks, and the
officers suspect that one young man in
particular has l>een concerned in all of
them.
Arrested for Ooaoteijfeltlnf.
Petoskey, Mich., Augl 18. — Joseph
Bqsnw, of Mnncelona, has been ar-
rested on a charge of counterfeiting be-
cause he made slugs foe playing slot
machines*. t \ r
Alibi That Dldn’tjgo."
Plymouth, Mich., tf.ta-
ber of boys swore before Jndge Valen-
tine that William Utter was not near
Mrs. Minnie Rows, of Canton town-
ship, at the time when she says he
attacked her, but lie was held for trial
nevertheless, in $1,000 bail.
OWNERS OF THE PROPERTY LOSE__ #
In a Condemnation Suit, and Now They
Charge the Railway with Un-
due Influence.
Monroe, Mich., Aug. IS.— In building
the Detroit extension of the Detroit,
Monroe and Toledo short line, electric
railway, the road had to condemn a
number of pieces of property just
north of this city. The property own-
ers lost, the jury awarding about what
the railroad offered to settle for.
J. J. Kiley, attorney for the proper-
ty owners, filed an affidavit in the
probate court alleging that on Aug.
(5, Charles, Hannan, an officer of the
road, took Sheriff Dull and a part of
the jury over to Toledo on a special
car to a theater, thereby unduly influ-
encing the jury, and he asked the
court not to confirm the decision of
the jury. Sheriff Dull, who guarded
the jury, says he chartered the car and
took the jury for an outing as his per-
sonal treat and at his own exitense.
The probate Judge has not yet acted.
War Mo vo by Ituasia.
ScntrlM at D«nvlll* Attacked.
Danville, 111., Ang. 17.— Three at-
tacks were made upon the sentries
posted by Captain Beggs of Company
A about the county jail ea^ly In the
morning and evening, but so far as
known nobody was hurt, although
many shots were fired by tho guards.
Some of the soldiers had narrow es-
capes from serious injury by. living
stones.
And n Willing Woman Cam*.
Stockbridge, Mich., Aug. 18.— George
Wilson advertised for a wife, and a
willing woman came. She looked over
George and he jmssed muster. Then
she went to his farm, and she opined
that that also would do. She sized up
the neighborhood, and found it not so
very had. Then she and Wilson ac-
cepted Postmaster Mills’ invitation to
be married in his house.
Had B**a Struck by a Train.
Battle Creek, Mich., Aug. 18.— The
badly mutilated body of James Will-
iams. 80 years old. colored, who lived
in Saline, Washtenaw county, was
found beside the Michigan Central
tracks. He had been struck by a train,
but It Is not known how tht* accident
occurred. Ho was on his way to Kala-
mazoo to visit bis son.
Go to C A. Stovenaon’s Jewelry Sior
for your Fountain Pen. he has thelarg
e»t assortment in the city, at very low
figures. _
Not Over-WlM.
There is an old allegorical picture uf
• girl scared at a grass-hopper, but in ;
the act of hev*dlewly treading on aj
snake. This is paralleled by tbe man >
who spends a large sum of money bull- J
ding a cyclone cellar, but neglects to
p ovide bis family with a bottle of
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar
rhoea Remedy ss a safeguard against
bowel complaints, whose victims out*
number those of the cyclone a hundred
to on* . This remedy Is everywhere re-
cogniz-d as tho most prompt and reli* !
able medicine in use for these diseases.




Soma Knot* Regarding lu Rapid Increase. :
Appendicitis among ’Americans is
certainly increasing and while this is ^ ,
probably due to the excitement and j ]
worry of American business life, it is!
more often directly traceabje to consti- !
pation. Appendicitis is caused by ex-!
traneous matter entering the vermi-J
form appendix and not by the swallow- 1
ing of htvds. If the digestive organs ,
are kept in perfect condition so the food i
is duly assimulated and the bowels!
move gently, at least once a day, ap-
pendicitis wlli never develop. Don’t
take chances. Regular doses of Dr.
Caldwell’s Synfp Pepsin before meals
will strengthen tbe organs of digestion,
your appetite will be good, coustipatlon
disappears and you feel better in every
way. Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup Pepsin dia-s
not relax the bowels by irritation, but
by curing indigestion, tbe cause of con-
stipation. W. C. Walsh sells it in o*>o
and $1 bottles, under a positive guaran- :
tee. Write for ikwk ol testimonials toj
Pepsin Syrup Co., Dept. 5, Mouticello,
111.
A very pretty line of 10c Ging-
hams, White Goods, India Linens,
Persian Lawns, Vestings, Silk Mull,
Lace Stripes and Dimities.
Linea Colored Goods in Chara-
brays, India Linens, Mercerized Gren-
adine,1 Silk Muslin and Melusine-
Plain Organdies in all colors.
Colored Goods in Leno Applique,
Balsora Batiste, La Sirene Novelty.
Complete line of Underwear and
Hosiery. v
Black Sateen Petticoats.






It depends upon the nerves.
If they be sound and strong, you
are healthy and vigorous. Your
mind is clear, and you ere happy.
But if they be week, you ere nerv-
ous and miserable. Your mind is un-
eesy, end yo^ suffer ail the tortures
of a doomed, nerve-starved men.
PALMO TABLETS
rebuild the shattered nervous system,
and cure ell diseases arising horn
over-work, loss of sleep and excessu,
and insure health and happiness.
60 cent*, 12 boxes $5.00. Guaranteed.
Ha laid Drug Co., Cleveland, O,
Sold by W.C. Walsh, Druggist, Holland.
G.iVan Putten
LEONARD Y. DEVRIES .
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Special attention given to collections.
Office, Van fler Veen Ulnck.
Cit. I’hone ICO. Cor. River and 8th St
Fennville
(2.18^)
This noted sire will make
the stand at Holland each
Monday, ( Tuesday and Wed-
nesday of every week for
the season ofT903.
Enquire for terms, etc., of
J. HJiMink
&-Son,
No. 18 W. 9th-St.





ever invented for the farmer.
Only by means of the com binder
can farmers successfully handle
their com crops and save the stalks which equal
the grain value of the crop. Buy the McCormick
And save not only the ears but also the stalks.
We shall be pleased to explain this machine
if you will call and see the sample.
JAMES KOLE
133 143 River Street, HOLLAND, MICH.
Flv* GIr Drowned Wane Boating’.
Richmonu. Ya., Aug. IS. — AULurich
Station, Giles county, while a party of
children, one boy and seven girls, railg* . ____ „ _____
ing in age from S to 35 years, were j leading to the sewer tunnel, brenkiii;.:
boating, the boat capsized and five of ;iu arm and several ribs, and sustniu-
- Aug. 17.— A squadron i the girls were drownc-d. The drowned ing such sqrlous Inj:: i he i.,ay
Black sea fleet has cWldren were two daughters of John uot recover.
Felt to the Bottom of a Shaft.
Owosso. Midi., Aug. 18. — Robert
Johuson. of Bay City, employed by the
Kilby Manufacturing company on the
construction of the sugar factory, fell
to the bottom of a thirty-foot shaft
OSTEOPATHY' CURES WHEN
OTHER’ METHODS FAIL!
We do not work miracles, nor cure
incurable diseases, but we do cure many
diseases that are Incurable under the
old methods of treatment.
Consultation and Examination
Free whether you take treatment or
not.
Office Hours— 9 to 12 a. m.; 1 to 4
and 7 to 8 p. m.
Phones — Office 441;' Residence 466.
FARMERS
and others who are looking for anything in our line should






DR. L; CHASE. •
GSTF.CPKTFrC IMS \ SIC] 7- N.
1’tiftfrhst.. Do-:' , I , - at lowest prices and - would like to have you call on us.
Cl un> ____
I oi iiervd to : nil for Turkish waters, j -Bobinson, one daughter of John Hollo- ;
'Noiii:C*'i:o;s of ibis move has been tele- | way aud two daughters of Mrs. L. O. j
ghaplmd from 8rt:i s'opol to the Bus- I ^ce*
O:s l:ui :untja*sador at Com- nutinople.
•• he dispatch ci the j q-wiuuM is tn-
r udej to rtuplwsize Itdesia’s lirentioa
of ex: ( ting complete compUauip with
her demands ns to satisfactlTm for the
i.mrelfr by n Turkish gsnda. ma of Lum
consul at MunucUf,
, III* IS'fit Wro Costly.
, Coldwater. M it h,, Aug. IS.— Will Bn--- • i ‘vis, orBitiicr, this county, started to
Tw/Jirth Victim of th« Di«n«tcr. ; boat his v:.y • : -it he was thrown
Philadelphia, Aug. 14.— >VlJltnm Gar- off py a Urnkcn^n from the j lal.'m-m
wood, of Trenton. N. J.. who was in- of a ; • train, under til
jured in the accident at the I’hihuie!- of a p freiaht i
pkh ball park laat Saturday, is dcafi foot, jmrr'm ];i«£ left 1 .r’d
at a be;;;,!?.} here— the twelfth fatui- cth- rv h,.- i •••. • i; ;*;• vii, pub;ilj. rocov'M.
iir pfi!
u /. « »* v;t rpf yn:p
BEST for Crc s V'/boopiag Kof?
p
Mib «’i m.
PAi iivere q.t' i « whr* lire in P's d o !
‘Ijiiigb^ ebo.u'd gm; ine a esb i also |
l.HV*; •Hh* • • 1 • i* *• 1 «'•’• I'p-tK fnr saitf.i' G A • KlOMF ARENS,






97-lffi Lust Lijihth Street. HOLLAND. MICE
Fins Line of Stationer/.
We have added to our stock a very
complete line of stationery, pens and
pencils, pen and pencil tablets, and a
Dig line of Sanford's ink and mucilage,
fancv stationery in boxes, calling cards,
blank receipts, day books, ledgers,
memorandum books, etc. The price we
have placed on these should move them
rapidly.
J. 0. Doesduro, Druggist,
32 East Eighth street.
Are vou going to build? Do you need
money? Call and examine our system
of loaning money. The Ottawa County
Building and Loan Association, 17 E.
Eighth St.
FARM FOR SALE— Farm of 80 acres
2 miles west of Coopersvllle; IS acres
improved; small peach orchard; pert
suitable for growing celery. Inqulreyof
BenJ. Boslnk, R. F. D. No. 1., Hudson-
vllle.
Money To Loan.
Money to loan on easy terms. Inquireof A. W. Nysson,
Fillmore township.
Address, Holland, Mich. 2*tf
For Bale or Kent.
A blacksmith shop at Vriesland. In*
terurban oars run past the shop. In*
quire of Wm. Borst, Vriesland. 13-tf
James— Don’t figure on 'marrying a
model wife unless you are a mind reader
and know for certain that she takes
Rocky Mountain Tea. 35 cents. Haan
Bros.
HKARIN’O OF CLA1MH.
STATE OF MICHIGAN, I
County or Ottawa (*"•
Notice Is hereity Riven, tint l»y an order of the
Probate Court for the County of Ottawa, nnulc
on the Iflth day of Juno, A. 1). limn, six months
from Hint (Into wore allowed for creditors to pro*
Rent their claims aisainat the estate of Sue A.
Martin, late of said County. deccaRed. and that
all creditors of said deceased are required to
present their clalma to said Probate Court, at
the Probate olUce, In the City of Grand Haven,
for examination and allowance, on or before the
Itith day December next, and that such clalma
will be heard before aald Court, on Wednesday,
the 10th day of December next, at 10 o'clock In
the forenoon of that day.
Dated at the City of Grand Haven, June 16th,
A. 1). 1903. » EDWARD P. KIRllY,
Jun 19-Dee 11 Judge of Probate.
HEARING OF CLAIMS.
STATE OF MICHIGAN, 1..
Countt OF Ottawa i '
Notice 1b hereby given, that by an order of the
Probate Court for the County of Ottawa, made
on the (3rd day of July, A. D. 1903, six mouths
from that date were allowed for creditors to pre-
sent their claims against the estate of Jan Rle-
kus Reukema, late of said County, deceased, and
that all creditors of said deceased are required
to present their claims to said Probate Court, ut
the Probate office, in the City of Grand Haten.
for examination and allowance, on or before tho
23rd day of January next, and that such claims
will be heard before saiu Court, on Satur-
day. the 23rd day of January’ next, at 10 o’clock
In the forenoon of that day.
Dated st the City of Grand Haven. July 33rd,
A D. 1903. EDWARD P. KIRBY,






Beginning June 22, the steamers
Puritan, Argo and Soo City will
run on the following schedule:
Leave Holland daily at 9 a. m.
and 9 p. m.
Leave Chicago daily at 8 and 9:30
a. m. and 8:45 p. m.
Leave Ottawa Beach daily at 10
a. m., 9:40 and 11:15 p. m.
The right being reserved to
change this schedule without no-
tice.
J. H. GRAHAM,
Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
J. S. MORTON,
Sec’y and Treas.
FRED ZALSMAN, Local Agent.













A FmmUwymnm Whone Rxperlencw b
Affalnst Us to*.
I see quite often yonr remarks In re-
gard to feeding, always speaking about
bow \ *ry Important a mash Is In a ra-
tion. 1 am going to give you my expe-
rience.
I fed a mash for two years, always
fed at noon, for the reason that when
fed ta the morning hens would sit
around during the coldest part of the
day. So X fed mixed grain in straw
litter mornings and kept heap hustling;
at noon fed mash; at night wheat or,
when very cold, whole corn. Now near-
ly every one who writes about rations
says you must feed mash. I conclud-
ed It used up valuable time mixing,
placing In trays and going around to
see If any had been left I could not
do It In less than an hour and a half.
I have not fed a! mash now for two
years and have decided to my satisfac-
tion that It Is a waste of time, of which
a man has none too much If he looks
after his hens as he ought I gathered
last year (1,000 more eggs than I ever
did while feeding mash from not quite
as many hens, and the larger part one
and two year old hens.
This winter I have fed grain twice a
day, the same morning and evening,
using plenty of straw litter. Every-
thing the hens had they had to scratch
for. I have no given amount to feed.
I go among my different pens and give
according to how liuugry they seem to
be, and If by picking over the straw I
find grain they go without until they
scratch It out. I feed about one-third
cracked corn, one-third whole wheat,
one-third oats; when very cold, give
whole corn at night, about three times
a week. I also feed ground bone every
other day and cabbage. I put away
enough cabbage In ,the fall to last until
green stuff comes again In the spring
and cure clover and feed just as you
would to a horse, and they dean It all
up hut the very large stems. They
have access to shells, grit and charcoal
at all times.— Cor. Practical Farmer.
A Crack Light Brahma.
Tills fine breed, whose picture Is re-




49 \Yest Eighth St., Holland.
Telephone No. 38.
Stop that Cold and Cou-^h.
The best preparation for the colds and
coughs that prevail is the Tar, Pine and
Cherry Cough Syrup. Try a bottle.
For sale by Haan Brothers, Druggists,
G East Eighth street.
by J. W. Shaw, Brockton, Mass. The
cock la a Madison Square Garden price
winner.
Goose Liven For Epleares.
The fattening of geese In large num-
bers after the French plan of invert-
ing a large part' of the carcass into dis-
eased liver for the favorite epicurean*
dainty, pate de foi gras, or congested
liver, has been tried in Rhode Island
with very unfavorable results. One
feeder lost 3,'000 from* congestion of the
liver within a week, and the state ex-
periment station Investigated the dis-
ease and called it “goose septlcmmla”
and recommended as a prevention that
the snrdlne-like confinement be aban-
doned and the geese permitted to graze
more or less. But these feeders do not
want to prevent the disense, but want
to know ut what period thereof to mar-
ket or kill. In the case referred to they
postponed marketing at least one day
too long. But we cannot see what dif-
ference that ought to make. If the dis-
eased livers are good for epicures who
ape French customs, why should not
these that die of the disease be just ns
good, especially after putrefaction has
set In. The genuine French epicure
wants his goose “ripened’’ until It
turns green. Why should they object
to putrid livers and why should Ameri-
cans Imitators of French customs ob-
ject?— Farm and Ranch.
Oovrpeaa For Foaltry.
Home and Farm gives this method of
feeding cowpeas to poultry: “In each
case the i>eas after maturity were liar-
vested and stored in dry lofts and
thrown to the fowls in scratching pens,
where they were scratched over and
searched for during the whole day.
After a few days the egg supply very
visibly increased and within a few
weeks almost doubled that from an
equal number of bens kept in separate
quarters and fed on other grains. The
hens seemed to like the small branches
and leaves, and would eat every parti-
cle except the hard, stiff stems. The
general health of the flock was excel-
lent, and not a single hen showed the
least symptom of ailment during the
winter season. Considering the ease
with which cowpea# may be raised it
seems that every one should give them
a test as food for the poultry.
To Hold Vour Esw Market.
When once a poultryman gets a repu-
tation for selling eggs that are guaran-
teed to be good there is no more trouble
for him to hold ids orders. Each yeat
the writer is adding to his business oi
supplying families with table eggs, aim
the secret of that increase in business
is due lo the fact that we date each
egg as we tnl^p it from the nest and al-
ways give the customers the freshest
eggs we have on hand. The result is
that we have such a demand for eggs
that we seldom have an egg on hand
that is over three days old.— Farm, Gar-
den and Poultry.
THE BEQINNERS.
A PlMumt Little Chat With Them hy
One Who I* m Veteran Now.
In my travels among amateur poul-
trymen I find that many of them are
weak on the variety food question. To
produce eggs you must feed the ele-
incuts of which an egg Is composed.
Water is a scarce article In many
yards, yet water, good, clean, fresh
water. Is the very foundation of the
egg basket Growing stock as well as
laying stock must have It
Thou food! The general custom
among many Is to feed the most of the
kind of food that la the cheapest and
the easiest procured. This Is not wise.
Many times the food that is the most
needed In the yards Is the most difficult
to get but It will pay you to get it
somehow.
The city boy says, “Feed's hard to
get” That’s true, but let me whisper
In yonr ear. You get about three or
four little baskets or boxes and place
them near your neighbor’s house and
tell him to throw his table scraps Into
It,' and then you take it away when
you promise, and they will soon come
to look at It as a privilege for you to
take their scraps, and your poultry will
be getting a number of things which
will help them grow and to yield eggs.
This Is not theory, but a bit of experi-
ence.
But the country boy, oh, where Is he?
Most any farmer will rent or lease a
small parcel of ground to his son or
somebody else’s son for a small sum.
Then go to work in earnest, and you
will Ik.* surprised to see how much sun-
flower seed, how many peas, beans, let-
tuce and cubbage you can grow on a
small piece of ground. There Is no
such thing ns fall to the fellow who
wants to make things go.
Years ago I called one of my favorite
birds “Big Joe.'’ He soon learned to
know his name and seemed as proud
of It as I was of him. Then It gives
your birds prestige at home and abroad.
Many times when visitors would come
to see my poultry they would ask to
see “Lanky Bob,” “Ulysses S. Grant,”
“The Pride of the AHeghunles” or some
other favorite, and when they ordered
eggs they would ask for them from the
pen headed by one of these “named”
birds.
Yes, name your birds, for that gives
you a name, and ihnt la what you
want. Thompson’s Ringlets, Garner’s
Ben-Hur or even, In my own case,
Keystone Beauties have all been little
gold mines to the owners. Name your
birds. They’ll love you more, and
you’ll love them more.
Well do I remember the night when
a half dressed, Imreheaded and bare-
footed boy ran out Into the night’s dark-
ness with a stick of stove wood in his
(my) hand to take vengeance on the
owl that was haying a feast on some
of his (my) fancy stock.
A hen has nerves as well as your
mother, and to have some midnight en-
emy prowling around her roosting quar-
ters frightens her almost to death. And
I have found that a hen that has Injen
badly scared never does as well again.
I cannot explain the philosophy of the
fact, but I know It is true. Keep your
birds . safe and tame, and you have
overcome a great feat Id the poultry
world.1— William Harris Guyer In In-
land Poultry Journal.
Oats an a Feed For Laying liens.
The majority of farmers consider oats
a dangerous feed for chickens. The
sharp points sometimes pierce the lin-
ing of the chicken’s crop, thus produc-
ing a severe Inflammation, usually re-
sulting In death. Some varieties of oats
are stiffer and sharper pointed than
others. Then we believe there is more,
dangpr when the fowls are allowed to
gorge themselves than where given a
limited quantity.
All the cases we ever knew of where
disease was caused by feeding outs the
chickens went to the Held or garden
and ate all they wanted. We have fre-
quently fed oats to our laying hens
with the best results.
We feed at the rate of about two ta-
blespoonfuls to the ben In the morning,
the hens having access to plenty of wa-
ter and grit When oats are fed extra,
care should be taken to provide the
fowls with an abundance of grit and
pure water. The water softens the hull
of the oats, while the grit grinds It
Oats are a bone and muscle making food
and an egg producer.— Cor. National
Stockman.
Ventilation and Draft*.
Much of the animndversiou of
“drafts” by poultry writers is the veri-
est rubbish. The same writers will ur-
gently recommend ventilation, but there
must be no draft; otherwise the fowls
will all take roup and die. How venti-
lation can be secured without draft Is
not explained.’ “Draft” Is a “current of
ulr.” So Is ventilation. It may bo a
brisk or almost Imperceptible current,
but there can be no ventilation without
more or less draft. Too much ventila-
tion Is the same as too much draft.
Where fowls roost there should not be
too much ventilation. When fowls are
off the roost, there cannot be too much
draft except when the weather is so
cold as to endanger' the fowls. Give
plenty of air off and just enough on the
roost— Farm and Ranch.
lr cy,
ICnMiervi
Frozen milk and dried milk which
will stay frozen or dried and keep in-
definitely will be the common forms in
which milk, and cream will be sold
some dfy, and each and every dairy-
man or some central station for them
will freeze or dry the milk, is the opin-
ion Joseph Ia HUls expresses in the
columns of American Cultivator. The
immense amount of energy and money
spent in transporting dilute products
will be Incidents of the past Edison
has made millions from concentrating
low grade Iron ores.
Milk will be concentrated some day.
Freezing and drying will be done by
the use respectively of liquid air and
of the stored heat of the sun's rays or
peHiape the heat of the Interior of the
earth. Milk thus dried will be sterile.
Being dried In a vacuum, its albumen
win not be so much coagulated as to
lessen its digestibility.
A I’nlqae Mllkln* Mocklae.
The most up to date dairy farm In
the worid Is perhaps the one conducted
by M. Hugot In the suburbs of Paris.
On the He de la Logo, famous In his-
tory ns the rendezvous of Charles IX.
and the notorious Marie Touchet, cows
are actually milked by electricity, and
everything that science offers to bring
dairy products on the tables of the
To Stop Feather Eating.
When the fowls get to picking the
feathers off each o.ther’s neck. I take a
piece of raw, fat salt pork— a piece with
a good rind.. so it will not come down
iR the dirt-and. driv lug a nail through
the rind, nail .it to some part of the
building in easy reach of the liens and
let them work at it all they please.
When tills Is gone, if they still contin-
ue to pick off the feathers, l give them
another piece. There is something lack-
ing in their food when they pick off
ind eat each other's feathers, and the
raw, fat salt pork supplies the deficien-
cy and stops feather eating.— Josephine
M. Davis in American Agriculturist
MILK Ell USED ON HUGOT FARM.
Parisian consumers In ns pure a condi-
tion as possible is applied on the Hugot
farm.
The milking machine, a cut of which
Is reproduced from Lo Monde Illustre,
Is one of the most ingenious inventions
of modern times and is operated under
the special direction of its contriver,
Dr, Chateau, a nephew of the owner
of He de la Istge. The apparatus con-
sists of a enne shaped receptacle of
brass, to the’ top of which ta attached
a number of rubber hose, with hermet-
ically closing suckers at the end. which
are attached to the breasts of the cows.
The suction ta Induced by means of an
electric motor located In a distant cor-
ner of the* vast stable. In milking
the cows the jcklng methods of the
calf are carefully Imitated.
Eight cows are milked simultaneous-
ly by one machine, and one of the chief
advantages 1s tliat the milk is not ex-
posed first to the air. where dust and
other foreign matter find their way Into
the milk. Of course the entire method
Is a great labor saver.
Stirring Up HHnoln.
The Drover’s Journal of Chicago Is
calling loudly tor a thorough awaken-
ing on the part of the dairymen of Illi-
nois. It declares the state Is running
clear behind In everything pertaining
to dairy progress. Young men are sent
to the dairy schools of other states be-
cause they have none worthy of the
name at home. The Journal demands
that a radical change be made In the
creamery management of the state. It
points to Minnesota for an example of
what a first dase dairy state should be.
Minnesota grants a liberal appropria-
tion for fecial dairy education and
keeps up a first class dairy commission
and a number of Inspectors, who travel
the stqte const art tiy.
Lewr* oa the Scrab Cow.
Professor Hacken cautions every man
who would be a dairyman to “first
learn how to properly care for a scrub
cow, and after you have thoroughly
learned this It will l»e time enough to
think of getting ts'tter cows. Serve
your dairy apprenticeship with the
the scrub cow; then you will not make
a failure when you employ tin* dairy
grade or thoroughbred.”
The laerraNr of Milk.
The late milk increase all over the
country has beelf little less than re-
markable. Nearly every creamery has
prospered by it. and we learn of sev-
eral localities where the receipts have
actually doubled, or mure than
doubled, within the past few weeks.
This is a great year for dairying.—
Creamery Journal.
Jlnirylnu; In MinneNotn.
The biennia! report of the .Minnesota
dairy and food commission lias been
made public and covers -fiV) pages. At
the close of the year 10; >2 there, were
SOO, 000 cows, in Minnesota, 382.3,'.' of
which Contribute milk to the cream-
eries. the product of which places $14.-
000.000 annually lu circulation. There
are 800 creameries and cheese, factories
in the state, with an output 20 per
cent larger than ever before. In 1902
the creaiperv output was S14.000.000,
an Increase of over $4,000,000 com-
pared with t wo years previous. These
creameries ship 50,000,000 pounds
annually. .
A Large Line





12, 25 and 50 each.
A line of nice packag s of perfumery made by
Solon Palmer, the leading perfumer of America.
Tooth, Nail, Cloth and Hair Brushes, Elegant
Combs and Rubber Sponges.
Call and see us; we’ll be pleased to show you
the goods, and our prices are right.
Yours respectfully.
A. DE KRUIF, Druggist,
watch our window. Zseland, Mich.
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CEMENT WALKS.
DO YOU WANT A CEMENT WALK LAID ?
If 60, we can do the work and do it right. Our walks will not crack all to pieces
and be spoiled. You will save money by calling on us. We will take contracts
for any amount of walk. Let us figure with you.
ALL OCR WALKS ARE GUARANTEED.
Any reports started by our competitors that our material is not good, is
simply done for spite.
P. Oosting & Sons,
192 West Twelfth Street, Holland.
Call up either No. 384 or No. 454, Citizens phone.
UOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOOOQQ
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Notes on Nut Trees.
There Is an ever-increasing demand
for hickory, chestnut and walnut lum-
ber. The supply of these trees it very
short Indeed, and the price that a good
one will bring increases from year to
year. It is altogether probable that
the price paid for such lumber fifty
years from now will be very much In
advance of the price paid now. It is
therefore suggested by men who have
looked the ground over pretty thor-
oughly that It would be a good Invest-
ment to plant quite heavily of these
troos now where land is unsuited to
general farming purposes. That there
Is an abundance of such land we all
know, for we see It here and there
bearing only scrubby growths of dif-
ferent kinds of trees of small value.
If trffes are to be grown at all, why
not grow valuable ones. Besides, the
nuts of some of these trees have some
value In the market
• • •
We realize that It is difficult to grow
chestnuts In all situations. The tree
seems to bo one that will do well only
where given proper conditions of soil
and moisture supply. Yet there are
certainly many waste places where
chestnut trees might be successfully
grown. The nuts would prove quite a
valuable annual receipt while the main
harvest of timber was being waited
for. He who plants these trees plants
for his children unless he himself Is
a very young man, but most men de-
sire to do something of the kind.
• • •
Some years ago an enthusiastic
Pennsylvanian came into the office of
the Farmers’ Review to show some
large chestnuts of the Paragon vari-
ety. He told of a new company organ-
ized In his state with the object of cul-
tivating this nut Since that time the
company mentioned, the Paragon Nut
and Fruit Company, has been doing
good work In reforesting hilly and
rocky land in that slate. They began
work about eight years ago, purchas-
ing 200 acres of hilly mountain land.
This land contained much native
j chestnut, which was cut down and per-
I mitted to sprout from the stumps.
The Strawberry Bed.
From Farmers’ Review: The late
frosts got the earliest blossoms, but
owing to rush the patch was not
worked over this spring, leaving a
mat of plants, so the frosts were per-
haps an advahtage to us, for while the
yield was less, the berries were larger.
The second week of berry time was
very warm with^ dally showers, hence
the fruit ripened very fast, yielding
from eight to eleven gallons dally; but
oh, so hard to pick! by being In a mat
From a patch 1-16 of an acre In ex-
tent we gathered seventy-fonr gallons
of berries, and perhaps eight or ten
quarts spoiled. Ripening as fast as
they did, a few ripe berries overlooked
to-day would be spoiled to-morrow.
The quality was fine, extra; and the
size on an average was very good,
some few berries as large as common
peaches— four Inches in circumfer-
ence. The yield was in proportion to
4, COO quarts per acre. The bed was
not mulched at all last wialer or
spring; where the bed Is covered with
thick foliage, It is better to mulch
lightly with straw or leaves In our
climate, If at all, excepting with late
set bed.
Now since the harvest Is over,
spaces two feef'wide are marked off
lengthwise of the bed; In each alter-
nate space the plants are dug out—
this vacant space Is to be spaded or
plowed, then mulched with stable mar
nure as free from weeds as Is possible.
.Commercial fertilizer suitable to
-strawberries and to the soil in which
they are grown would be the best
possible to use, as it is free from seeds,
but we have the manure; hence for
economical reasons we shall use it,
cultivating the weeds out of this path.
In addition to fertilizing the vacant
place, unleached wood ashes will be
thickly sown over the rows of plants.'
Plants will be left as they are in the
plant rows, weeds, grass and clover
being all removed, but there Isn’t
much of this, only where the berry
plants are thinnest
All runners will be kept out of va-
cant rows, and straw will be put there
this winter. If put on thick enough,
this will do away with weed-fighting
and also servo some protection to the
berry plants. Do not mulch heavily
with material that lies close or packs;
better risk winter killing than smoth-
ering. — Emma Clearwaters.
For fertilizing no exact rules can be
laid down; nor can anyone say that
such and such a manure is an in-Thoea ~:r | fallibly good manure for a certain
! sprout with r fn^V T graftc‘d’ The, crop in all places; nor does It follow
! ̂  ^ a fulj-s,zed ro°t under it, because a manure gives good resulto
1 graft win buf eat rapIJlty’ and thc ' w5th 0De £anuer that it will equally
,giaft will bear some chestnuts in a i please another.
, very few years, and will become prof- --
i ita,jle In a £ew years more. Other tracts I Seventy-seven per cent of the
of land were bought in subsequent i women and 62 per cent of the men
years and treated as had been the first taking civil service examination ara
. tract. Now the company has about able to pass them.
800 acres of land, on which are grow-
ing 80,000 trees. There is always a
demand for chestnuts; both for eating





Train will leavq Holland s*t8a. in.
Accidents come with distressing fie- Rate $1 50 Take a day off and visit
~ ‘ Michigan Agricultural College which
stands at the head of all such institu-
tions in the L nited States. See posters
or ask agents for particulars. 31-32
i quency ou the farm- Cuts, bruises,
 stings, sprains. Dr. Thomas’ Ecltrcii i<












tOMS PQHITt OW A CITY
MARKET.
Itoa. & Goonesy who hat stirred up
At Borearntfor tpublks sieritet here,
ozpeeled to make the loUowliif eddreaa
to the farmed at their plcofo text
veek, hut at he wil^prohahlp beuot|4e
to attend, we publish the addreat:
^ Giktlkiow:— Thit meeting it etlled
for jour ioterett tod it to trj and pet
the farmers united; to form to orpani*
nation to find out where farm produett
are wanted; to establish a permanent
market place where buyers and tellers
oan meet; to appoint a committee for
organization; to elect a wideawake
secretary who is able to ascertain the
wants in different parte of the United
States; to entice the people of those
destitute places to come here and e**
tablish branch houses; to get members
to pay a certain sum annually to defray
the expenses, which will be small; to
communicate with the common council
to provide a suitable pi see; to have
certain rules and regulations to abide
by, as to putting up the goods for mar*
ket, and by ali means honest packing,
full count, weight and measure, which
secures trade, and to blacklist those
who undertake to defraud the buyer, as
such is a damage: to ascertain where
trees, seeds and other products can be
bought true to name, and especially
that all the fruit packages used will be
uniform. And If you club together you
can well afford to give your secretary a
good salary, to have him ready at all
times to give information about the
®roP* in different states, which can eas-
ily be obtained; to devote his time for
vour interest, as to the care of trees,
how to treat certain diseases, and many
other things he will find of interest.
Call your meetings at least once in two
weeks to exchange your views: in this
way you will be closer united. Get ac-
quainted and unite for one common
purpose, namely, to get the best price
for your products, as through mutual
co-operation only can this be accom-
plished. A system is needed, and if
this market is systematically attended
and handled properly, the success is
yours.
TJiis meeting is called to make friends
with each other. Buyer and seller are
both equally interested and an honest
purpose to assist both was the true
spirit qf this movement. I have been
informed that they agitated such a
movement long ago, but no one dared
venture it. But as you now have come
together we hope that you will appoint
a committee of such men as are busi-
°f8S “?Di so that you will be getting
the full market price for your goods.
Do not think that this city will be
against you; they want you here. What
helps you helps them. I would also
BuggeM that the citizens of Holland be
•wad through jour secretary to become
•ODorary members by paying the regu-
lar fee. Any enterprising citizen will
become a member in order to establish
such a worthy cause. Furthermore,
all should have an interest in the wel-
fare of our beautihil city, where ship-
ping facilities are unsurpassed, either
by rail or water.
The press will publish the reports,
how much your goods brought, if prices
are given them by your secretary. It
can also be published in Grand Rapids,
and the time is not far distant when
the reports will be transmitted by tel-
egraph, and any low prices will be cop-
led by other papers, and thus this mar-
icet will receive the benefit of such ad-
vertisements. You people have done
nobly to supply our citizens with fruits
and vegetables. Nothing has been
wanting. But frequently goods were
•sold alarmingly cheap. I have seen
apples sold at 10 cents per bushel. But
wilh a public market, you
will find out just what thev are worth
and no hard feeling toward anyone will
be thought of. Tbe goods are worth
just what they will bring, but not a
one man’s bid. And the satisfaction
? u.!p!ea?aDt relations that will be es-
tablished between tbe merchant and
rwT ?in ^ *rstWne- B='o™Grand Rapids had a public market
farmers often felt that they were mis-
used by the merchants offering them a
low figure. And sometimes they had
reasons for complaint, because they
would congratulate themselves on strik-
lag a good bargain. It is human na-
tare to buy as cheap as possible and
jell for the best price obtainable, hence
aint|lJ5rker 9 \h<l 0nly fair thin& *Uaround. Go at it systematically and
you will be repaid. Peddle no goods.
You have done your duty by coming to
the city market. Transact all your
business there and by nine o’clock most
firmUdutobeh0“e “ ‘Uend 10 y0urD merchant has a place of business
5® d 8P, ay8 hl8 &00<l8 attractively
ana does ail be can to make his induce-
ments so great that you will visit him
at his store. But he does not go to
j our house and peddle his wares, and
why should you? You have it your
own way. The citizens must have your
products or go hungry. You have been
called to establish systematic market-
day by aay. Will you do it.
Theo. B. GOOSSEX.
eoafaoted by County Cor. Secre-
tary.
Organization of Convention.
Roll Call of Officers, Supts.,
Delegates.
Response— Words along their
lines of work.
Appointment of Committees, Re-
porters, Pagas.
The Year’s Progress: County
Ofleere, Bujtis., I*. Unions
Our Keede and How to Meet
Them.





White Ribbon Cradle Roll Coe-
test, in charge of Spring -Lake
Union.
4:30a An Hour with a Physician, Dr.




7:48 A1 Evening with Our State Pres-





Prayer and Testimony, con-
ducted by Mrs. Floyd, Holland.
Residing of Minutes.
Michigan Methods,
(a) For Department Work.
(b) For Recording and Report-
ing Work.
(c) For Paying Dues.
(d) Official Papers.
Allendale’s half hour In charge
of Mrs. Maggie Young.
Conklin's half hour in charge of
Mrs. A. Emmons.
Hudson vllle’s half hour in charge
of Mrs. Emma Rogers.
Reports of Committees.






Local Unions’ half hour contiu-










An Hour with our National Par-
liamentarian; Mrs. A. S. Benja-
min.
Closing Prayer and Benediction.
EVENING.
7:45 Gold Medal Contest Evening.
Admission 10 cents.
Special music for evening meetings.
Devotional exercises for evenings in
charge of focal pastors.
L.S.rter, A.dST*
Hu, Un, A. Bm






















City of Holland wM| _
cil rooms of said cRar s
8, 1903, at 7:30 otto*
•aid amemmoK, tX-wm
place opportunity wiU Bh
•cos ititeretted to ho ‘












Holland, Misiu Avast is, isos.
TbeoonaooeouncUrtu n. ^sion.
and. in th« atwraoe ot the Merer, mu called to
ordtr by prealdeut mo tea Vie Patton.
Present: Prsrident pro tea Ya» Patten, Aldn
Klsli, DeVrlto. Koto, Tee lafose, Xlbbelink,
Geerllogs, K miner. Pcta*, Ktrkbof. and tbeClerk. ' '







George Warner and wife to Maria S.
Berrj, land on section 35, Manlius,
8400.
Sarah Lizziebelle Case Plotts toChas.
Howesf 40 acres on section 3, Cbeseire,
8350.
George T. Arnold and wife to Mar-
guerite Cook, 54 30-100 on section 4,
Saugatuck, 81,000.
John C. Fabun and wife to Elizabeth
V. Port, land in Ganges township, 8100.
Theodore S. Updyke and wife to Nel-
son Culver and wife 10 acres on section
34, Manlius,. 810.
Adrian E. Cbeeseman and wife to
Thomas Simington aud wife, 31* acres
on section 31, Clyde, 8400.
Joseph Smith and wife to Hollister
•F. Marsh, land on section 17, Valley,
850.
F. H. Hapeman and wife to Nelson
Culver and wife, 10 acres on section 34,
Manlius, 8200.
SEWER PROPOSALS.
w. c. T. U. CONVENTION.
The Ottawa county Womans Chris-
tian Temperance Union will hold their
convention at the Baptist church at
Spring Lake on Wednesday and Thurs-





by County Evangelistic Supt.




2:0U Prayer and Scripture Rending.
Sealed proposals will be received by
the Board of Public Works of the city
of Holland. Mich., at the office of the
clerk, until 7:30 o’clock p. m. of Sep-
tember 8. 1903, for furnishing all ma-
terial for and construction of a lateral
sewer on Twelfth street, between Pine
street and Van Itaalte avenue, as fol-
lows: 2200 feet (more or less) of 9-
inch sewer, average cut 7.80 feet, nine
manholes, and 106 house junctions.
k.ach bid must be accompanied by a
certified check of 10 per cent of the
amount of the enclosed proposition,
payable to Wm. O. Van Eyck, clerk of
the Board of Public Works.
Plans and specifications are on file
in the office of the city clerk of Hol-
land. Mich.
The board reserves the right to re-
ject any or all bids.
By order of the Board of Public
Works.
m i , v °- VAX EYCK,
Clerk of the Board of Public Works.




wksUna J 7;30 °;clock P- of Septem-
8- V03: for furnisMng all material
ioi and the construction of a lateral
sewer on Sixth street, between Centra)
a^nue . and River street, as fol-
M. Van 1'uttvn petUtonad for ptrmlMiou to
place bnlldln* material ad Jaoaat to W. W ft, lot
8, block 6f.— Granted aubjaetto ordinance.
J. II. Van Zee and i otbar afttooakeepers peti-
tioned for permlaaion to etoim tkelr places of
business after iu o'clock p. m., Soiwdayg.-Gruu-
tod.
H. Van Dyk and » otfaan petlttoued for u
lateral sewer on 10th Btnelbeiween Central and
Harrison avenues.-Refttred to committee on
ewers, drains and watereouieea.
W. F, Van Anrooy and gotten petitioned for
a sidewalk on 11th streto weal of First Avenue-
Referred to committee on sidewalka.
Albert Prance petitioned -to have City pay
freight bills on materia) eblppad him In counec-
tlon with the paviacof BUhjfcfoeet-Grantcd.
KIPOXT^ OF STAXDtM CoaUTTIEs
The committee on etneto topoitod reoominen-
ding the grading and grarellngof Uth street be-
tween Van Raalte and BarrtoM avenues.
Adopted, and proflle, spedfleattons, estimate
of cost, etc., ordered made.
Said committee recommended the payment of
fSfcoo to li. Riksen for spreadiaggnvel on Van
Raalte avenue.— Adopted.
Said committee reported that tte Gas Co. was
prepared to repair the atteeto under the superrl.
slon of the street commlastoner^-FIled.
Said committee recommendecftbat the mutter
of draiuoge of surface of streets be left in abey-
ance for tbe present, -Adopted.
The committee on clalma and accounts repor-
ted having examined the following bills, and re-
commended the payment of the same:
W J Scott, driver no 1 ......... . ........ ? "i oo
F W Stansbury, “ “2 .............. 05 00
J 11 Steketee, asst librarian ..... . ....... m 00
F M Ry Co, fit on brick acct A Fringe. . . . 3?7 55
H Olert, poor order* .............. ;y qq
WOvEyck, •• •* ......... ..... 2W
J Kruisenga, - •• ... ......... 300
DMeengs, •' •• ;. .................. 1C(K)
Ottawa County Times, printing: ........ as 40
Fritach & Thompson, plumb and jnat. ... 619
U R Hayslett, 12 days ser supt at Imp ..... 06 00
JasFrlce* surveyor ....... 3900
W Butkau, asst surveyor.  16 re
Doubleday Bros A Co, pencils and ink. . . . 3 76
Western Dnlon Tel Oo, clock rent 8 mos. . 3 00
Vissers&Sons, sup eng bse no 1. . 234
W B Dana Co, bal on ad v st Imp bonds .... 8 00
AHowed|and warrants ordered issued.
The committee on poor reported presenting
the semi-monthly report of the director of tbe
poor and said committee, recommending for the
support of the poor for the two weeks ending
September 1. 1003, the sum of 129.00. and having
rendered temporary aid to the amount of W7.00.
—Adopted.
The committee on fire department reported
that the matter of smoke-nuisance from Buss
Machine Works would be settled in a few weeks
-Filed;
The committee on sewers, drains and water
courses Recommended the placing of proper
tiling st tbe corner of Central avenue and 26th
street. -Referred to committee on sewers, drains
and water courses, with jumer to act.
Satd committee recommended that the matter
of drainage at the corner of Central avenue and
filth street, be referred to the committee on
streets aud crosswalks. -Adopted.
'1 he special committee to whom was referred
the ordinance relative to buildings in the fire
limits of the city, reported said ordinance teck
to the Council with tbe recommendation that
the name be adopted.
The ordinance was read a first and second
time by its title, referred to the committee of
the whole, aud placed on the general order of
the day.
COMM OXIDATIONS TROM BOAUDB AND CITT
orncEBs.
At a meeting of the Board of Public Worka
held Aug. 17, 1908. the following bills were ap-
proved and ordered eertllied to tbe Council for
payment:
General Elec Co, meter and lamp .. . etiim
Wcntlnghouse Co, sup ............. “ wc-
Stud ley & Barclay, belting . . ..... 718
Ottawa county Times, ptg switdbbd rep.’. .’ 12 78
Illinois Elec Co, supplies ......
Doubtoday Bros & Co, light record. ” 12 00
M Hopkins, fireman .............. .
S Bradford, lineman ........... ... 047.
R Scott, llnemaa ............. ......
H Vrleling, hauling coal ....... . ........... W84
Sunday Creek Coal Co, coal less freight'.’.’.'. 402 !«
P M Ry Co, freight on coal .......... ...178 44
National Meter Co, water meters ..... |»i go
Horsey M fg Co, water meters ........ " . . . . im 00
Jas B Clow ii Sons, welj screen ... 11 on
7 I flat! 1 J I If n 1^1. __
Tte clerk reported agreemaat to replace Pud-
en with iron poles, one block c*cb -year, signed
by tbe G. R. H. A L. M. R. Ry. Oo. autborfoee.-
Fltod.
The Clerk reported statement of deling ueut
taxes due tbe City of Holland, amounting fo
•128 1*.
Accepted and treasurer charged with the
hBwnnt.
1 toostni 01 Deputy Marehal West veer reported thecoUeo*
m deiraylnff , 'lon of •,0C0-75 Hgk; rentals for tha month of
[tffoooamoD Ju|y-iws
I Mid and Accepted and treaanrer charged with tte
iAhe 
The City Physician presented hto quarterly re-
pon.— Filed.
The Beard of Assessors reported tte special
sswssmeut relit as followa: Nlptb street totop
Van Baalte Ave. and Lake and Water streeu
•1681 M; Eighth street paving, MiMffl.M.
Kolia ware ordered tiled and numbered, and
the clerk Instructed to give required ootleeof tbe
filing of the lume, aud that Tuesday Sept. 8,
1M. at 7:10 p.m., be fixed as tbe time for re-
viewing said rolls.
The elerk reported that at a meeting of tha
L #trd of Public W orks held Aug 17, IMIt, plans,
diagrams, specifications aud estimates and pro-
tU« fur lateral sewers uu 12th street between
i’/iie street and Van Raalte areuue, aud on
Sixth street between Central avenue and River
street, bad been adopted, aud ordered submitted
to the council for approval.
Approved, and sewers ordered constructed ac-
cording to the aamu. tbe cost of constructing
said sewers to be i*ld by speelal assessment up-
on tbe adjacent property, less one-sixth to be
paid by the city at large, aud Tuesday, Sept. 8.
1903, be determined ms me lime when the Coun-
cil and Board of Public Works will meet at the
council chamber to hear objections or sugges-
tions to the same, and to the proposed s|*eclal as-
sessment district.
Resolved, further, that the clerk of the Board
be instructed to advertise tor sealed proposals
for the coustructlon of the 12lb and 6th street
sewers, the bids to be in Sept. 8, 1903, atR:80 p n>.




Resolved, that -he Michigan Telephone Com
pany be instructed to replace their wooden pole
now on the southeast corner uf Elgbtn and Riv-
er streets with an Iron pole, within forty -eight
hours, subject to the directions of me commit-
tee on streets and crosswalks, aud that if said
wooden pole is not removed, within said time,
the street commissioner be authorized to remove
same.— carried,
Unanimous consent being given, J. A. Van
der Veen requested an extension of time for a
year within which to build sidewalk adjacent to
his property on the west tide of River street be-
tween 15th aud 16m streets -Referred to the
committee on sidewalks.
Adjourned.
Wm O. Van Etch, City Clerk.
HP?*} J5$i£k special assessment
SteK te KMMMf wtmll Include All pri-
vate property adjacent to said lateral
tew^ between River street and Cen-
tral BtMUei ̂ tn te vfclch private loti,
lature avid Premises are1 hereby desig-
nated and declared to constitute a spe-
c‘a* sewer district for- the purpose of
special asresmnent to defray^ that "part
1st r~*of the cod and expense of construct-
ing a lateral sewer In Sixth street In
the manner hereinbefore set forth, as
determined by the common council and
as hereinbefore set forth, said district
to be known and designated as “Sixth
Dedal sewer assessment dis-
trict.
J%SV<4 further, that the city derk
be Instructed to give notice, of the pro-
£Uy<,«$0^tnict,on ot sald lateral sewer
4eftSe|m Sf
S?n^LCtlnf auch •ewer, according to
Plan and estimate on file In
the d2tJwf thL*ild c,ty c,,irk' and of
MbttSffi t?-be*S8C^fd therefor- by
tb? Ottawa County
Times for two weeks, and that Toes.
Works will meet at the council rooms
L(T^r any WBtlon. w oSS!
tlons that may be made to the conw
struction of said sewer, to said as-
sessment district, and to said dlagramT
plan, plat, and estimates. '
WM. O. VAN EYCK,
City Clerk.












G Blom, freight and cartage ..... «384
A W Baker, drayage« .. Mtamvi u u n  . jq gQ
Alfred Huntley, machine work .... . . . 38 g|
J Van Lundegcnd, supplies




On Twelfth street, between Pine street
find Van Raalte avenue.
City of Holland, Mich.
City Clerk's Office, Aug. 19. 1303.
Notice is hereby given that the com-
mon council of the city of Holland, at
a regular session held Tuesday, August
18, 1903, adopted the following resolu-
tion:
Resolved, That a lateral sewer be
constructed on Twelfth street, between
Pine street and Van Raalte avenue;
that said lateral sewer be laid at tne
depth and grade and of the dimensions
prescribed In the diagram, plan and
profile for same adopted by the com-
mon council of the city of Holland.
August 18. 1903, and now on file in the
office of the clerk; that the cost and
expense of constructing such lateral
•qwer be paid partly from the general
sewer fund of said city and u c*°
special assessment upon the
and premises of private property, own- tnni
ers abutting upon said part of Twelfth
street, and being adjacent to said lat-
eral sewer, assessed according to the
benefits thereto determined as follows:
Total estimated cost of lateral sewer,
12.325.00.
Amount to be raised by special as-
sessment on adjacent private property
according to benefits received, as de-
termined by the common council. $1,-
93t.50.
Amount to be paid from the general
sewer fund. $387.50.
That the lands, lots and premises
UP0D which said special assessment
shall be levied shall include all the
private property adjacent to said' lat-
eral sewer between Pine street and
van Raalte avenue, all of which pri-
vate lots, lands and premises are here-
by designated and declared to consti-
tute a special sewer district for the
purpose of special assessment to defray
that part of the cost and exjiense of
constructing a lateral sewer in said
part of Twelfth street, in the manner
hereinbefore set forth, as determined
by the common council and as herein-
before set forth, said district to be
known and designated, as “West
Twelfth street special sewer assess-
ment district."
Resolved, further, that the city clerk
be instructed to give notice of the pro-
posed construction of said lateral sewer
and of the special assessment to be
made to defray part of wie expense of
constructing such sewer, according to
diagnun, plan and estimate on file In
the office of the city clerk, and of the
district to .be assessed therefor, by pub-
lication in the Ottawa County Times
for two weeks, and that Tuesday, the
8tn day of September, 1903, at 7:30
0 clock p. m., be and is hereby deter-
mined as the time when the common
council and the Boyd of Public Works
win meet at the council rooms to con-
sider any suggestions or objections that
may be made to the construction of
said sewer, to said assessment district,
and to said diagram, plan, plat, andestimates. •
WM. O. VAN EYCK,
City Clerk.
NOTICE OF SPECIAL ASSESSMENT.
City Clerk’s Office,
m S01 ¥ich'' AuK- 20, 1903.
To T. Keppels Sons, J. E. Benjamin
v!fn!?0U'Jm.an’ Vl8f,cher & Kollen, H. w!
Vander Lei, C. De Keyzer ft Co H
Takken. L. Lanting, Vlsscher ft Beach!
Mr/’p ST",’ P- Pr,n8’ J' w* BosnianMrs ( . Kruisenga estate. Mrs. M. E.
Mabbs. J. A. Mabbs, W. H. Beach, T.
qljfft’ k; pr^‘r’ J"!nk 8m,th' Wm-
w ifti * ? °/ir’ Wi Benjaminse, H
JViilsb, A. J. Hulsenga, A. McNab. W
Bentley, John Smith. G., R. H. ft L.
5J’ P' J{y' * n - John Dlnkeloo, A. Ja
Pmgu. J. Kuito, sr., B. Brouwer. It
Arendshorst. Mrs. A. Elskes. L. t
Kanters estate. P. A. Kleis. W. Vander
\ eere W m. Butkau* Jacobus Derks J
Kltesterman. H. Illohan, s. Llevense,
J. H. Barkel, F. J. Shouten, C. Kruis-
T w ®.8trif’ John Kruisenga. Mrs. O.J- City of Holland. Jennie Kan
m-m FaSf u Zu,,dew,nd* p- J- Zals-
Pm ' 1 J,r,Ha»,nffton’ estate H- D.
C Vn„J‘ a i P®8t’ „H' Van Ark
\ an Ark. E. Vaupell. R x
Do Morrell. F. C. ItaT B Rit
sen. t hnrles Harmon, Blom
Bertsch. H. Boone, W. Walsh D
ZT’S' G- ̂  Kanter8' H- Walsh. DuMez Bros.. A. Steketee, A. J. Ward
m°akkD R NIe3' s- Rei,ls-
v.?;, ^;-K- V„an J- Kulte. sr.,
Vinder V erp & Meeboer, A. C. Rinck
wSi; e?':Ul0«r,Mra' R' E' Best- W. C.
VrW \?nn0S.WJ8e’ A* v,83cher. u. De
Juries. McBride & Beach, J. O. & H. R
Doesburg, J. Vander Sluis, J. Alberti!
p A' Stevenson, A. B. Bosman, John
Pessink. E. Herold, H. Kremers, First
State Bank. O. Breyman, N. Hof-
steenge, Nancy M. Charter. L. E.' Van
ni F‘ ‘?utton- G-'J- Van Du-
p!!' P on1’ lr-' J' A* Vander Veen,
Kter Lroum. S. Sprietsma, Tannetie
\erschure, Boot & Kramer. E. Vander
aI1 muher W*0™ Interested,
take notice: That the roll of the spe-
cial assessment heretofore made bv the
Board of Assessors for the purpose of
cos^whlftwh 1 Part ‘°f the expense aT"j
1 ,'lhich the common council decided
• honld be paid and borne bv special
assessment of the paving of Eighth
street between the west line of River
street and the east line of Land street,
Is now on file in the office of the city
clerk for public inspection.
Notice is also hereby given that th#>
‘tud Roard Assessors will
m.et in the council rooms in said cltv
on Tuesday, September 8, 1903. at 7:36
g? review said assess-
u. • cn urae and place oonor-
u ty wm by riven an p"„om’T„-
terested to be heard.
WM. O. VAN EYCK. |
• City Clerk.
Here perhaps is the op-
portunity yon hare /been
waiting for--a chance to
buy the best suit you have
ever worn for less than a
man ever paid for similar
qualities.
It is unfortunate for. us
that we cannot carry these
goods along and sell them
for what they are worth,
but there are too many of
them; too tnuch money in-
vested; too much room oc-
cupied. In our business
• there is no rest— no stop-
ping place. Before one
season is done we must
prepare for another.
These goods are in our
way ; they hinder us, and
we do not knoto of any
better way than to let you
have them at a price just
about a third under what
such suits should cost
you.
We guarantee them—




27 W. 8th St., HOLLAND
Every day we are telling the
people about our stock of shoes.
Mrs. Mollie Allen, of South Fork,
Ky., says she has prevented attacks of
cholera morbus by taking Chamber-
lain^ Stomach and Liver Tablets when
she felt an attack coming- oh. Such at-
stack are usually caused by indigestion
and these Tablets are just what is
needed to cleanse the stomach and ward
off the approaching attack. Attacks
or bilious colic may ba prevented in the
same way For sale by W. C. Walsh,
Holland: V an Bree & Son, Zeeland.
For Sale
PROPOSED LATERAL SEWER.
Qli slxth street, between River street
__oml Central avenue.
City of Holland, Mich.
vrt,?ity, cle,,k’s Office. Aug. 19. 1903.
•Notice is hereby given that the com-
mon council of the city of Holland, at
™re/Sar ®eSBl°n held Tuesday, August
18. 1903, adopted the following resolu-
tion:
Resolved, That a lateral sewer he
constructed on Sixth street, between
•Rher street and Central avenue: that
said lateral sewer be laid at the depth
! .. ant] and of the dimensions pre-
l ..•> scribed In the diagram, plan and pro-
Lots in Steketee Addition.
Lot on W. Kith Street.
2 Dwellings on Central Avenue.
I4J Acres of Good Garden Soil.
Lot on 11th Street.
, Dwelling on 13th St., 675.
Dwelling on 15th St., 750.
Dwelling on 14th St., 1150.
Enquire of
MARSILJE & KOOYERS.
First Stole Bank Block
Norton Resort
o Excursion
Via Fere Marquette Ry.
September 8.
Round Trip
Rate, S3 and S4
Ten Days' Trip
to the Resort Country.
SY-RE-CO
 1  BilllousneM, Headache.. « mousneM,
16c perbottleat Heber Wal*h’» Drag Store.
Excursion tickets will be on sale at
all of the principal offices of the Pere
Marquette R. R. Co. on date above
mentioned, for regular and special
trains.
Tickets will be sold to following
points, but may be used to intermediate
stations north of and including Bald-
win, where regular trains are sched-
uled to stop:
Ludington Traverse City
Maiistee ' Elk Rapids
Charlavaix Bay Viaw
Patoskiy Frankfort
For particular! aa to time of trains,
rates, etc., see large bills or make ‘
quiry of Pere Marquette agent.
in-
Makes homely women beautiful, good
looking women handsome. Greatest
beautifier in tbe world. Such is Rocky




Inch sewer '.*f *- ! •'MPr|w»Pecl0entloM,Mi»er». ism °J tlM <jerk: that the cost and'expense
nianholes and l”jUse jumolnns ' t"'° °“a"* “um,- Time, ,p,s spec ,ewe» ... N"*1 sewer he
Each bid must be ac^mpaS i,v a ^ «W«* n*. .............. 2- ? - . £.rom thc Bcneral ***«•— ’ ... 1 .cu ux .1 h Gnrvdiuk, mowing lawn
t oxuac. miHir ........ . ..... . ^ j ^
Tom Powere, dynamo tender'..!. .!.!'..!: iw file for ̂ me'ad'opTed'VTh; “common
. ™ jiutUu, at.st suri2Ui st sewer ........ 86 «'imcil of the city of Holland. August
88 IS. 1!'03. and now on file in the office
15 00
J Dyk.-nin,
3Si,bl!ni,us' be accompanied by a
c.itified check for 30 per cent of :]i
.0f-nrhe enclosed proposition.
]*<i\ able to_U m. O. Van Eyck, clerk of
Board of Public Works. Plans and
specifications are on file in the office of
the city clerk of Holland. Mich.
The board reserves the right to re-
ject any or all bids.
Works0rCler °f the E°ard 0t Pub!ic
WM. O. VAN’ EYr’F
Clerk of the Board of Public Works. | Accep
Dated Holland, Mich., August 20, 1903. amount.
vn., lu tr, c . 1 ............ 1175 aasespment upon th
an D.» ke a Sprietsma, supplies ..... * . . . , 73 premises of private
II Gunzert Ir.lmr __ ____ _____ ..II nzert,labor.
B Ham, “ .................
J Kuito, Sr, sewer repairs .......... • '
Adopted and warrants ordered Issued!
<iw
pm .ue property owners
18 38 abl,ttlng upon said part of Sixth street
2013 arK;i belnp adjacent to said lateral
is «e/vei,’' a8?ess^cl according to the bene-
f ts theret0 determined as follows-
. ........... .. .jaBUtN|> t o50; jjJotiti estimated cost of lateral sewer,
a f r®P°rted receipt for wo,- ! Amount to be raised by special as-
3d0 00, j.roceeds from the sale of the street |m. 1 sessment on adjacent private property
proveraent I,n„ds. . .. according to benefits received, Kik
Accepted and treasurer ordered charged \#lih sew^r^u ^ d^S fr°m the general





~ Porter's Cough Syrup
is so easily obtained
and so quickly cures.
The right remedy for a!! diseases of Throat,
Chest and Lungs. Acts on nature's plan—
loosens the cough, relieves '.he lungs, opens
the secretions, effects a cure.
Don’t accept a cheap substitute on which
druggist mckes more profit. Get Porter’s.




St. JOSEPH, SOUTH HAVEN,
PENTWATER.
SUNDAY, AUGUST 23
Traio will leave Holland at 9 a. ra.
Rate $J. See posters or auk agents for
particulars. 31-32
Horne* For Sale. -
Jacob Ellen of Herreid, So. Dakota,
will arrive here about Aug. 2tf, with a
carload of horses. These horses are all
well broken and good workers.
FOR SALE BY
Heber Walsh, S. A. Martin, C. D. Smith,
DRUGGISTS.
Go toC. A. Stevenson’s Jewelry Store
for your Fountain Pen, he has the larg-
est assortment in the city, at very low
figures.
Nearly Forfeits His Life.
A runaway alraest ending fatally,
garted a horrible ulcer on the leg of J.
15. Orner, Franklin Grove, .111. For
four years it defied all doctors and all
remedies. But Buckleh’s Arnica Salve
had no trouble to cure him. Equally
good for Burns, Bruises. Skin Eruptions












our work, oietbodB and prices; i
they are sure to please. j
^ATEi .................. 16.00 |
G*iid Filiinifs up from .......... 60 i
'Vfiite ynd Si ver Filiiogs ...... 50
T^eih EUracted without (win... .25
Devries,
THE DENTIST
36 East 8th St.
•wtt kwh—
* ‘ - . % Hfc
'f.illl
ii .. iir
Yoa May Drive Hone
idth a wagon that everybody takes off his hat to if you
— trade with us. We are not given to extravagant state-
meats but the experience we have bad selling
Studebaker Vehicles
aed Harness
1 i? patting it strong. That experience proves that
nothing satisfies so well as Studebakere. We don’t need to tell
nat tney are honest goods. When you have made your pur*
J yon go home wtisfied and stay satisfied. That’s the kind of
bU!i”“' Th>,'S Wby
Ds yea need soantMef? Ut^afl|ms«H with yea.
J* VAN GELDEREN, ZEELAND, MICH.
CORRESPONDENCE.
DRENTHE.
Our town has been quiet for a few
weeks, not of sorrow or pleasure, but
of rushing business.
Our real estate dealer, C. Kruldhof,
is doing a rushing business. Of late
he sold 40 acres to W. De Haan and
again a 66-acre farm to K. L. Brower.
Our new buildings are nearing com-
pletion. Surely the parsonage, Mr.
Hundenpan and J. Ter Haar, builders,
will be the finest building in this com-
munity.
Mr. A. Branderhorst is engaged as
engineer at Ver Hage Balling Co. J.
A. Nykamp is also engaged as an em-
ployee.
H. and J. Boer are breaking J. Rid?
dering’s fast horse, “Fennville,”
J. Boer Is also driving a fine ‘Ham-
iltonian coach.
Rev. and Mrs. N. Boer have been the
guests of their parents.
Miss Jennie Van Dam has returned
from Colorado.
J. J. Roelofs and O. A. Roelofs took
In the Niagara excursion. They report
a good time.
Our principal, H. K. Boer, will soon
enter upon his new field of work. Suc-
cess.
Prof. Henry Boers is surely very suc-
cessful In Increasing the Hope college
enrollment.
Myntorimu Lire uni stance.
Owj was pale and sallow and the other
fresh and rosy. Whence the difference?
She who is blushing with health uses
Dr. King’s New Life Pills to maintain
it. By geatly arousing the lazy organs
tiey compel good digestion and head
off constipation. Try them. Only 25c
at W. C. Walsh.
MAT.
Rev. A. Strabblng of New|Holland
will prelch at Ebenezer next Sunday, o j
MIk Trudy J. Boeve yisited her
grandparent* at Graafschap last week.
Mr. Gruppen of Graafechap did the
mason work on the foundation for the
silo of Wm. Van den Beldt.
der Linde returned last
Frldajf from a visit with his mother at
FretuM.
: Messif.Reimink & Zoerman threshed
1,488 bushels of grain for H. Lubbers
in a little more than one day.
Every farmer in this locality isgoing
to tba pdcoic the 25th of August. It is
possible that Van’s cornet band of East
Holland will furnish the music that
day. Everyone come mD(j take part in
the food things of that day. The eecre-
^7. ^; Van den Beldt, will be in
the Tlipea office in the morning to sell
tickets.
Boy Owiwd of Colic After Physician'*
Treatment Ilatl Failed.
My boy when four years old was taken
with colic and cramps in his stomach.
I sent for the doctor and he injected
morphine, but the chi[d kept getting
worse. I then gave’ him half a tea-
spoonful of Chamberlain’s Colic, Chol-
era and Diarrhoea Remedy, and In half
an hour he was sleeping and soon re-
covered.- F. L. Wilkins, Shell Lake,
Wia. Mr. Wilkins is bookkeeper ifor
the Shell Lake Lumber Co. Fur ;sale




FOR THE NEXT THIRTY DAYS we will
give the people of Holland and vicinity the big-
gest bargains in wall paper they ever heard of.
We wijl
give a
with every, dollar s worth of wall paper they buy
(paper below 10c excepted). The coupons are re-
deemable in trade -for any article in our store.
i
25c Coupon
__ ___ J.L _r ,,
I Say
Can you afford
to have a poor job of
painting?
Van Raalte, fears & Goossen, Ltd,
have been here many years.
Their reputation is beyond reproach.
A good job always.
— — 150 EAST EIGHTH STREET.
Sanitary Plumbing
OTTAWA STATION.
Mr. Oliver Burch of Hopper town,
was here last week to see his son, Amos
Burch. He had hurt one of his feet
and went to see Dr. Bruinsma, who
thought he would be all right in a short
time.
Levi Fellows’ threshing machine is
threshing on the north side of Grand
River at present, but be expects to be
here next week. Grain is of good qual-
ity and a fair crop.
The New Era school is looking /or a
good school teacher. Apply to Eugene
Fellows.
The Banner creamery is still turning
out a goodly amount of butter and of a
good quality. They rank so far with
the highest in quality in the agricul-
tural college butter contest, an average
so far of 83 per cent.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Baleom of Grand
Rapids were here last week visiting.
They returned home Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Woodbury were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. Meier last
week. He returned home last week,
but she will remain a few days to visit.
Messrs. Baleom, R. Meier, and Eu-
gene Fellows and wives took a day’s
outing to Ventura last Monday. A
very pleasant day was spent in the
beautiful grove which Ventura can
boast of and they had a good visit with
an old acquaintance there, Mrs. Maria
Joscelyn.
Fall plowing has commenced. The
ground is getting dry again. Corn is
doing well at present and if frost holds













Corner River and Ninth Streets.
Aitt. IUU SOK£? USE ^
aracamphpI Relieve* Instantly or Money Refunded*
I Muscular Rheumatism
I m. Sore Joint* and Neuralgia*JL ^ External Remedy which will Sweat Out the
revet and Inffamyga
Summer Complaint.
If the stomach and bowels are free
from gaseous and sour fluid accumula-
tions and the habits regular, your chil-
dren will go through the heated term
without sickness. Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup
Fepsln corrects alls such troubles by re-
moving the obscure cause and keeps the
system in perfect working order.
Oakland!
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Masselihk of the
Agricultural College, are visiting par-
ents and friends here.
John Meyaard is ftrecting a new shop
in which he proposes to continue his
blacksmith work. He is at present very
busy, and considering his satisfactory
work, • be deserves the patronage of
every farmer^ He not only mends and
repairs for the farmers, but beautifies
Oakland with his surplus.
The threshing machine has full sway
among the farmers at present. Wheat
turns out fairly good. Among those
who threshed in the neighborhood of 80
bushels to an acre, are L. Winkels, G.
Wuiters, H. Masaelink, and H. J. Mas-
aeiiliK.
The base ball team of Overisel has
again resurrected. Albers, their fa-
mous pitcher, has returned from a tour
to the west. He consulted with various
league pitchers and is now in good trim.
The local team will soon meet him with
his bunch of players on the Drenthe
diamond and solve the championship.
Edward Hulst, our mail carrier, is
thoroughly enjoying his business. He
makes some very long stays in Drenthe
at times. He claims that it takes Dina
HAMILTON.
Mr*. F. Leroy and Mrs. E. Aldridge
were in Grand Rapids Tuesday.
Rev. Rosendal gave a fine discourse
in the English language Sunday even-
ing.
Wm. Borgman has bought one of the
house* owned by Chas. Bosuick and
ha* moved it on the lot joining his own
residence.
L. Peterham is building a neat little
barn, which adds greatly to the beauty
of bis home.
J. Mosher returned Saturday from
Saud Lake, where he bus been visiting
hi* daughters Mrs. C. Miller and Mr*.
F. Eadison.
Ora Campany of Grand Rapids, John
Wood and sister of Dutton,* were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Campany Sunday.
Mrs. G. Harmson entertaiuud in hon-
or of her niece, Aduie Knight of Mar-
cellus, Monday evening.
The Home Missionary Society will
giveapink teaon Thursday afternoon
at the home of Mrs. M. E Campany. •
C. Baker and V. Ferris of Allegan,
were in town on business Monday.
Real Estate Transfer*.
John J. Rutgers, Register of Deeds.
Peter- ICjaermgaard and wife to
Morris Kellogg, part ne^i and
ne% ne% sec. 22, twp. of
Spring Lake ..................... .$ 2.500
Henry K. Lanning and wife to
Thomas Lanning and wife, ne%
nw frl. hi, sec. 19, twp. of
Jamestown ...................... 2,400
Enno J. Pruim and wife to Bar-
ney Klouw and wife, part lots 2
and 3. block 2, Bryant’s add. to
Spring Lake .................... 725
Willemina H. Barendson to Frank
Kovlstra et 'aL, s% se}£ sw!4,
sec. 1. twp. of Polkton ......... 1,200
Horatio P. Snyder and wife to
Kornelius Huizenga, lot 1, block
2. Eastman vllle .............. 550
Bouke Mudder and wife to John
B. Mulder, e^. e'-j. wU, nett,
sec. 3fi. twp. of Holland ......... 800
Johnnes S. Zwagerman and wife
to Burt Holstege et al., part e
frl. tt. ne frl. tt. sec. 2, twp.
of Zeeland ....................... 2,300
Cornelius Kruithof and wife to
William De Haan, e%, w%, he}*,
of Zeeland ..... ................. 2,000
John Foley, jr.. to Charles. Len-
nis. part mvtt, sett, swtt, sec.
21. Grand Haven ....... ......... 375
Lizzie Seagrove to Lizzie Neller,
part block 2. Bartholomew's add.
to Spring Lake .............. 425
Hiram Haight to Cyrus Haff and
wife, ntt, nett. sett. sec. 11, twp.
of Jamestown ................... 1,300
Jan Krol and wife to Henry
Klomparens, part ett. swtt, sec.
24, twp. of Holland .... ....... 1,700
Wall Paper. Paints, Oils.
Brushes, Kalsomine. j
Books and Stationery, m
Window Shades, ,
New and Second-Hand School Books. U
School Supplies, B
Pictures, Etc.,
— AT THE STORE OF - —
SLAGH & BRINK
72 EAST EIGHTH ST.
Citizen’s Phone 254. _ HOLLAND, MICH. ||
— ^ou may not need Wall paper just now but you
will later on. Buy now and save money.
For the benefit of the farmers we have sheds ba -k of our ̂




J. W. Thaler and Ellen R. Aubill,
both of Leighton.
George J. Seeley and Kittle M. Morg-
ret, both of Fennville.
Eugene M. Paquia of Ganges and
Jennie M. Robinson of Pearl.
OTTAWA COUKTr.
John A. Hartgerink, 24, Maggie Ve-
ueklaasen, 24, both of Zeeland.
Notice of Special AHseMinent.
Clerk’s Oppicf,
Holland, Mich., Aug. 20, 1903
To Mr*. P. Steketee, Geo.DeWeerd,
A. Steketee, McBride & Beach, B. L.
Seott, Austin Harrington, John C. Po«t,
Western Machine Tool Works, Henry
Mouw, Joseph Warner. Robert Ware-
ham, M. Harringtio, H. Van Kampen,
Diekema & Kollen, Elmore E. Annis,
Ja*. H. Roger*, Est. of l. Cappon, Olef
. . Hansen, T. Bontekoe, P. Knutsen,
lippe College. Henry Olert, A. Aider-
ink, W. H. Meenge, Wilson Rief, John
Shaffer, A. C. Hillebrands, D. Van
Houten, Wm. Lawrence, F. J. Vos,
Geo. Ohlman, T. Ten Houten, Prakken
& Ten Houten, Alard Driy, Wolverine
Motor Works, City of Holland, and all
other persons interested. Take Notice,
That the roil of the special assessment
heretofore made by the Board of Asses
sors for the purpose of defraying that
partoftbe cost which the council de-
cided should be paid and borue by
special assessment of the grading of
Van Raalte avenue north of Twenty
fourth street, of Water street, between
Van Raalte avenue and Lake street, cf
Lake street between Water street and
the intersection of Lake and Eighth
streets, is now on file in t he office of the
Fur Sale or Trade.
A farm of 20 acres with house and
barn on East Sixteenth street, just out-
side city limits. Will sell or trade for
city property. Fine for truck farming.
For particulars call on G. Verburg._ _ __ 29 41
Order of Publicatiom
STATE OF MICHIGAN. The Circuit
Court for the County of Ottawa— In
Chancery.
John Mastenbroek as administrator of
the estate of Charles Doering, complain-
ant vs. Auguste Middleman. Leendert
Klein. John B Macy. William Baker,
I-rans Anneler and Gezina Ten Hagen,
defendants.
Suit pending in the Circuit Court for
^ County of Ottawa, in Chancery, on
the 13th day of August, A. D. 1903.
in this cause, it appearing from affi-
davit on file, that the defendants.
Auguste Middleman. John B. Macy. Wil-
liam Baker and Frans Anneler are not
residents of this state, and their resi-
dence is unknown. On motion of Gerrit
W. Kooyers, complainant's solicitor, it Is
ordered that the appearance of said non-
resident defendants, Auguste Middleman,
John B. Macy, William Baker and Frans
Anneler be entered herein within five
months from the date of this order, and
in case of their appearance that thev
cause their answer to the bill of com-
plaint to be filed, and a copy thereof to
be served on. the complainant's solicitor
within twenty days after service on them
of a copy of said bill and notice of this
order: and in default thereof, said bill
will Ik* taken as confessed by said non-
resident defendants. And it’ is further
ordered, that within fifteen days the com-
plainant cause a notice of this order to be
published in the Ottawa County Times,
a newspaper printed, published and circu-
lating in said county, and that said
publication be continued therein once in
each week for six weeks in succession, or
that he cause a copy of this order to be
personally served on said non-resident de-
fendants at least twenty days before the





City Clerk fur public inspection
came* tedious. i*t the council rooms in said city on
- - — | Tuesday, Sept. 8, 1903. at 7:30 unlock
A woman should be as young as pos- ' n5*’ t0 rev'iew |'*id assessment, at
power to charm and win the battle* of I Wm. O. Van Eyck, City Clerk.
life. Rocky Mountain] Tea keeps one i — — - *




Butter, per lb .................................. |g
Egg*, per do* ............................... is
Dried Apple*, per lb ....................... s-e
Potatoe*. per bu .......................... so
Bean*, hand picked, per bu ............. - .» 00
Onion* ...................... su
Winter Apples— good ................ so
GRAIN.
Wheat, per bu ................. oUlandnew 75
Oats, per ouwbite ................. old 30 new 33
Bye ...................................... ...
Buckwheat perBu ........ . ................ (to
Corn, per bu ........... gg
Barley, per 100 ..................... ....... | ] (lft
Clover Seed. r>er bu ....................... o 50
Timothy seen, per bu. (to consumers) ....... 2.00
BEEF, PORK, ETC.
Chicken*, dressed, per lb .................. to 10
Chickens, live, per lb. ................. g
Spring Chickens live .......... " ]o
Turkeys live .............. ”‘jo
Tallow, per lb ........................ /ton
hard, per ib ........................ m
Beef. dressed, per !b. ........... 5 . to o
Pork, dressed, tier ib ...................... ...
.Mutton, dressed, peril ................. 7




day .......... ....................... 9to*l0
Flour/ ‘Sunlight,’' patent, per barrel ....... t «o
Flour* “Daisy." straight, per barrel ....... -mq
Ground Feed I 30 per hundred, 00 per ton
Corn Meal, unbolted, I.27‘s iieiiiundredA*3 %.er
Com Meal, uolted 3 i 1 per barrel.
Middling*..! 20 per bundrea'22.'V per ton
Bran 1 Ua per hundred. l# thine t tvu
Linseed Meal $1.50 per hundred., Hide*.
Prices paid by the Cappon * Bertsch Leather Co
No. 1 cured hide ........ . ...... g
“ 1 green hide ............... 7
“ Hallow ............... ... ........
REAL
ESTATE
in Holland City is the
Best Thing- to Buy.
J. C. POST
has some choice bar-
gains this season.
LOTS.
from $100 to $2,000.
HOUSES
from *1,000 to *5,000.
BUSINESS
PROPERTY








Money to loan on easy terms. Inquireof A. W. NYSSON,
Address, Holland,' M^cb 6 tOW
For Sale or Kent.
A blacksmith shop at Vriesland. In-
terurban cars run past. tbe cb0k rr
quire of Wm. Borst, Vriesland P‘ 13 tf
James— Don’t figure or. (marrying &
model wife unless you are a mind reader
?Jl?n0xT f0: .ceriain that 6hc takes
Rocky Mountain Tea. 35 cents. Haan
Bros.
p!i;? Judge for Yourself.
'
I
Which is Better, Try anEx
•perixneot or Profit by a
Holland Citizen's
Experience.
Something new is anexperiment.
Mutt be proved to be as repre-
Mated.
The statement of a manufacturer
Is not convincing proof of merit.
But the endorsement of friends
l*.
Now^supposing you had a bad
4>ack,
A lame, weak or aching one.
Would you experiment on it?
You will read of many so-called
<mres.
Endorsed by strangers from far
•away places.
It’s different when the endorse-
ment comes from home.'
Easy to prove Jocal testimony:
Home endorsement is the proof
that backs every box of Doan’s
Kidney Pills. * - -  1
Read this case. J. H. Streur,
farmer three miles south of the
city, says: “I was bothered more
or less for years with pain through
my loins, never sufficiently severe
to lay me up, but it was distressing
and annoying. If I over-exeated
myself or had been driving long,
my back became so ttred and ached
so much that I could not rest at
night. I had often heard Doan's
Kidney Pills so highly recommend-
ed that I got a box at J. 0. Does-
hurg’s drug store and used them.
They relieved me immediately, soon
banished all my aches and pains
and rendered the kidney secretions
healthy and natural. ”
Por sale by all dealers. Price 50c.
Poster-Milbum Co., Buffalo, N.Y. Sole
agents for the U. S. Remember the
name, Doan’s and take no substitute.
Vor Sale at J. 0. DonburgV Drug Store.
We visit every 'da try fanner It the
land could possess and read the year
hook of the United States department
of agriculture for 1902, says Hoard's
Dairyman. On page 146 la a chapter
devoted to "Dairying at Home and
Abroad;” written by Major Henry B.
Alrora, chief of dairy dirialoa. Major
Alvord spent a number of months in
the summer of 1901 in investigating the
dairy conditions and practices of the
leading dairy sections of Europe. His
conclusions are based on a sound, prac-
tical knowledge of the best practice in
America, and he draws some very in-
structive judgments from what he saw
and studied. On the question of dairy
cattle he says:
“Dairy cattle constitute the founda-
tion and air Important factor of the in-
dustry.” How does this comport with “Of the many kinds now in ose It Is
the ideas of thousands of dairy fanners safe to say that in all aro found nearly
“toe CnIted States who think that the same ingredienta, the quantity of
OLD RULES STILL GOOD.
What LX. Vhteh S«H Ahoat Seieatlla
Feeding Tweatr-flre Tear* Ago.
In these days of balanced rations and
cioatifle feeding the following, from
the pen of I. K, Felch and published
aa early as 1877, will be app*cl«t*d:
“A few words upon the we of the
several condiments advertised for fowls
or egg production may not wore amiss
in this work. .
“In most esses, where these condi-
ments ore needed, the breeder Is trou-
bled to obtain a variety of food for bis
flock. We have demonstrated the ne-
cessity of the dally bee of flesh, vege-
table and grain food, and where the
meat and vegetable elements are lack-
ing their constituent parts htre to be
supplied in a concentrated form. Thus
sulphur and iron become a necessity,
and want of time to supply la their
natural .form all the elements of food
that are necessary has caused a large
demand for these specific foods and
condiments for fowls. Therefore a
word of direction for their use will
prove an advantage.





beof blood, dual purpose blood, any and
all sorts of blood. Is good enough with
them for a “foundation r He farther
says:
We have no dairy cattle of our own
In America. We have adopted those
Originated in and brought from other
countries. Even our ‘native’ or ‘com-
mon’ stock or ‘scrubs’ are but mongrels
of another <*»ntlnont. It is impossible
to estimate the debt of the dairy farm-
ers of tills country to the breeders of
Ayrshires and Guernseys and Uolsteln-
Friesians and Jerseys In their native
lands. These are the four races of cat-
tle upon which mainly rest the present
n/id future prosperity and progress of
dairying in America.”
Those are strong words, yet we cor-
dially believe them to he true. If true
what sort of work is ai\y dairy farmer
doing for himself or his country who
breeds beef blood into his herd? Does
he see the future as it should be seen?
A Fine Holatein.
Lady Creamelle De Kol Is a member
of the fine herd which Mr. John B.
Marcou of Princeton, Mas&, is collect-
'Isaac Cappon,
President.




’Corner Eigb*h and River Streets,
HOLLAND, MICH.
i/iitd 1875. lucerforattd as a State Bank
in 1890.
A general banking business transacted.
Interest paid on certificates.
Loans made.
CAPITAL • - $50,000
D. B. K. Van Raalte. - President.
Adrian Van Putten, Vice President.
C. Ver ScHURg. - - Cashier.
Pere Marquette
JUNE 21, IMS.
Trains leave Holland as follows:
For Ckleafo and West—
»i2«0a.m. 328,a m8 05a.m. 12 12 p.m. »535pm.
For Grand Rapids and North—
*f> 25 a. n.
4 22p.m. 9 55 p.m. 1150pm.
For Saginaw and Detroit—_ *5 25 a. m. 4 2'-1 p. m. _
For Muskegon— —
5 &> a. m.
_ _ 12 50 p.m. 4 25 p.m. _
For Allegan— 8 10a.m, 5 40 p m.
Freight leaves from E&*t Y at 11 05 a. «.
ingredients, the quantity of
each in the compounding being the
greatest difference in them. These
condiments and egg foods shonld be
carefully administered.
“No general rule can be followed.
One should begin with less than di-
rected and Increase the quantity until
the desired result Is accomplished.
“We have, in testing some of the egg
foods, given them as directed and
forced some of the fowls to lay three
soft shelled eggs in a single night, two
hens side by side producing five such
eggs in a night It is evident then,
that In such cases the food becomes
abortive.
“Breeding fowls should not be al-
lowed to lay more than 100 eggs in the
six months termed the breeding period,
and if they are to he found falling off
from that ratio the food may be used to
stimulate them to a natural production,
or overfat fowls may be induced to
lay more freely by its use and their fat
reduced to some purpose.
“Fowls kept to produce eggs for the
market may be fed upon this food more
freely until they are forced up to their
full constitutional limit, and when
molting time comes they may be killed
and marketed for poultry. Birds thus
forced will generally molt slowly and
fail to lay till the following spring,
which would make It more profitable to
replace them with young stock that
will stand i..e use of the food and pay
a profit on its use.”
Covsr Crops and Psach Tree*
The location of the peach orchard
and the moisture supply of any one
year have much to do with the value
of a cover crop. The peach orchard
located on a level plain and the peach
orchard located on a hillsido will be-
have very differently under almost any
condition. The hill location is the de-
sirable one; the plain location the un-
desirable one, at least In the northern
states. There are many orchards In
both situations. In most years, espe-
cially in dry years, the cover crop,
planted in midsummer will do more
good on the low land than on the high
land.
How Vom Mur Tell If the Veatllatlea
la Yoar Incabator la Right.
The West Virginia agricultural ex-
periment station publishes the follow- 1 ----- - *cuu- * usea one small bottle
tag table showing loss in weight of l of Cb*ra burial n’s Colic. Cholera andumru i ____ __ . . . 1 Dlapphnaa ____ , . .
Df»eatery Cared Without the Aid of
a Doctor.
‘•Ism just up from a hard spell of the
flux” (dysentery) says Mr. T. A. Pin-
oer, a well known merchant of Drum*
mood.Tenn. "I d
l ui Buunm i m n r! ‘oi  e V/Oii m
eggs during incubation. After placing 1 Dlarrhoe* Remedy and was cured with*
the eggs upon the trays ready for the ; bavlnff » doctor. I consider it the
Incubator set the trays upon a pair of cholera muAIai—. «- .l- . . ..
scales reading to ounces and note the
•Daily. H. F. MOELLER, Gen. Pass. Art.
HSSSKwfS
Cashier. General Banking Business.
F. A A. M.
^KiilarGommunieatiQiis of Uniit Lodge, No.
!91, F. A A. .M., Holland. Mich., will be held at
Masonic Hall, on the evenings of Wednesday.
Jan. 21, Feb. 18, Mar. 19. April 15. May 20
June]?, JuJylo, Aug. 12, Sept. 18. Oct. 14. Nov.
ll, Dec. 9: also on St. John's Davs-June 24
and. Dec 27. JAS. L. CONKEY, W. M.
Ot^o Bbetjux, Secy 2-
Stop that Cold and Cough.
The best preparation for the colds and
coughs that prevail is the Tar, Pine and
Cherry Cough Syrup. Try a bottle.
For sale by Haan Brothers. Druggists,
East Eighth street.- iia  
Dont Be Fooledi
Take the genuine, original
ROCKY MOUNTAIN TEA
Made only by Medieoa Medi-
cine Co.. MadUoa, WU. M
keep# you wdl. Oar trod#
mark cut oa each package,
'rice. 35 «e«t*. Never oold
— - in bulk. Accept no oubetJ-
R*Trst««a tute. A$k your drugglat.
LADY CREAMELLE DE KOL.
ing. She is a typical Holstein of great
quality and performance, as her A. It.
0. tests indicate. At two years and
twenty-six days she made 320.2 pounds
of milk and 12 pounds 10.3 ounces of
butter; at four years seven months and
six days, thirty-nine days after calving,
she made 578 pounds 3 ounces of
milk and 30 poonds 5.6 ounces butter.
Her best 'day showed 95 pounds 4
ounces of milk and 3 pounds 10.91
ounces of butter. — Holsteln-Frieslan
Register.
Keep the Breed You Like.
The best cow for each one of us Is
the cow we like best to handle and be
around, says Dairy and Creamery.
There is such a thing as Incompatibili-
ty of temper between the man and his
cows oftentimes, and this fact often
marks the line between success and
failure. The man who loves his cows
and cares for them as a man will who
has this affection for his stock will most
assuredly receive better retnms for his
labor than the one who simply tolerates
Ids dairy. The man who takes pride
in the Guernsey or the Jersey or the
Durham should turn his attention to
his favorite breed.
Selecting a Good Cow.
When a breeder purchases cows for
foundation stock he will always de-
mand three points— Individuality, per-
formance and pedigree-says E. H. Sib-
ley in American Cultivator. Cows with
fleshy udders or small udders or poor
fore udders or small teats are to be
avoided, as are /those also that have
short and heavy bull-like necks. The
model udder reaches well forward In a
graceful curve and extends high up be-
hind. Many beginners make the mis-
take of supposing that those animals
are of a superior type that are dainty
and delicate and lacking in size. As a
matter of fact, slender, graceful ani-
mals are likely to be efficient In vigor
and to prove disappointing.
The performance of an animal is one
of the best gauges of her value. The
average man cannot afford to buy world
beaters, but he will do well to pay the
additional price which Is asked for su-
perior as compared with inferior per-
formers. The record of the animal to a
The Peafowl.
Like the guinea fowl, this bird is
more for the open ground than for con-
fined space. It lias a wandering tend-
ency, and its call is harsh. Its great
•attraction is its beauty, of which it is
needless to speak. It is extremely easy
tq manage, as its wants are few. Pur-
chase a few chicks and turn them down
in the grounds where you Intend feed-
ing them. The poultry food will be
sufficient for them. Any bouse scraps
you may give them will be readily par-
taken of. Feed them regularly and al-
waj-s in the same place.
Peafowl will roost when they wni on
the branches of tall trees or on the
roofs of buildings. The hen makes her
nest on the ground, preferably in a
shrubbery or long grass. She will lay
from six to twelve eggs in April or
May, sitting well and being an atten-
tive and careful mother. The nest
should not be Interfered with during
incubation, which lasts about twenty-
eight days. Individual birds vary much
in temper and disposition. Some cocks
.will assist hi the care of the young,
while others will kill them. Some hens
will look after and shelter the chicks
of their companions, while others, even
if they do not have a brood of their
own, will pursue and destroy the young
ones. One peacock should not be mated
with more than four hens. The peacock
is not fully matured in full plumage till
the third year. He is rather a misera-
ble looking creature while molting.-A.
V. Meersch in Poultry Success.
The main object of planting tome
kind of a corer crop now, say of mil-
let, la to stop the further growth of
the trees and to force them to ripen
their wood. Young peach trees are
ery much Inclined to grow too long
in the summer and fall. This Is due
to the fact that the peach la natur-
ally a rather warm country tree and
requires a long season to get Its
growth and mature, which Is also true
of some varieties of apples. A cover
crop planted at this time win begin
In a few weeks to take up the surplus
moisture from the ground and to shut
off the amount that the peach tree
can get. This la a desirable thing
at this time of year, for tbe trees have
obtained all necessary growth by the
middle of July. If they are checked
at this time the rest of the season will
be spent hardening up their woo* for
winter.
For the same reason cultivation of
peach orchards should not be contin-
ued after this time. Clean cultivation
Is a great conserver of moisture, and
such conservation has the effect of
stimulating the continued growth of
the peach tree. Many an orchard has
been ruined by this treatment It is
not desirable to let an orchard go to
grass, but on the other hand It is not
desirable to carry the stimulation in-
duced by dean culture too far.
It has been found that on high land
the effects of cultivation are less gen-
erally than on low land. The trees
will frequently stop growing anyway
at about this time, whether cultivated
or not later, and will begin to mature
their wood. Possibly In a very wet
year this would not be the case, and
growth would continue too late here
as well as elsewhere. It Is therefore
safe to use a cover crop even on high
situations, as wet summers and fall
are always possible. Moreover tho
cover crop acts as a protector to the
roots of the trees during the cold ol
winter, and prevents the frequent
freezing and thawing of the ground.
In case of a very wet season inducing
growth, there is this much gained
anyway.
Several stations are carrying on ex-
periments with cover, crops, and their
results are being published from timeto Their work will be carefully
watcaed, as It is certain that cover
crops have a great bearing on the
success or failure of peach orchards
toward the northern limit of their pos-
sible growth.
total weight of the eggs and trays.
The trays should be thoroughly dry.
After a few days weigh again. Sul*
tract this from the first weight. This
will give the actual loss in weight of
the eggs.
Example.— Suppose that you have 208
•ggs on the trays, that the first weight
with trays is 24 pounds 2 ounces and
that on tbe sixth day the weight is 23
pounds 0 ounces. Then the loss in
weight is 12 ounces. Now look in the
table for the loss In weight of 100 eggs
for six days. This Is 10 ounces. Then
ounces multiplied by 2.08 gives 20.8
ounces, which Is the calculated loss for
208 eggs for six days. Therefore the
eggs have not been loslug weight as
rapidly as they should, and the eggs
should be given more ventilation or the
Incubator should be removed to a drier
location. It Is assumed that the eggs
are kept uniformly at the proper tem-
perature. After the eggs have been
tested for tbe Infertile ones weigh again
and proceed as before.
Rules.— If the eggs have lost too much
weight,- give more moisture or less ven-
tilation, but In reducing ventilation
great care should be used, as pure air
in the eg*' ehnmlier Is absolutely neces-
sary.
If the eggs have not lost enough
weight, open the ventilators or place
the incubator in a drier place.
Table showing normal loss in weight
of 100 eggs in ounces for the first nine-
teen days of Incubation:
best edic nein the world.”
There l« no need of employing a doctor
when this remedy is used, for no doctor
cm prescribe a better medicine for
bowel complaint in any form either for
children or adults. It never fails and
Is pleasant to take. For sale by W. C.
Walsh, Holland; Van Bree & Son, Zee-
land.
Soavanlr Spoon*.
ftAJ"e"D®of Ijuvenir spoons. One
of Van Raalte Memorial Hail is the
latest. Geo. H. Huizinga, the jeweler?
WOMEN AND JEWELS.
Jewels, candy, flowers, man— that is
the order of a woman’s preferences.
Jewels form a magnet of mighty uuwer
to the average woman. Even that great-
rat of all jewels, health, is often ruined
in toe strenuous efforts to make or save
the naoney to purchase them. If a wo-
r * u ber bea,lb 10 » co-
her fortI,y ber8e,fagainst the insiduous consequences of
and br0Dch ial^ affections
hytbe regular use of Dr. BoscheeV
German Syrup. It will promSfy fr?
rest consumption in its early sties and








1 III* iTu u i me
When you want a physic that is mild i large extent fixes the value.
.ea8^.,a!ie *“.a w x*. i-.-i.di.* Bull.
act, always use Chamberlain’s Stomach Thn r * ,
and Liver Tablets. For *a!e by W C i J jull ol tbe Jersey breed that
Walsh, Holland; Van Bree & Son Z«e- ' , a11 oUjers In number of testedland. ’ ~ daughters is Exile at St. Lambert
NhH 'ill
Hvc the finest- li»».








The following method In fattening It
adopted by the English goose fanner;
Geese in good condition should be shut
up in a quiet place, shaded from light,
where they cannot see other geese at
liberty, and should be kept there from
twenty to twenty-five days. It is bene-
ficial to let them out for about fifteen
to thirty minutes the first thing in the
morning and again in the evening be-
fore dusk. The meals they get should
be nutritious, and a mixture of barley
meal, wheat meal, a, little commeal
and boiled potatoes given warm twice
a day is good. About the last ten or
twelve days it is advisable to mix a lit-
tle finely chopped rough fat with the
meal. This has the effect of plumping
them up, rendering .their flesh much
more palatable. A trough of clean
water should be supplied tbe birds
after tbe evening meal.
Too Much Gi-hnn.
It is tbe custom of many farmers to
give their geese nothing, but gl ass be-
— — ....... ..... sjumuviu , fo,,e they are put on the stnbl.Je 'fields,
Moety-four of these luive made records j D. White in Poultry, in conse-
of over fourteen pounds of butter a | quence of ibis when first put out they
week. He j* said to have been a bull are very thin, but It is a great mistake
of great vigor and vitality and retain- ! after the stubble has been cleared to
ed bis vigor un to the very day he died return them to that diet, for they* will
at thirteen y« -rsof age. This bull had lose almost as much in weight as they
St. Lambert, with a have previously gained. After the corn
Spraying is Neoeeaary.
In an address on spraying, Prof. F.
M. Webster said: The canker worm,
the tent caterpillar, leafrollers and
other native leaf-eating insects, find
Instead of an occasional wild cherry
tree, wild crabapple tree or wild plum
tree, whole acres of improved varie-
ties of these, acres upon acres of
raspberry, blackberry, strawberry and
grape. Grass feeding insects' find
hundreds and thousands of acres of
grassy plants more tender and Juicy
than the natural grasses. Is it any
wonder that native insects, before
confined to a less number of less
fruitful trees, with an occasional year
that permitted almost nr fruit at all
to grow, thus almost exterminating
them, should, under such favorable
conditions as aro offered by our pres-
ent system of fruit, vegetable and
grain culture, thrive and Increase in
numbers far beyond what they would
under less artificial and less favor-
able surroundings? We first create
an environment, unnatural and vast*
ly more favorable than tbe original
tor the development of insect ene-
mies of our crops, and bring abont the
ery conditions that these insects are
intended to prevent, and then wonder
why it is that they do what is the
most natural things in the world for
them— feed and breed in the midst' of
plenty. It has always seemed to me
that tbe fruit grower who planted out
his orchards, vineyards and berry
fields, and gave them no protection
from their natural enemies, was do-
ing about what a commanding general
would do if he were to send a divi-
sion of hie army into the enemy’s
country and not support it with other
troops. It is as plain as can possibly
The Change it the Tnrker Market.
It is said that the growing demand
for young turkeys in early summer as
broilers, at about three pounds each,
and later from that weight to five or six
pounds, 1ms resulted lu reducing the
supply of really good nearby turkeys at
Thanksgiving time so much that mar-
ketmen find It exceedingly difficult at
that season to supply the trade, which
rather Insists upon a nearby bird.
These very immature turkeys go to
Newport and other swell summer, re-
sorts, and the growers get as much for
them at that age as they would if they
kept them until grown, and of course
make more by selling early.
It wouldn’t make so much difference
to the Thanksgiving trade if the
weather favored the arrival of ship-
ments from a distance in good condi-
tion, but of late years such weather at
the Thanksgiving season has been the
exception, and most western shipments
have arrived in such poor condition
that one need not be very fastidious to
turn from them with less appetite for
turkey than he brought to the market.
This year people- who got good turkeys
paid big prices for them.
It is not impossible that the demand
for young (small) turkeys may help to
revive the turkey industry in this sec-
tion (New England), where It is not
what It was years ago. And It is not
Impossible that with such a spur to
vigorous work against the disease'
(blackhead) which had so much to do
with the decay of the industry, practi-
cal methods of dealing with that dis-
ease may be developed and applied by
tbe turkey growers generally.— Farm
Poultry..
Colony House Plan.
The illustration, taken from Poultry
Success, shows some of tbe colony
Better Than Gold.
began using Electric Bitters, which did
me more good thnn all tbe medicines I
ever used. They have also kept my
wife in exceilent health for years She
says Electric Bitters are just splendid
for female troubles; that tbeyP are a
grand tonic acd invigorator for weak,
rundown women. No other medicine
can take its place in our family.” Trv
be»- Gnly 50c. Satisfaction guaran-





OFFICE PARLORS AT HOTEL HOLLAND' ̂
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houses on the poultry farm of J. D. W.
Hall, Des Moines, la.
Broken Bonea.
Broken shanks in chicks or fowls are
easily treated. Birds with broken wings
and thighs and ducks with broken
bones should be killed and eaten. For
broken shanks straighten the limb and
approximate the broken ends of the
bone in the natural position and band-
age with stout bandage and thin white
pine splints. Surgeons’ adhesive plaster
will serve for both bandage and splints
in little chicks. Adhesive piaster re-en-
forced with thin strips of pine makes
FRIDAY, SEPT. 4,
ONE DAY ONLY EACH MONTH.
OFFICE HOURS, . 9 A. M., To 8 P. A
Consultation and Examination Free.
Nearly Forfeit, ill. jur»*.
V ‘ i'iHway_ alroest ending frf-aUv, i
>.-r •! a horrible ulcer on tin- t. f J. j
15 O mr, Franklin Grove, Jii ~ For
f"u'' >«nrs i ^defied all doctors and all
•ity-sh: pounds twelve
ouuces o:\ •/.-<? in seven days, and
full sister tirlda of St. Lambert, with a
test of over thirty pounds per week.
. Nebraska’* Growth.
Last year Nebraska produced about
.* v-«i o ju ucu u •uu u w.t a n . worth of dairy products,
renodiee. But Bucklen's Arnica Salve j wliiel1 'vas above any previous year on
Lai no trouble to cure him. Equally! record. There is every prospect that
has been cleared from ( tho stubble-
fields the geese should bo' given a feed
of coni once a day to keep them in good
condition.
Don’t' Ml* Yoar Egtrs.
Don't set Brahma, Wyandotte and
Leghorn eggs in the same incubator at
the same time. The amount of moisture
or ventilation required to hatch one
will be too much or insufficient to hatch
the other variety.
he that the fruit-grower must use aril- ! 011 0XCLJ^e,,f dressing for broken shanks
ficial measures to fight the enemies ' in o!;1 ̂  •V0U11"- The break will be
of his crops, if he expects to succeed weJ1 in a 0,‘ f"'0- according to the
The present conditions are now what ' Jf" fUd, ^ ^ bird.-Dr. I\
they are. and we cannot now change L S ,n !’ou,5,'y'
them. This being true, it is mani-
festly the proper course to pursue, in
seeking by artificial means to coun-
teract. so far as possible, tbe adverse
effects of these present conditions.
Thus, the spraying of plants with in-
secticides and fungicides becomes im-
nc-rative.
..SaufoM
especially those overdosed with « wL
He pays attention to tbe caS of the dfseaw
mindor body correctly ,t a glautl wifhout ttsk®
iuK any questions. Thousands of invalids ire
dai,), f°r diseases they do not have
°* “*dicme directed to the
seat of the disease would give speed v relief and
re,r!Lcure ,H a ver>' time. Good
health is the most precious Jewel in our crown
Z „bMam- :\hh the "Odd « bright; vrith-
out it misery claims us for her own. If you are
a sullerer you should weigh well these words
A person who neglects his health k guilty of a
muniivro,Mlll° Mms^fand a grate injury to hu-
manlty. Ibe name of Dr. McDonald, the well-
known speeialiit in the cure of chronic and lin-
gering diseases, has become a household word in
thousands of homes which h!s skill and wonder-
ful remedies have made happy by restoring dear
ones to health after all hopes were Ic-t The
doctor is a graduate of the highest and best med-
ical colleges, and his advances theories In the
treatment of chronic diseases surprise the most



















“Itching hemorrhoids were the
plague of my life. Was almost wild.
Duan’o Ointment cured me quickly and
permanently, after doctore had failed.”
C. F. Cornwell, Valley Street, Sauger*
tiee, N. Y.
CIcnnltnesM.
We bear a great deaf about cleanli-
ness ina poultry hom-e. But whiit is
cleanliness? asks A. Shim’. ’! lu- oi l
hen Is not satisfied unless sin can
make tbe dust fly. The droppings uuc-mion , r;
should be frequently removed and fresh
ground and lime scattered through the 1 ;
building. Of course cleanliness includes e'd; u litre.* Co-,
getting rid of parasites. Coal oil and , s,riell*'co,,ll,i,,'‘i‘ui. \tudn>N
crude oil will kill these destructive In-
sects and at the same time the smell of





Wellington Flats,' Grand Rapids, Mich
Lullaby.
CrorSi^' V,eea ln th* clover!
o!S.u u® f0. ‘Ivowally, erring to low!
ROr>£™ ,lui,abjr- <iear IHtle rover!Down into wonderland,
Down to the underland.
Go, now go! ^
Down Into wonderland go.
*n]!«l,y. rain on the clover
nears on the eyelids that waver and
Rockaby, lullaby, bending It over!
Down on the mother-world,
Down on the other world.
Sleep, O sleep!
Down on tha mother-world sleep.
Rockaby. lullaby, dew on the clover.
Dew on the eyes that will sparkle at
dawn!
Rool^by. lullabv. dear little iwer!
Into the stilly world.
Into the Bly world,
Gons, now gone!
Into the Illy world gone.
teea girls are seated In these chain,
and the fifteenth, odd one stands be-
tween the rows, carrying a covered
basket. She walks up and down
swinging it She slope suddenly be-
fore the first girl and says:
“I've been In the garden thla morn
tag, gathering currants.** As she says
the name of the fruit the first girl
must cry:
“Currants, ourrante, currants!'* be-
fore the odd girl says It again, and
this is repeated down the lines, chang-
ing the name of the fruit each time
At the first failure, every one Jumps
up and changes her seat and in the
confusion, the odd girl must try to
get a seat, there being one, of course,
always left to take her place, and so
it goes on.
Solution to Puzzle.
______ __ Q. Holland.
Changing.
Changing is a game the solution of
which depends on a trick. Needed
ure a piece of cardboard on which is
drawn an oblong square with seven
fields of the same size and six chips,
three cut of white and three of black
Paper. Place three black chips on
fields 1 to 8, throe white ones on fields
6 to 7. The task is to change the
chips in such a way that the black
chips take the place of the white ones,
and reversed, without skipping more
than one field at a time and getting
two chips on one field.
Solution: Place white 5 on field 4,
black 8 on 5, black 2 on 3, white 4 on
2, white 0 on 4, white 7 on 6, black 5
on 7, black 3 on 5, black 1 on 8. Then
This is the way to draw one con-
tinuous line around the twenty-one
dots shown last week so that each will
be In a space by Itself.
place white 2 on 1. white 4 on 2, white
Con 4, black 5 on 6. black 3 on 5, and
finr.ily white 4 on 3, which ends the
game.
Any Port In Time of Storm.
Let the players sit In two lines oj^
Posit* each other at some little dis-
tance apart Then two members stand
between, one of whom Is blindfolded;
the other, In a whisper, gives the
players on one side of the line, the
name of vessels, for Instance, “S. 8.
Kentucky.** “The Maine,** etc. The
other side he names as different ports,
such as Liverpool, Boston, New York,
etc. After doing this, he stands be-
side the blindfolded player, who is
termed a "wreck,’* and cries aloud:
“8. S. Kentucky Is ordered to the port
| of LlverpooL** Whereupon the ship
of that name, and the port, change
' places, and “the wreck” tries to slip
into one of the empty places. Then
the player who calls .out the changes
may give “the wreck" a better oppor-
j tunlty by saying:
“Ix>ndon, Boston and Now York call
for aid from *8. S. Kentucky,’ ‘The
Maine,’ ‘The St Louis.’ ” In the gen-
eral scramble, “the wreck” usually
finds a port, and the one without a
seat becomes “the wreck/’
Two Hundred and Ten Killed and
Wounded in Battle with
Incurgente.
nQZT 0CCUB8 HEAR X0HA8TIR
Chinese War Vessel Sunk by the
(Steamer Empress of Indla-Cap-
talo Goes Dowd with (Ship.
A Boxing Kitten.
The proprietor of a small store In amusKim
New York owns a black kitten that mutinies
fMllMVnfoc _ ____ “ *— --- — lu ccultivates a habit of squatting on Its
haunches, like a bear or a kangaroo",
and then sparring with its forepaws
as if it had taken lessons from a pugi-
Policemen of the Seas.
Revenue cutters are the policemen
of the high Kelts. They have regular
beats to patrol along the coast, look-
ing for vessels in distress, suppressing
smuggling, illicit seal hunting and
They also enforce quaran-
Soflt, Bulgaria, Aug. 18.— A fierce
battle is reported to have occurred in
the neighborhood of Monastlr. Three
TurkWi battalions attacked 1,000 In-
surgents and after the fight had raged
for six hours the Turks were repulsed,
with a loss of 210 men killed or wound-
ed. The insurgent loss is not given.
aisoglitarod All the Chrlatlaaa.
Reports received here from Constan-
tinople and believed to be authentic,
confirm the previous statements to the
effect that when the Turks recaptured
Krushevo they slaughtered the entire
Christ ian population without exception,
and It is jwlnted out that among the
killed were the employes of the gov-
ernment tobacco establishments, which
were under Euroi>enn control, as the
proceeds fyom these establishments
were assigned to the service of the
Turkish debt.
CH1NKSE WARSHIP SUNK
HI* Crulaer Sent to the Bottom and Cap-
tain and Thirteen Men Browned.
Hong Kong. Aug. 18.— The Canadian
Pacific railroad’s steamer Empress of
India, from Vancouver, B. C.. July 27,
ami Yokohama, Aug. 10, for Hong
Kong, collided near this port with the
Chinese cruiser Huung-Tal. The war-
ship sank an hour later the collision.
The Empress of India saved 170 of
the crew of the cruiser. The captain
of the Huang-Tnl, who refused to leave
his ship, and thirteen of her crew
were drotvned. The Empress of In-
dia was badly damaged amidships.
CAN MAINTAIN BLACKLIST
WANTON MURDER OF SEVEN
Cru* Miller at Winfield, Knn., Shoota
talc Crowd with Revolver
•ad Shotgun.
TTIchlta, Kun., Aug. 13.— Gilbert
a young miller at Winfield,
thirty miles south of here, supitosed
to have been Insane, shot into a crowd
attending a band concert and killed
seven persons, fatally wounded two
and sixteen more are In the hospitals.
The hooting was purely wanton. He
atood in an alley near where the con-
cert was held and deliberately emptied
the contents of a shotgun and a revol-
ver. He then shot himself. The dead
are: •
Otia Carter, Rawson Bowman, Gil-
bert Twiggs, Charles Reed, Sterling
Race, a boy named Smith. B. F. Davi-
son. Fatally Injured: Elmer Farns-
worth, Reed Oliver. Others injured:
Mrs. John Barnard, James Clarkson,
Clyde Reed, J. B. Story, William Wil-
kins, Charles Thomas, Charles Baird,
Port Smith, Arthur Hansford, William
Concbman, William Moore. Archie
Burdette, Elmer Davis, Claud Wagon-
er, Samuel Compton, Benjamin Bldg-
way.
The slayer was known among the
boys as “Crazy Twigg,” but no one
thought him dangerous.
REJECTED BY COLOMBIA
Panama Canal Traaty Falla oa the Rover-
elgnty OuMtton— Money CuU
No Figure.
Washington, Aug. 18.— A telegram
from Bogota, the capital of Colombia,
says that the Panama canal treaty
has been unanimously rejected by the
Colombian senate. It is said here that
It was the encroachment on Colombia
sovereignty resulting from the treaty
that was objectionable. This Informa-
tion was contained In a dispatch re-
ceived later by Dr. liman, the Co-
lombian charge, from Foreign Minis-
ter Ricos, at Bogoty. This dispatch
showed that in its present form the
treaty was absolutely unacceptable to
the senate, for the reason above stated.
An interesting feature of the whole
debate In the Colombian senate and in
the committee's report favoring the
treaty Is said to be the entire absence
of reference to the question of indemni-
ty offered by the United .Slates for the
right of way. It has been printed in
this country, as if absolutely true, that
the money question was nearly the
whole thing in Colombia.
END 0? THE D£ CEIS CASE •
These warm days the house-
wife wants good results
little exertion.
“SUNLIGHT,” “DAISY”and
“HYPERION” Flour will make
the most delicious and whole-
some bread, biscuits, cakes and
pastry, which insure good diges-
tion, good health, good temper,
a clear head.




tine regulations, examine ships’ pa-
pers, supply lighthouses, and act as
life savers, ambulance corps, fire de-
partment and messenger boys gener-
ten conquered a big dog.
% A gentleman took into the store an
mormons black dog. half Newfound-
land, half collie, fat, good natured and
intelligent The tiny kitten, instead
of bolting at once for shelter, retreat-
ed a few pacos,. sat erect on its hind
The first revenue cutters were built
at the order of Alexander Hamilton,
when he was Secretary of the Treas-
ury, and, except In war times, when
they are subject to the authority of
the navy, they are still under Treas-
ury Department orders. Strange to
ItnporteDt Boulslon Afreet in* Labor Ren-
dered by Judge Rogers In Cir-
cuit Court at St. Louis.
St. Louis, Aug. 18. — Judge Rogers, in
the United States circuit court, handed
down un opinion sustaining the demur- WIl “ ,
rer of the Western Union Telegraph “ Wn,nftn Co'
msxvmy in tlin labor Injunction rase[ j-.im i„ hi. Aot[„,„.
of I oyer at a I. against that company. I AUauta; Ga„ Aug. n.-The Goor-'a !
In In. written uplni.at Judge Kogera prison ocnuulsslon, which ha. been h- I
ncy ' I 0f f1™11’* V* ! *dtb*e 1 is
miss employes because thev belong to; .r <:I,ar»(*s of ‘^proper proposals by | -
the union, or for any oilier reason-! by Hfe-woman, and ’
that there can be no conspiracy to do 1 pimi,ar con<Iuct towards other female
n lawful act: that the so-called blacklist ‘ ̂ °Iuv5('t8 are f<nm'1 t0 be “absolutely
may be maintained and given out fori ™ raa,i(‘ious-"
the use of others. j ' 3e r*Iwrt that the warden
-- — - | acted entirely within his authority In
PrinceM oj.vrKted Dpon. | whipping Miss De Gris, and that he
you that our shingles were
strictly up to grade and that
our PRICES were the LOW -
EST if it were not the truth.
If you intend to shingle your
house or barn get your eyes
on our shingles. Our prices
will make you buy them.
We are giving special
prices on Extra *A*.
lip Estate Luiier Co,
East 6th St. Opposite Water Tower.
g§
‘fair ,,S in “ atutu<ie however™! “inUmesT^
The contrast in size between the tta*.rOT«™ cuttors light their hard-
two was intensely amusing. It re-
minded one of Jack the Giant Killer
preparing to demolish the giant
Slowly and -without a sign of excit-
ability, the huge dog walked as far
as his chain would allow him. and
gazed intently at the kitten and its
odd posture. Then, as the comicality
of the situation struck him, he turned
his head and shoulders around to the
spectators, and if animal over laughed
in the world, that dog assuredly did
so then and there. He neither barked
nor growled, but indulged in a low
chuckle, while mouth and eyes
^ 1 beamed with merriment
How Many7
How many bowls to make a boul-
der? How many shoals to make a
shoulder? How many lambs to make
a llama? How many drams to make
a drama? Hew many bats to make
a battle? How many rats to make a
rattle? How many folks to make a
focus? How many croaks to make a
crocus? How many quarto to makq a
quarter? How many ports to make a
porter? How many fans to make a
A phantom? How many banns to make
a bantam? How many aches to make
an acre? How many fakes to make a
fakir? How many wraps to make a
rapture? How- many caps to make a
capture? How many sums to make a
summer? How many plums to make
a plumber? How many nicks to make
a nickel? How many picks to make a
pickle? How- many capes to make a
caper? How many tapes to make a
tapir? How many tons to make a
tunnel? And how much fun to make
a funnel?— Justice Ingersoll In St.
Nicholas.
est battles. They save many lives
and property that is estimated at
many millions of dollars yearly. Their
name gives litUe idea of the great and
varied sen-ice they render the coun-
try.
What Musical Terms Are Here Repre• sented?
.. , , „ , ----- * — - | X.-V ,mu mu ne
Munich, Bavaria, Aug. 18. — Princess !wa3 1*'! t* it by severe aggravation.nnniwlit ______ . ______ i . . 'Rupprecht of Bavaria, who returned
with Prince Rupprecht last week from
Japuii by way of the United States,
Dr. Porter’s Cougli Syrup
Cures all CHRONIC COUGH*?.
...... " -V UKfciii YU lUU,
The commission concluded that this
ptirtlculiir punishment was an “error
»vu.v oi ui u States, 011 the part of the warden, who, ree-
has been operated upon for nppendielt ! ognizing that his usefulness mav have I c, o ^ *
is by Dr. Kiliani of New York. The 6**n Impaired by reason of the pro- | » S f Sprouts,
princess became ill in Japan and Dr. Mce against him caused by the Do I A IT* aS0’ Professor E- s- Goff, in
klllanl, who was In Japan at the, time. Cris affair, lias voluntarily handed In I fn addre-ssobeforQ the Wisconsin Hor-
accompanlea her to Munich. The oner- 1 % resignation.’ which has luvm ..I Cultural Society, said:
Geometrical Puzzle.
Some Pygmy Animals.
A species of dwarf elephant used to
live on the Island of Malta and In vari-
ous pails of Italy. Judging from the
bones which remain, those animals,
about the size of a large sheep, were
somewhat numerous. A dwarf ele-
phant is a rerlty now and no longer
forms a distinct species, but Is con-
sidered rather a “freak."
A very beautiful species of pygmy
deer is found on the Sunda Islands.
These little creatures are not much
larger than a cat, but have all the
points of a "well bred” deer.
Among horses, Shetland p.orlee are ̂  at!
the pygmies. The ordinary musk of
Central Africa Is a pygmy, or dwarf, of
crly about twenty inches in height at
the shoulder and three feet in length.
. ....... “ — u UM* linn-. ; . ...... f. u it. tuHiHuin y n u u ir
i d p 1 , been ac
ation was performed in the presence  c*Ptofl
of Professors Amaim, Von Anger a-,
and Von Bauer. The princess is doing
well.
PULITZER’S GREAT GIFT
T»« Million Dollan to EntehlUh a * School
of JonrnalUm” ut Columbia
University.
New York, Aug. 17.— Joseph Pulltz-
froui the Adrlanople and Salonlcu army
corps. The balance are reserves of the
second class.
Game Cock Kllb a Child.
Elwood. Ind., Aug. 18.— The 2-year-
old child of William Hopklfis was at*
tacked by a game cock while playing
In the yard at Its home on the south
side and so badly injured that It died
a few hours later. The spurs passed
through the child’s breast Ixme and
penetrated the lungs. Both the baby’s
eyes were pecked from the sockets by
the rooster.
Senator Quay Not Daad.
Pittsburg. Aug. 18.— Senator M. S.
Tarkey Calls Ont Troop*.
Constantinople, Aug. 18.— An impe-
rial irade has been issued calling out . x-
fifty-two battalions of troops (about* 'ork‘ Au"- U-— Joseph Pulltz-
52.000 men) from the European prov- Cr 1,as l)rovld*<] the sum of .$2,000,000
inces of Turkey In consequence of the 0Stablish a school of journalism at
spread of the insurrection in Mace- Co,umbia university, this city. A new
donia. These troops comprise twenty building for the school will be erected
battalions of reserves of the first doss on Morningsido heights at a cost of
m i n ji ln ir*n nt-mw $5i)0,000 for the school, which will hold
toward the university a relation sim-
ilar to that of the other professional
schools— as the law school, the school
of medicine and the school of mines,
and like them will be national in
scope.
An Important feature of the organ-
ization of this school will be an advis-
ory board, to be nominated by the
donor. This Ixxird will aid in devis-
ing a plan and course of instruction
that will meet every requirement on
the scholastic as well as upon the
more strictly practical side.
*to«t Com To B« AppmUod.
Cynthlana. Ky., Aug. 15. - CurtisQuay has arrived In Pittsburg on his ^ i an   —
way to his home at Beaver from South- 1 UDd Sonias "'bite were found
amp ton, L. I. Early In the day a seu- i ffUty of tho murder of J. B. Mar-
satlonal rejiort was circulated that the i riU!. at Jack80Ib May 4, and sentenced
senator had died suddenly on the train i f°^ if’*‘ .
while en route to this city. It it not * t-TI,,,!,nna- Ky.. Aug. 17.— Judge Os-
known how the false report started ! ^orne ,1,,K wvorruIod the motion of the
Cut two pieces out of tho figure So
t! rt they can be placed with what is'
left to tom*, a perfect square.
The Fruit Basket.
This game may be flayed either
with chairs or benches, if chairs are
lot ^oaveclert. Arrange an even
nuiibcr, *»r fourteen, chairs la twe
parallel lines, seven in a line. Four-
An Owl Stole a Puppy.
A Connecticut paper, mentioning
the purchase of a fine “Gordon puppy”
by a gentleman named Haas, added:
“On Thursday he went away to work,
leaving the puppy shut up la the barn!
He did cot get back tili G o’clock in
‘he evening, and while putting out | i;on tfo* jior'e io the
his horse." the puppy ran cut in the
barnyard, Jn a few minutes Haas
heard it yetojrg ntteodsly. 'Thinking
that ore of the cattle had either
hooked it cr stepped cn It, ha ran out
jirt in tithe, to see, a huge horned owl
tff with the puppy in his claws.
He ran ‘
owl ?w
ls<‘ u Da8 o e ,° o
Mr. Quay was In his usual health > ,,t,or,‘®.v« for Curtis Jett and Thomas
M . r~r - — : for n(*w trial, After overrul-
N«bra*kii Repaiiilcan Convention. j lug the motion for a new trial Judge
contention to nominate a candidate for bill of exceptions. Jett and White were
C0Urt l]nivfr6,1-y 'Hid . fonpaHy sentenced to life hnprison-
to select a state committee. C. H. ment at hard labor.
Moan of Geneva Wes? chosen tempo- j - __
rary chairmam _ Halstead Hay Be at Head.
n . • r- * — „ Clnclnu.iti. Aug. is.— it is reported
u ... ..... .. ..... ! Ik*, tliat .'.I imt Ilals’.Gad, the veteran
I wish to relate an incident that oc-
curred when I was a boy. I did not
understand it then as I do now, though
I remember the fact. My father had
a Golden Russet tree in his orchard.
It was an old tree and bore very pro-
fusely, but the apples were very
small. By an accident the limbs on
that tree were broken down on one
side, so that we had left only three
or four branches that did not extend
vertically, but extended more or less
at an angle on the other side, leav-
ing the side on which the limbs broke
without any branches. This tree start-
ed up some very vigorous sap sprouts,
we would call them, on the side where
the breaking occurred, and these grew
four or five feet the first season, and
they were nearly an Inch through at
tho base. They were very vigorous
and strong shoots. Next spring I ex-
pected these new shoots were going
to bear fruit, and when I found they
did not blossom, I was disappointed.
Next year they dM not bear fruit;
they kept right on growing, and I won-
dered when they were going to bear.
But the third year these new sprouts
bore such russets as I never saw be-
fore— they were double the size of
those that grow on the oM limbs. We
have been taught that we rhould cut
off sap sprouts, and yet I expect the
sap sprouts are nature’s efforts to
renew the bearing wood of the tree,
and If we allow the sap sprouts to
grow In some cases and remove some
Men Suffering
from loss of nervous force often owe
their condition to youthful ignorance—
that /earful enemy to health
It is the business of science to repair
the damage caused by the thoughtless
practices of youth. b
t.«iefn,'0U?.De^i.tynerer sels wcl1 <>f
Its Victims drag through a
’reak- U!1,'ss'
maimed by nature. This wonderful
remedy cures Nervous Debility, stopslife replaces wasted tissues,
sends, rich, warn life blood tingling
through every part, making everv or-
iKh1 and causiug you lo glow with
S1.00 per box; 6 boxes (withguaran-
wt.i°Cure^8,,0°- free. Peal
Mloicinb Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Sold by W. C. Wabh, Dru^ist, Holland.
--- -- * WAi W » c OUUJC
nf the old feeble limbs, we could have
new apple trees, so far as the ability
to produce new fruit is concerned. I
am aware that this is rather a new
doctrine, but I believe there is some
common sense behind it. I do not
claim, as I said, to have settled this
i problem, and there is another prob-
! lem suggested by this twig that I con-
fess that I need help on. What shall
wo do with a twig that grows like
(Ion in ^fae-'donla. lie jibh,
that grave con* oquenees any ;•
frusli murders of cosstils o;- f!
tuhjtjcto. .
iVcmlamt Ifluho M n rciife t.
on:
ml
Hop.*, Ida.. Aug. IS.— W oid ; a* ' era
n ii , „ . ------- i roc'‘‘lvfd from Clrrks Fork that jWfcp
drn pappy. Sen tolly hilled at that place.
for
to
Mr. Il dstiMd is :«$,y in Nmv York,
iuiviii,: ; i i ; >• fpi i*e hi response to a hur-
ry in!) ;< few days ago.
•t fn Tnilor Huft-non*.
Ar.p. 18.— Charles M.
Cda/hi diets tho state- _______ ̂  uui ne^ .1 in orgnnizh^ I orchard of named v
of tfjinrd In the Uhltel I like this.
- 
 . ... M luul -ujirat uaistea , eteran , U1“ vv,Jat
,qif .m,' of- ihta.t-ity, is to be.. at the bead I** 40 7^ a twig tbat m** »ke
t,:  at, i rf the school of journalism nrovid»«l ‘ an^ does no^ a fruit spur?
!;on J? 10 !lle !  It 3o«tpb Pulitzer and which is ̂  there any W^that we can prune j masses are extu!
3(‘ a part of Columbia unlver^Tv 1 that t0 mako 11 bcar fruit spurs? This !eiD;i ', !S exudation is ̂
Hal ea ^v ew k’ ! ,s one of the tl,iDeB f cm studying on. couna°** wmbets of minut
Bitter Rot of Apples. ,
There is a disease of apples that an-
nually renders unsalable large quanti-
ties of this fruit. The germs of thla
disease pass the winter on decayed
fruit or on the limbs of the tree. When
weather conditions are right the
spread of the bitter rot (or ripe rot,
as it is called In some places) is very
rapid. Fortunately its attacks are not
common, else apple growing would be
a feat far more difficult than at pree-
ent. The disease usualy manifesto It-
self during July and August, though In
some years it has been noticed as
early as June. It is so distinct in its
characteristics that it is easily recog-
nized when once it has been met with
and noticed. Each decaying spot
spreads uniformly from a single center
of infecUon and small black pustules
appear on the surface of the decayed
spots. Under the decayed surface the
fruit Is of a spongy character, brown-
ish in color, very bitter to the taste,
and forms a cone-shaped area with
the apex towards the core of the apple.
F. W. Faurot says that if the pustules
on the decayed surface be examined
closely it will be seen that pirk col-
ored stringy masses are exuding from
Yon win notice here that The** buds ce.lc*ated together and which ara’d






have started, but the growth seems to
have continued, they have all grown
long' and slender and weakly, bin
there is no sign of fruit ^>ud. It is a
seedling, but we have trees, in -u:
loilcs that error;
! tbe irpe> from tree to tree, sprav-
| lnr Bordeaux mixture U one of
j the niinna of keeping the tbreate jq
• ^ ipet san.vary cc^dittors ir» the cr-
I •.•haid will do much to prevent the












M East ElKblb Street. Hollakd«
L0C.4LISMS.
BorD,ito Mr. tod Mrs Sybersma, East
Fourteenth street, on Monday— a son.
The Odd Fellows conferred work in
the second degree at their meeting last
night.
Mrs. T. j. Boggs, West Tenth street,
was confined to the house this week
with illness.
Hev. A. Trott will preach at the
'Greenwood avenue Baptist church at
Jackson on Sunday, Sept. 27.
Peter P. Van den Bosch of Zeeland
wrill enter the theological seminary at
Grand Rapids next September.
The fair association has made a ruling
that farmers will be allowed to take
their teams on the grounds free of
charge.
Will Pluim, a tailor at John Bos-
man’s shop, was severely injured Mon*
day evening by being thrown from his
1 bicycle.
The survivors of Company I held
their first annual reunion at Macatawa
Park on Friday. A good time was en-
joyed by the "boys in blue.”
The A. O. U. W. lodges of Grand
Rapids will conduct an excursion to
this city tomorrow evening and will
be entertained by the local lodge.
Burke, Smith & Nelson of Muskegon,
have the contract for building a large
machine shop at Jenison, to take the
place of the one burned some time ago.
Ben Wolters, carrier on rural route
'No. 3, had a runaway Monday evening
in which he sustained a sprained wrist
and ankle and also had the wagon dam-
aged.
The Maccabees of Kent and Ottawa
counties contemplate forming a joint
association. September 7 a joint picnic
and annual meeting will be held at
Reed’s lake.
List of advertised letters at the Hol-
land postofflce for the week ending
August 21: Malias Arnold, Frank Be-
mcnt, Willis Holmes, Samuel Rondot,
Mrs. H. S. Scott.
Martin Looyengoed, West Sixteenth
street, has resigned his position at the
furniture store of Jas. A. Brouwer on
account of illness. He was with Mr.
Brouwer for nine years.
George W. Deur will study for the
ministry at the Christian Reformed
Theological Seminary at Grand Rapids.
He has for five years been a faithful
xlerk at the City Grocery.
Dr. Sane B De Pree and Miss Elena
Hyink were married at New Kirk, la.,
on August 12. They will make their
home at Sioux Center, la. He is a for-
mer Hope College student.
The brick plant being built on Fair-
banks avenue by Messrs. Straight &
Post will be ready for business in about
six weeks. A capacity of 20,000 brick
daily is figured on at the start.
D. M. Stuart, who for two years has
been bookkeepr at the Heinz plant, has
left for Port Norfolk, Va., to take
charge of the Heinz factory there. It
is a deserved promotion for Mr. Stuart.
Contractor Will Van Anrooy has
started the work of driving sheet piles
. for the improvement of the harbor.
Work is being done on the south pier
and when completed the north pier will
be repaired.
Mrs. John Brouwer, jr., who with her
'•'isbniid left here some weeks ago for
o.oreco on account of ill-health, died
; t v days ago. She was a step-
..... h' >r of John Van Lente, residing
h of the city.
Gosling, the contractor who has
utting in the concrete founda*
tin i for the street paving, will begin
 h iext week on the concrete bridge
vo bn built over Jonkers creek on East
Ei ' -h street.
Mt. Pleasant played here Monday
and Tuesday. Each team won a game.
Mayor C. J. De Roo has bought the
store building of S. Reldsoma on
Eighth street.
A Christian Science service will be
held at the auditorium at Macatawa
park Sunday morning at 10 o’clock.
Ex-Register of Peeda Peter Brusse
and family have moved Into the Ran-
ters residence, 100 East Eighth street
. Mrs. J. W. Van Lente died Friday at
Kendall, Van Buren county, aged M
years. Deceased was well known here.'
F. M. Drake, general trainmaster of
the Pere Marquette, has resigned to
take a position with the Santa Fe
line.
A tea party was given In honor of
Miss Gertrude Cramer of Kalamazoo at
the home of Mrs. P. Oostlng, sr., 193
West Thirteenth street, on Tuesday.
Picnics at the resorts are of daily oc-
currence. Yesterday a Sunday school
picnic of over 700 people was carried to
Jenison Electric park by the Interur-
ban.
The funeral services of the infant
child of Mr. and Mrs. BenLugers. East
Fourteenth street, took plaoe Friday af-
ternoon. The remains were taken to
the Graafscbap cemetery for burial.
The allotment of lots in the McBride
addition will be made to the purchasers
tomorrow afternoon at De Grondwet
hall at 3 o’clock. Messrs. Scott and
Raven have sold every lot in the plat.
Dr. McDonald, the specialist, has re-
turned from his summer vacation and
will resume his monthly visits to Hol-
land. He will be in > Holland at Hotel
Holland on .Friday, September 4, one
day each month.
Local members of the Knickerbocker
club of Grand Rapids have been noti-
fied of the annual meeting to be held
August 31. After the meeting Presi-
dent G. Kuiper will entertain the mem-
bers at supper at the Kent hotel.
On Sunday Francis Hammond, living
near Grandville, was struck by an ln-
terurban car. He got off a westbound
car and stepped in front of an east-
bound car. He was taken to Butter-
worth hospital, where he is recover-
ing.
Many varieties of wild flowers, some
of them quite rare, are being added to
the collection in Centennial Park.
Supt. J. A. ’Kooyers and H. R. Does-
burg make frequent trips for miles in
the surrounding country to secure
plants. -
Miss Jennie Slagh of College avenue
won the girl’s prize, a silver bracelet,
and Franklin Boot, son of Dr. T. Boot.
West Eleventh street, won the watch
and fob offered in the contest induct-
ed by the Paracamph company at
Jfaan Bros.’ drug store.
Yesterday morning about twenty
teams were af the public market, but
buyers were conspicuous by their ab-
sence. The local grocers should aid the
farmers and vegetable and fruit grow-
ers In this worthy movement by at-
tending the market.
A Benton Harbor paper states that
the Pere Marquette Railway company
contemplates making St. Joseph the
leading summer resort on the lakes.
It is proposed to build magnificent
trains and run a train out of Chicago
every hour at $1 a round trip.
Allegan county has five candidates
for sheriff. They are A1 Whltebeck of
Manlius, Albert Stroup of Martin,
Lewis Heasley of Salem, Harry Seward
of Casco, and George R. Smith of Alle-
gan. Mr. Heasley has met with a great
deal, of encouragement throughout the
county.
Wednesday evening the Christian
School association elected Rev. D. R.
Drukker, A. Peters and P. Derkse as
trustees for three years. The report
of the treasurer showed over 33,000 re-
ceived last year and 32,300 paid for
salaries of teachers. The school now
has 310 pupils enrolled.
The fifth annual convention of the
Woman's Missionary conference of the
Grand River, Holland and Michigan
classis of the Reformed church will be
held at the First Reformed church in
Muskegon, October 1. Prominent speak-
ers from all over the country will be
present.
The Holland stamping works are
rushed with orders for stove boards.
Orders for metal ceilings are also com-
ing in and the company has all it can
do. More machinery is being added and
the firm promises to become one of
the busy industries of the city. Their
goods are first-class in every way.
The assault and battery caseebrought
by Mrs. Wm. Harkema against Albert
Kleis of Fillmore township came up in
Allegan a few days ago. The trouble
grew out of taking cattle from some
rented pasture because, it was alleged,
there was not enough pasturage. The
case was lost by Mrs Harkema.
Last Friday night was Venetian even-
ing at the re nr - H wh-j it beautiful
sight. Every craft on the btty, every
cottage, hotel and otfrer buildings were
illuminated with electric lights and
Chinese lantern-, while fireworks were
fired from many a boat. The crowd was
immense and the electric line had a
busy evening. They handled the crowd
in a very satisfactory way. About 15,-
000 people were carried during the day.
""^CLOSED
Saturday Evening, August 15th.
On goods named below, however, we will continue our low
prices until they are closed out. , > »
Dress Skirts
•6*00 ................................... now 14 00
Bl’k Brilliantine, $5 00 ................ “ 4 00
“ Broadcloth, 5 00 ................ “ 3 75
Gray, Navy & Bl’k Walking Skirta, |4 26 “ 3 25
<« I* ii bi 3 25 “ 2 75
(t (i ii ii 3 50 “ 2 75
It ii ii .i 4 00 “ 8 00
Tan ii ii •i 5 50 “ 4 25
Misses’ Walking Skirts
13 25 ......... now 92 75 12 25 ......... now 91 75
Ladies’ Summer Wash Skirts
91 00 ......... now 9 80
1 50 ......... “ 1 15 91 75 ......... now 91 352 96 ......... “ 1 75
Colored Shirt Waists
39c ............. now 25c 91 00 ..... ‘....now 9 75
50c ............. “ 39c 2 00.’. ....... “ 1 50
70c ........... “65c
Summer Corsets, open work
25c ......... . ..now 21c 40c ............. now 30c
60c ... .................................... “ 40c
White Shirt Waists
9 70 ........... now 50c
1 00 ........... “ 75c
1 25 ........... “ 90c
91 50., ...... ..now $1 00
1 65 ......... “ 1 15
2 00 ......... “ 1 40
Summer Corsets, B«uBte
50c ....................................... now 40c
91.00 ..................................... “ 80c
91 00 GIRDLES, blue, pink and white ..... “ 80c
Broken lice of Corsets ........... . ........ “25c
Gloves and Mits
Lisle and Lace, 25c ......................Silk, 50c ....................... “ 40c
Wrappers
91.35 Percale Wrappers .................now 91.10
Colored l?Eir£LSOl& go at cost price.
Children's hats, Caps and Bonnets
18c Caps .................. now 13c
25c Bata— pink, blue and white ............ “ 21c
25c Silk Bonnets ........................ »• 21c
50c “ “  “ 42c
75c “ “  *• G5c
81 00“ “ “ 80c
91 25“ “ “ j oo
50c Embroidery Bonnets .................. “ 40c
75c “ “ ................. “ 62c
91.00 “ “ ................ “ 82c
Lawns and Dimities, 001,0ott. «cMt.
What we say we do we do do.




for the young man— that is what we claim, and our claims are backed
by facts. The young man kuows the value of a good personal appear-
ance. We have the RIGHT ATTIRE for the young man at popular
prices. They are an elegance of
Style, Economy and Perfect Fit.
Our Policy
We treat our customers so as to make loyal friends of them, as *
our only hope of a continuance of their patronage is based on the hon-
est methods in the production and representation of our goods at
prices that are the lowest but at the same time give perfect satisfact-












Corner River and Eighth Streets HOLLAND. MICH.
The Ladles Aid Society of Hope
church held a special aaettag Wtdnet- i
day afternoon at the cottage Waukasoo
of Mrs. J. C. Post. The party was taken
there on Mr. Post's launch Asalia.
George H. Nash of Uita city and Miss
Alverna Dlshong of Jataestowa were
married a few evenings ago by Justice
Arthur Van Duren. ‘They have the
congratulations of their tuny friends.
Ref. J. Maool of Mutkegoa, Re?. VJ.
Smltter'of Sioux Center, Iowa, and Rev.
T. Van der Ark 6f Grand Rapid?, com-
pose a trio from which the Christian
Reformed congregation at Shat Sauga-
took will make a call.
The tug Pup of Saugatuek, employed
•t South Haven to tow boatf, haa come
home. The orew is non-uoloo end the
Chicago tugmen’s luoloe imlaedauch a
howl about it that a union tag has been
engaged to do the work.
A party of six young peopie were out
In the launch of Charlea Berteoh a few
evenings ago and got a dueking by the
launch tipping over near Jealeon Park.
Lnckily the water was very shallow so
that they easily saved thsmaelves.
While walking along the hereof the
bey Saturday, 12-year-old Fred Kellog
cut his left foot severely by stepping on
e piece of glass. The cat went to the
bone, severing some tendons. He was
taken to the office of Dr. A. Leenboute
where the injury was sewed up and
dressed.
Another big sale of those pretty
stamped tidies for 1 oent each next
Monday at 9 o’clock. Of course the
place is at John Vaudersluis. At bis
last sale a great many people were dis-
appointed, but he will try end supply
all who come this time. Remember,
Monday at 9 o’clock.
In the contest started by the state
agricultural college between the crea-
meries in the state the Banner creamery
of Blendon makes a fine showing. In
two tests made, their butter scored 95
and 93 per cent. The content was star-
ted in May, of which we made mention
at the time, and lasts for six months.
Contractor E. S. Holkeboer while at
work a few days ago in the new house
being built for M. Van Putten on First
avenue, slipped from a board oo the
second floor anu fell to the basement, a
distance of sixteen feet. His fall was
broken by the cellarway and he landed
on his side. He was unoonscious and
Dr. A. Leenhouts was called in. His
shoulder was badly bruised but no seri-
ous injuries were sustained.
The council ordered the Michigan
Telephone Co. to replace the large
wooden pole on the southeast corner of
River and Eighth streets with an iron
pole. The company declared if the
change was wanted the city could put
an iron pole there. The- council then
notified the company that they would
be given 48 hours to do it in and if. not
complied with the street commissioner
will be instructed to move the pole.
Over 150 people took in the excursion
to Saugatuek by car and then by stea-
mer A. R. Heath up the Kalamazoo
river Tuesday. The steamer became
stranded on a sand bar and the passen-
gers were taken ashore. The boat then
floated off but when the people got
aboard again she once more became
stuck and the passengers again took to
the shore. The party finally got back
to Saugatuek two hours late. The trip
on the Kalamazoo is a delightful one
and the scenery is magnificent.
The reunion of the Soldiers and Sail-
ors’ Association of Michigan takes place
at Big Rapids, Sept. 7-12, a whole
week. The territory embraced is from
all points in the lower peninsula of
Michigan on and west of a line from
Mackinay City, Bay City, Saginaw,
Howell, Jackson and Sturges, for which
a one fare rate for the round trip haa
been granted. All tickets to be sold
Sept. 7th to 11th inclusive, limited to
return to and including Sept. 12th. It
is intended to make it the grandest
gathering in the history of the associa-
tion.
The first annual reunion of Company
I, Twenty-fifth Michigan infantry, held
at Macatawa park Friday, was an en-
joyable day for the old veterans. The
survivors of the old war committee
appointed here in ’62 to organize a com-
pany are Kommer Schaddelee of this
city and Captain John Gilchrist of
Schoolcraft. Dr. B. Ledeboer, Dr. A. C.
Van Raalte, Gerrit Slenk, John Roost,
John Knoll and A. Plugger were also
members. The two surviving members
were made honorary members of Com-
pany I. About 45 of the boys who wore
the blue in that brave company were
present.
Mrs. Alice Barlow disappeared from
her home on Pine street Tuesday night.
She supported herself and one child by
taking in washings. A cousin, Mrs.
Anna Barlow lived with her. A man
living in the neighborhood disappeared
at about the same time. Mrs. Barlow
was formerly married to Russell Kim-
ball in Ohio and they had three chil-
dren, two boys and a girl. The couple
were divorced and three years ago she
married Ben Barlow of Olive, but they
have not lived together for some time.
It is stated that Kimball came here a
short time ago and with her consent
took the two oldest children with him.
Mrs. Barlow stated recently that she
intended to visit relatives in Wiscon-
sin, but whether she went there or not
is yet in doubt.
Frank Essenberg is building a new
bouse on Nineteenth street, near Cen-
tral avenue.
Do not neglect your teeth when your
health will suffer by it. Read ad of De
Vries, the dentist.
The Knights of Pythias of Western
Michigan will hold a picnic at Grand
Rapids on August 27. Uniformed rank
companies will drill for special prizes.
Some more of those seven gore nicely
trimmed walking skirts for 92.60 each
at John Vandersluis. This is the best
made and best wearing skirt for the
money in the city.
In the trap shooting contest held at
Grand Rapids, Henry R. Van Eyck and
Will Thomas mf this city and H. H.
Karsten of Zeeland took part. They
made a very creditable showing.
Edward Donnelly who was arrested
for burglarizing Seery’s saloon, was
sentenced to oneyear at Jackson prison.
Deputy Sheriff Hans Dykhuis took him
to Jackson Saturday.
In the suit brought by Dr. Edwards
against Talimadge township for injuries
sustained by tipping over while driving
along the highway, the jury brought in
a verdict of “no cause for action.” G.
J. Diekema and Geo. A. Farr were at-
torneys for the township.
Inspector Smith of the U. S. Engi-
neers department, visited the harbor
here. He found the depth of water re-
quired but also found two logs embed-
ded in the bottom of the channel, which
can cause trouble when a high sea is
running.
Chairman James Whelan of the pro-
posed Catholic church building com-
mittee, has plans and specifications and
contractors are giving their figures on
the work. The church* will be on Twen-
tieth street, 25x70 feet, of brick, seating
about 300 and cost about 91,500.
Major Scranton Circle will meet this
Friday evening at Maccabee hall.
A social will be held this Friday even-
ing at the home of James Doyle, corner
Eleventh and Pine streets, for the bene-
fit of the Catholic church fund.
E. F. Sutton and son while driving to
their farm south of the city Tuesday,
lost a valuable horse by the animal
stumbling and breaking its left fore leg
near the shoulder. The animal, valued
at 8150, was shot.
# , •
Supplement to Ottawa County Times.




Cultivation la probably the moat Im-
portant feature connected with the
handling of nolle. Nature baa placed
large quantities of plant food In our
aolla, and It depends upon our skill
9 and knowledge how far we can make
use of and work this mine for the
benefit of our crops. Cultivation la
vital, and the subject la so wide that
one tcaroeljr knows where to begin.
For spring grains I try to plow In the
fall. When the furrows are well and
evenly set up and are frosen, and
i^hen the frost comes out, fertilisation
takes place and the soil Is left In a
fine, granulous condition. Plant food
la liberated and a warm seed bed la
formed. When plowing for spring
grain ,1a left until the tprlng, our
teams are plowing when they should
be surface cultivating, and drilling in
the seed. Every day'a delay In get-
ting in grain after the soil is dry
enough to wor)c means fewer bushels
at threshing time. Soil plowed In
the spring, too, is colder on the sur-
face than that plowed In the fall,
which Involves slower germination
and vegetation. As. to the proper
depth to plow, it seems to me that is
a question which each farmer must
decide for himself, according to his
own soil, conditions and crop require*
mentis. If the soil of a given field Is
deep, say ten or twelve incBbe, and
that field were plowed in the fan for
spring grain, I would try to plow It
, about seven inches deep. But if by
some mischance that field were not
plowed until the spring I would plow
it lighter, as the deeper the plowing
the colder the surface turned up. If
that field were plowed In the fall for
mangels, I would try for about eight
inches. Butdf the surface soli of this
field is only six or seven Inches deep,
1 would try to plow it only five or six
/ inches deep. In other words, the
./ depth of the soil, the time of plowing
and the nature o< the crop grown are
all factors in determining how deep
to plow. I do not wish to bring any
subsoil to the surface if I can avoid
it Sometimes, however, the surface
soil is so shallow that some of the
subsoil must hecessarily be brought
to surface in plowing. If I have
a deep soil I want, to give the roots
( down 4
frequem
deeply. As to the querMon of
quency of plowing, it appears to me
that that also depends upon soils and
circumstances. Heavy, compact soils
require more plowing than lighter
ones. Such soils tend to get hard
and bake and become inert, and hence
require the plow to open them and im-
prove their mechanical condition. The
a disc or spring tooth ofterf forms a
better seed-bed than the use of the
plow.— A. W. Peart.
Broom Com.
Broom corn belongs to the grass
family and to the same species as do
common sorghum and Kaffir corn and
Jerusalem corn, grown for forage and
for grain. It differs from all other
plants of the same species In having
panicles or seed beads with much
longer, stralghter and stronger
branches or straws. This difference,
wherein lies the value of the plant,
has been produced by the selection of
seed from plants possessing these
characteristics to a great degree. It
is for the seed heads, which are used
in the manufacture of brooms, that the
plant is cultivated.
!
Inches or more In length. In making
large brooms dwarf broom corn is not
• Hessian Fly In Missouri.
1. There are usually three broods of
the Hessian fly each year in Missouri,
although In some years there may be
only two, while In other years there
may be as many as four. This great
variation In the number of broods
from year to year in a given locality is
a result of the influence of tempera-
ture and especially of wet or dry sea-
•ons In accelerating or retarding their
development
2. The last or fall brood and the
first or spring brood are the two most
destructive, and since each brood
comes from the preceding brood, the
extermination of any one brood during
the year. will usually result In practi-
cal freedom. for one year.
8. The simplest and In many re-
spects the most satisfactory, economic
and effectual method of destroying the
Hessian fly la to prevent the develop-
ment of the foil brood. This Is ac-
complished by sowing the winter
wheat just as late as can -be done
safely. The Hessian files will then be
compelled to desposit their eggs on
grass and other plants, where they
will ultimately perish, and when the
irheat cornea up it will be free from
this pest which will not occur In dam-
aging numbers th6 following spring.
4. The destruction of all volunteer
wjteat, and the burning over or plow-
ing under of the stubble soon after
harvest and before the adult files have
emerged, will be found an effectual
check and preventive of noticeable
damage for one year. The stubble
should be turned under as deep as pos-
sible, and the field rolled so as to pack
the earth and prevent the possible es-
cape of the adults that may hatch un-
der the ground. #
5. The Hessian fly ie extremely sub-
ject to the attack of a number of
parasitic Insects that greatly assist in
holding the pest in check, and com-
monly reduce Its numbers from fifty
to ninety per cent Hot and dry
weather of long duration is also detri-
mental.— Bulletin 62, University of
Missouri.
Natural Phosphates.
A bulletin of the Massachusetts ex-
periment station has the following to
say regarding the use of phosphates:
1. It is possible to produce profit-
able crops of most kinds by liberal
use of natural phosphates, and In a
long series of years there might be a
considerable mfcney saving |n depend-
ing, at least In part, upon these rather
than upon the higber-prioed dissolved
phosphates.
2. None of these natural phosphates
appear to be suited to crops belong-_ _ ing to the turnip .or cabbage family;
large amount of soluble phosphoric
add, or whether It Is because of soipe
other effect of, the dissolved phos-
phates, our experiments do not enable
us to say. While we have obtained
much the largest crops of tgrnlps and
cabbages on the natural phosphates,
the yields have not boon what could
be considered good.
8. Between ground South Carolina. too, Is the surest and quickest, JJ®tween ground South Carolina
way to destroy many sorts of weeds Mona S™110 aDd Phosphatlc
Where the land Is clean and the soil Blag there is 110 conBl(lerable differ-
will permit It, surface cultivation with
slag
ence in the economic result
4. The Florida phosphate, though
used in amounts furnishing much more
phosphoric acid than is furnished by
either of the others, stands far behind
them in yield, and would" appear,
therefore, to be rendered available
only with extreme slowness:
In conclusion, It may be doubted
whether, under the conditions prevail-
ing In ordinary farm or garden prac-
tice, It would be wise to depend, ex-
clusively upon the natural phosphates.
The best practice will probably be
found to consist in using one of these
in part, and In connection with it a
moderate quantity of one of the dis-
solved phosphates.
Yield of Barnyard Millet
Barnyard millet Is a heavy ylelder of
green fodder; from 12 to 18 toM per
acre have been grown upon tnVcol-
BubsoHIng Query.
From the Farmers* Review:— Will It
do any good to use a subsoil plow on a
subsoil that will hold water? How
deep should the plowing be? What Is
the best time of year to-do the work?
The soil is upland and In Oklahoma.—
Joseph Blodgen, Oklahoma.
• • •
The query was submitted to Prof.
John Fields, director of the Oklahoma
Experiment Station, at Stillwater, Ok.,
who replies as follows:
I gather from the Inquiry that the
*.uimt»w5u ___________ - o-"- uiv w»* 8011 *n <lueBtlon underlaid wkh a
Relative to broom com a hni wi., # *ege *arm» on naturally moist land *ln ®ub60^ through which water
the department of °f good condition, while as high as 35 V6ry poorl3r* 7,10 8011 of
HrHIS— iSHrHS
1^15 foet^and ton8 ^ acre medium toaHl In year8 ^ *hc"r«1 ** tt0 did* o* , ^ and , Produces brush from 18 good Btate 0f fertility hut nn# natm- not WIUTILnt 0 continuance of the extra^ leiSmoStr. t’s:
, 7 JnaklDg medium-eised quantities, however, were produced 8eemB 10 56 10 Plow B“cb fond Quite
hISi 8UCh “ are urlthout the millet appearing to suffer foepKljr* at leait 6 to 8 ,nch0*. md give
known as cwpet brooms and ware- from iack 0f water. ̂  lt Ig bel.eveI It thorough cultivation before plant-
iZSe«r^lBfrne frMT*?rirf4br00in that this amount is a conservative es- lng or Bee<llD* cr°P’ Such methods ofCOrn RrOWS from four to nlv foot .! . . ... Tvranaratlrtn mamI* ---- «« - - » I0,?!1 tlMte ot iu"Vr^uctWe^ir'unIe7B excellent yleldi
planted
drills 15 Inches apart and allowed ~
OD ___ . „ . j J . - - “Vture, It will yield about 60 bushels
as good as standard, because the of seed per acre, of an average weight
straws are weaker and less elnsi On of 35 pounds'per bushel. When sown
the other hand, dwarf broom corn is broadcast, 90 bushels per acre have
far superior to the other for making been reported.— Hatch Experiment
small hearth brooms, whisk brooms Station report
ami the like. It is a mistake too often 1 - -
made for growers of dwarf broom corn
to attempt to compete with growers of
standard in length of
Our Cranberry Boqa.
Not long ago a man In conversation
with the writer expressed surprise at
being informed that cranberries are
grown as far south as Indiana and 111!-
nois. Yet the cranberry is grown over
a very wide area of territory* in the
United States and possibly .could be
grown much further south than It Is
at present grown. Massachusetts, New
Jersey and Wisconsin are the great
cranberry states, exceeding in their
cranberry products all other states.
The figures for these three states for
the census year 1899 were: Massachu-
setts, 598,966 bushels; New Jersey,
230,221 bushels; Wisconsin, 111,098
bushels. W4 can appreciate the toad
of these three states by looking at the
returns of New York, the next greatest
producer, which grew that year only
10,877 bushels. Massachusetts had
6,128 acres In cranberry marsh; New
Jersey, 8,356, and Wisconsin 5,821. Of
the three Massachusetts had the small-
est acreage, but the largest crop, each
acre yielding 117 bushels of crasher
rles, against New Jersey’s 29 and Wis-
consin's 19.
Altogether 19 states reported cran-
berry marshes. They were Connecti-
cut, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Min-
nesota, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Ore-
gon, Rhode Island, South Dakota,
Washington and Wisconsin. Byt Illi-
nois, loya, Kansas and South Dakota
reported only a single acre each, with
yields of 53, 61, 36 and 22 bushels re-
spectively. Oregon reported six .acres,
which yielded at the rate of 119 bush-
els* per acre the best average of all
New York cranberry marshes yielded
96 bushels per acre The Wisconsin
per acre yield of *19 bushels was the
lowest of all except Maine, which re-
ported an average yield of 17 bushels
per acre on 90 acres. That cranberries
are grown In man.’’ other stipes not re-
ported we have’ no doubt; nor do we
doubt that this delicious and profitable
berry can be grown In large quantities
in the states that now report few
acres.
There are many varieties of cran-
berries, only A few of which are known
to commerce. The cranberry of com-
meroe is known as Vaoclnium macro-
carp on, and is native to a narrow belt
of country along the Atlantic coast,
from Maine to New Jersey, and In Iso-
lated areas along tbe Allegheny moun-
tains from southern Pennsylvania to
North Carolina. In tbe central United
States the plant is found In Michigan,
Wisconsin and Minnesota. Tbe suc-
cessful commercial developments in
the cranberry industry have generally
been found in localities where the
cHttbeny oocers as a native plant
The first plantings of tbe cranberry
were made In the Cape Cod region of
Massachusetts between 1800 and 1818.
Two species, of cranberries grow in
this country. One is the little cran-
berry (Vaoclnium oxycoccus), which is
indigenous to sphagnum swamps In
sub-arctic and Alpine regions of both
Europe and America, and is also found
growing wild in New England, Penn-
sylvania. Wisconsin, Michigan and the
Padflc Northwest The large or Amer-
ican berry (Vhocinium/ macrocarpon)
Is distributed in the nineteen states
mentioned at tbe beginning of this
article. It is the species that Is being
used as a base for the developing of
new and Improved varieties.
the fall, deep plowing usually results
In smaller yields than shallow plowing.
I would not advise subsoiling such-
land for ordinary farm crops.
The Usual Signal.
When Baby Alice first saw’ a cow
with a bell around its neck she
The Boy Who Whistles.
7 like the boy who whittles.
For oft his cheery note.
Now echoing from the hillside.
Now near, and new remote.
IS clear as any blackbird's
And sweet as any flute,
The while I pause to llstch.
Expectant, glad, and muta * •
V hat trills and what croecendoe,
What airy, lilthiB lays,
He scatters through the meadows
And strews along the ways!
What matter if the song-birds
Have sought a southern clime?
For hero's enough of music.
And here is summertime!
I like the 1-oy who whistles
When things are all uwry.
Who bolsters up his courage ,
And never stoiw to cry.
.Who Improvises ditties
• As cheerful as the day,
An<^ by his merry piping
Drives all his cur*, away.
God bless the boy who whistle*!
ThY world has meed of him
From gray of.enrly morning
Till twilight's dusky rim.
We need him at our labors,
We need him when we rest—
Of all the happy youngsters
I lllce the whistler beat! .
—Anthony E. Anderson, In Young
Churchman.
A Painted Tumbler.
Take one of those tumblers of which
tbe lower part is not exactly* round but
has eight or ten flat sides. Get your
box of paints and paint the inside of
one of these strips white, the next
one black, the next one white, and so
on until you have gone entirely around
the tumbler.
The paints must be very thick and
mixed with gum to make them stick
to the glass; or you can use oil
paints.
Now take as many large pins as
tbe glass has sides and fasten them to
tbe glass on tbe outside, warming
them by rubbing their heads on a
candle, pressing their heads against
the glass and holding them there,
with the points of tbe pins pointing
straight out, until the candle wax
has cooled and hardened.
Put a short piece of candle In the
tumbler and light it; very soon all
The Tumbler and the Pina
tbe pins on the black spaces will
drop off. As scon as they have done
so blow out the candle.
Now, supposing that you have set
the candle exactly In the centre of
the tumbler, all tbe pins were at the
same distance from the flame, and
they were exposed to Its heat for tlie
same length of time. Why ltd the
wax melt on half of them, and not on
the rest? Because the black paint ab-
sorbed or took up the beat of the
candle more rapidly than the white
paint did. It also radiated or sent
Cut along the Me A ana B, and re-
place the two triangular pieces thus
severed in the positions indicated
by the dotted lines.
Dodge-Tag.
All boy» who have played "tag" will
learn very easily how to play "dodge-
tag," and will like this variation of
the old favorite. The most important
thing to remember la that you must
not run in a straight lino farther than
any given distance, or any distance
equal to the length between so and so,
whatever you desire It to be. As the
one who Is "It" comes to "tag" you,
you must dodge him. After you have
played for a little while, you find your-
self supple as an eel. Just as you
are going to be “tagged,** and the one
wly> is "It” is quite sure be has you
this time, with a turn of the heel or
toe and a twist of the body, away you
go and be is dlsappaointed. There
are only two other rules to remember.
No player can run "home” while he is
beln chased, and the player who is
"It" must not tag the same person
twice in succession.
Match Trick.
Have somebody sfelect a match by
counting from erne upward in the
kick, so that tee ooy must iook over
bis shoulder and strike out with his
heels, mule fashion.
Sometimes the Filipino boys have
lively skirmishes, In which the ball
does not get all the kicks.
Tossing Cards.
Did you ever try throwing cards In
a hat? It Is great fun. Take an old
high hat, place it on the floor, then
let tbe players stand at a distance
from It— say ten or twelve feet. Use
an ordinary pack of cards and toss
them one by one in the hat as far as
possible. A prize to him who gets in
the greatest number adds to the ln«
tarest.
After a little practice ft Is remark-
able how skillful one may become.
Artistic Drapery.*
Little really artistic draping of
doors and windows Is seen. For some
direction of the Arabic numbers (not
leas than 5), and then the same num*
her backwards In the direction of the
Roman numbers and you will be able
to toll which match be has arrived at
In this figure No. 8 (V). Not to let
the audience know you get the same
match all the time, add some matches
below and in a circle.
Trick With a Glass of Water.
Lift, the cloth from one corner of the
table, leaving the polished surface ex-
posed, and on It new tbe edge, place
a goblet Under the goblet put the
end of a napkin, allowing the rest of
tbe napkin to hang down by tbe side
of the table. Just enough of the cor-
ner should be put under tbe goblet to
keep the napkin from falling to the
floor.
Now pour water into tbe goblet until
it is bo full that another drop or two
would make It rqp over.
The feat Is to remove the napkin
without touching the goblet or spill-
ing the water.
Perhaps ail who are challenged to
do this will attempt to remove the
napkin by slowly pulling It from un-
de’’ the goblet. But in every, case of
th*t kind the goWet will follow the
napkin.
When you have allowed everybody
present to see what they can do In the
matter, show, them bow it is done.
Take hold of the haaglng part of the
napktn with your left hand and raise
It until It Is In a line straight out
from the table. ̂ Hold It firmly, but
don’t pull on it.
Then, while holding It tbns, strike
the napkin a quick, sharp blow with
the white naint dm r1°ur ̂ ht hand, about six inches from
the edge of the table and It will be re-
leased without disturbing the waterAn Odd Scrap Basket
Girls, do you want a scrap basket
that will be picturesque and different
from anything you’ have ever had
before? If you do, ask your brother
to take you to see your fisherman be-
fore your summer outing ends, and
either buy or beg from him a genuine
eel-pot Not a brand new, unused one,
but an old and grayish brown affair,
that has really seen eervlqo. He will
have plenty of them, and will surely
be glad to let you have Just what
you are looking for. Take your prize
home with you. tie your favorite rib-
bons through the two little handles at
the sides, hang it by your writing
desk and you have a treasure" which
will excite much admiration.
Geometrical Puzzle.
at all.
Deaf and Dumb Puzzle.
Hers 1b a little deaf and dumb girl
trying to spell tbe name of the town
Nut Growers to Meet. I thought it so funny that nothing could i , Tiie seometrlcal puzzle on this page .
The second annual convention 0f lnduce her to leave the fcpot. She stood ! *ast weelc~l5ame'>'. how to cut two
e National Nut Growers’ Assncintimi watching the cow until It sinwivi Por!i<;1’“ irom Fi?- 1 •ind replace them
reason most people seem satisfiefi
with that which Is trivial and without
meaning. The beauty in artistic drap-
ing lies In the gracefulness of its
curves and the irregularity of its ar-
rangements. A room may be made to
look larger or smaller by tbe praper
arrangements of Its draperies. Color
schemes, too, have a tendency to pro-
duce the samq effect, but it requires a
draper with more or less tact and ex-
perience to produce these desirable
effects. The material used In the drap-
pery illustrated herewith is 50-inch
double-faced velour, which comes in
solid color only. The over drape Is in
old rose and the straight hangings in
Nile. The design is fringed in con-
trasting color. *
Black mousseline with Cluny medal-
lions makes a pretty matronly eveninggown. . .
If you would be smart have the
pocket flaps and collar lapels of j-our
linen walking suit match the color of
your hat
Pale gray and white make a pretty,
cool combination.
Lace with a short fringe of cro-
cheted button-Hke pendants is one of
the new garnitures.
White leather wrist bags are for the
lass who goes all clad In white.
Charming and not overexpensive la
a bat of fine black straw trimmed with
a thick wreath of forget-me-nots about
the crown and a few tucked under the
brim. .
Of Pale Blue Lavender.
A costume of pale blue trimmed in
lavender and blue lace leaves. Lavem
brush. Dwarf I tb o a on lo ly i
broom corn, well suited to the making ! "’ill assemble in the city of New Or- 1 wa'ked away. Then, when the bell ; 80
of fine clothes brooms, commands the leans, La., on tho last Wednesday began to ring, she turned delightedly I ~
bichest price on the market. For this ! (2Sth) of October, 1903, at 10 o'clock : t0 ber mother, exclaiming, "Oh. Mama!
pn im straw should be fine, straight, a. ra. Arrangements being made edn- 1 does the cow ring the bel] when she '
tough, elastic, of a uniform green template a two or three days’ session,
color without red tints, and from 10 to A cordial invitation is extended to all
12 Inches long. With the dwarf form j those interested In this industry by
the head does not grow out free from | f0 state of Louisiana, the city of New
the sheath of tho upper leaf, but Is in- i Orleans and the officers of the Nation-
closed in what Is termed by the grow- al Nut Growers’ Association to mbet
wants the calf to come
Little Chronicle.
to supper?”—
ers the boot. Heads of standard broom
corn are not thus inclosed, and this
difference, together with the difference
in height of the two types, has led to
different methods of harvesting.
In convention
mentioned.
at tbe time and place
Nitrogen is the dominant ingredient
In wheat, barley, oats, rys. grasses,
beets.
•Hoeing destroys many woods. This
is the best way to clear out most of
those with tap roots, which should be
cut below the crown.
Advocate the silo, and if you have
will thus benefit both the public and





' . S'S- 2.
of tho liiiie problelus which have ap- .
reared .on this page. Still; I have no each other’
doubt that most readers spent a very j jyej- on
not one yourself, construct’ one. You j ^ 0'e‘came ̂ he! J*yourself • I t!, o , t . . ' P-R>‘ - here, the rules of the
I Fig. makes the matter looilf simple. rsii*2. no gatpe demand a backward
n. She must use all
order to do so. Can
ipirs Basket. Ball.
'Ur game that especial*
: r’iUplno boys, but they
\ n the American style.
place, the hall is really
lew basket, made of wlck-
d therefore extremely light,
umber of boys line up on
ard they k.ck the ball to
the trick being to keep it
e other side. ' Instead of
orward. as boys do when
der flogs is used in appliqueing
leaves 10 the blue foundation,





There is no time of year when t
class of dress is no.t a necessity b
woman's wardrobe; it must at*
itself to circumstances. To meet
needs of spring and summer the e
must either be discardable or suita





Wrttm In boctlMltamr pap«n nd
WdaUy nunema^ In thdr oat*-
.«*»*" and adr«rfla«meiiti cbottld be
«*ra*nl in using the toms ranging
from Tardy- to Tardiest of alt" a
Plant that la hardy in England or on
the Pacific coast of the United Sutee
lr not always aor neoegmilly so In
tne Atlantic Stated and orcn though
it would stand Chair climate, that of
the prairie sum atgjit prove too
much for fts hardihood.
The Deutctas are very pretty flow-
•ring shrubs from Japan and China,
and, generally speaking, aae hardy;
but in this vicinity only one or plr.
haps two can be entirely relied upon.
The hybrid D. Lemoinei, introduced
* few years rgo from Prance, is here
“perfectly hardy, which means th«t jt
will stand the winter In on exposed
posltloo without protection. It is a
fine, early, white flowering shrub, in
growth Intermediate between D. gra
cilia and D. crenata.
The socaUed Calif oraian Privet
(Ugustrum ovallfolium) is often reo
ommended for pledges and generally In
nursery catalogues is claimed to be
**tbe hardiest of all Privets." There
is no doubt but that the plant in* ques-
tion Is one of the very best hedge
plants, where it is hardy, but K cer-
tainly is a great mistake to call It the
hardiest of aU the Privets. In Chi-
cago and vicinity L. Ibota and var.





Oopy right, 1803, by Woetern Newspaper
Union.
Cultivate fhe Birds.
^ There seems to be a decided ten-
ancy among some of our oommon
to seek the protection of man.
BWs like the robin, #tbat used to build
far from the bouse, now build as
closely to the doors of the houses as
Possible, feeling apparently that they
are thus protected. Horticulturists es-
Pocially should make an effort to en-
OHirage this tendency which has been
widely noticed. To illustrate: This
year the writer noticed that a pair
<* robins were building a nest on
the lowest brunch of an oak tree that
«tood within three feet of the back
stoop. There were numerous other
trees, hundreds of them, in the vicin-
ity, but the robins did not choose any
of them. The nest was not more
than six feet above the stoop, and the
biids could £it on the nest and look
directly into the back door. The chil-
dren watched them build their nest
and lay their efcgs and hatch the lit-
tle ones. It 'was no uncommon'
lor our whole family to stand
•on the back stoop and watch the birds
feed the little ones, and they did not
seem to be in the least disturbed by
•our presence, hut when a blue Jay
tame within 100 feet of the nest, one
of the birds dashed for him lib^ an
arrow and drove him away. So it
*as evident that the birds knew they
were being watched, but had no ob-
jection. The little birds all grew up
to be big .fat robins and were around
the premises for many days. For-
tunately for them,, we had no cat, or
they would all have been captured and
eaten. It is probable that the family
cat does more mischief in this line
than the small boy and the gun. If
the cats were banished -we believe
ars ago; but l. ovaii- e must have room, and we have decided to have a sale for the next 10 ofr w '-,7 ---- --- ”uim****-
of 10 per cent on all goods of the latest pattern and style. On goods not exact! v of ti, 7e'v,ll make * reduction
to w ear, and on, broken suits, the reduction will be 10 to 25 per cent. ^ ‘ ^ atCSt CUt’ but ^rst c,ass as
For the convenience of customers trading with us during this sale we „.;n • • ,
horses atj the livery barn of L. A. Stratton, on Seventh street, because Main street ^ °' Stab,e their
It must be understood that during this sale no premium tickets be 2
and continues till September 15. Below we list a few of the many items Sale-begms
killed by the
winter a few years tigo,
folium will always suffer to some ex
tent, generally frees* to the ground
*nd hi very cold witters get killed
outright It is tn these parts alto-
gether valueless as a hedge plant and
only such people who take pleasure
in having one or a few specimens of
m many kinds m possible should
bother with planting and taking care
of this species of Privet.
It Is all right for public parks and
similar institutions and also for pri-
vate parties who can afford it to ex-
periment with plants of which the
hardiness or other qualities are not •
fully known, but the private or public ̂ 20 00
Party, who, trusting to the brilliant Tig QQ ................... D(nv
le ins Saturday, Aug 15,
Men’s Black Clay Worsted
Suits
adjectives in the catalogue, buys and
sets out a lot of a certain kind of
plant which afterwards proves to be
a failure will certainly not bless the
nurseryman who issued the catalogue.
J. P. PEDERSEN,, • Chicago.
A Quartet of Familiar Pests and How
to Treat Them.
Green aphis, black flies, white
worms and geutraJ tinted slugs are
aff assured nuisance to the window
gardener, whether considered indi-
vidually or collectively. Just how to










V\e lAve about two hundred Men’s n u
price from 25c to S1.25; all go* at 25 per cLt
sizes, nice assortment. cent ott. All
Men’s Overshirts
^•25* ...................... now .......... j dn iQ
Lg- ...................... ......... ••••^C$190
.so::::::::::::::::;:;;;:; :: ...................... es
a problem outaMe"ctf” gra^uws^&ir I in ^ ^ fhirtSt Wbite stripe, "sleeved
Uv^ug rooms are not open to the ‘ tha“ £^ular i»ade goods, just what many peODle
wholesale treatment given elsewhere, C>0c and 5dc, HOW 45c. ^ r P
Bajn a writer in an exchange, ew I ___
N
- — — ------ c_- poj-- attack of verdant lice, hand
picking and frequent showering are
(rften all that to necessary, especially
If tar or tobacco soapsuds are used in
the sprinkler.
But when the vermin lie thick on
vein, crevice or fold, tobacco fumes
akrae are equal to the occasion; the
smoke, however, m'ust be confined, or
it is of little use. I often group a
number of afflicted plants on a table
closely covering the same with news!
Papers, ooue fashion, leaving space at






ALL WOOL I ̂  SUMMER UNDERWEAR
npiw ........... $1 75 5J3c French Balbriggan* ____ 42c
50c Fine Lined ............ 42c
50c Cellular Knit .......... 42c
s SrPh “J
?r4. 4c Msjg?,- g- ts
These all go at 25 per cent off on the dollar
Shoes
rpH T6 h376® nice line of sampled to self at "Teat
•sssw&y" *“ "" •> ««*-%>
1 35
90
08 r>0c h ancy Collar Balbriggan42C
Hats
burned on coals If due precaution is
used. The paper should be Jeti on
ueneve j twenty-four hours to prevent nosKihia
toe birds would gradually come back, resuscitation of the nlreot^^!
Their presence wenld erea lr "‘f
to keeping down the hosts of insects I The flu*. i
that prey on our anri 1 wh,te wonuec ps Garden are more, closeij- related than appear
__ _ I anoe or babft woukl indicate. If the
1 8051 is badly infested it is well to
a dear or two may txTums comfort- 1 tt ^ A11 ]a^est te? per cent off. , We have a lot of We earn a Lnl lUrTT^i. ,
aw  Rrsxsr" “d ^ ”l-s,r'ctl1 -““r™- [™ I Special Redactions in Childrens’ and Sots’ School Suite.
Our winter ̂ oods are coming in every day and we
must have room for them as well as for remodeling store.
and -i^otSc.16 TJn,aMdered Shirts,
centtff!n11 Iine °f !P‘t0'date single Pants a11 at ten per
Bag-Worms.
Frequent inquiries are received re-
garding the ‘‘bag-worms" whose pecu-
liar sacs or bags are frequently seen
during the winter attached to va-
rious trees -and other objects. If these
sacs are examined, some will be found
to* contain a large number of eggs
within a mass of yellow fluffy ma-
terial. The empty cases are the ones
that were occupied by the male dur-
ing the past growing season while the
larger ones, containing the mass of
eggs, were the abode of the females.
The females in fact never leave the
cases and after fertilisation by the
•mall male moths, the eggs are form-
ed sfe already described. From these
eggs are hatohefi in the spring, the
larvae that begin feeding on the
leaves of trees at once and soon form
about themselves the bag that is en-
larged as toe larvae mature until it
becomes too ’large for them to carry.
Then it is attached to the limrD while
toe larvae is eating and is moved
to another place when the food supply
is there exhausted. Every one of these
cases should be removed from the
trees during the winter and burned
as otherwise the larvae are certain to
destroy a good number of shade trees
to the spring.
11E LHIEI-IIKEKM
pot the plant if it is small, but the
larger growths will not bear having
their roots shaken free, a teaspoon-
ful Af saltpeter in a quart of water I “ — " mmm 
! 37-39 East Eighth Street,
pests and serves as a fertiliser as ' — --
well Hand picking Is first in order
for the slugs, which never in life or
death relax their bold. I found a
maidenhair fern thus infested, and
r'rutt Notes.
Tennessee— The tomato crop is very
ui uoeim  r  I large' aDd tb€ shipments from some
after cte-‘ng the stipes I showered 1)011118 have lW6u the largest on record,
freely with whale oil ̂ soapsuds and Indications point to good crops of an-
have not since been troubled. pIes an*1 grapes.
• --- Kentucky— The gardens are getting
II there is any one thing on the farm iZ *aln* Applea are drop*
At requires mo*^i «»TnarUm~> I p,ng ba(3Jy ln Boine localities, due to
Have yon aver tried plowing the
vegetable garden in the fail? Our
experience is that it is much the best.
that requires re experience and
patience than another it is hay mak-
ing. It generally comes at that time
of the year when there are a uor.en
things that seem to need our imme-
diate attention. Barley and rye har-
vest is right at hand. Timothy must
be cut. Corn to lay by, and then
there is that field of clover which per-
plexes the ordinary fanner. Our rule
has been to commence cutting as soon
as the blossoms commence to brown
and keep at it until finished. We
would prefer moving it away a little
green instead of leaving it out to get
wet and bleach to the gun, ax bleach-
»d clover hay loeea at tout 50 par
cent of it* feeding valaa.
It does not eoet ae much to pastureTl _ __ * *.
Blackberries are an
n i 11 i h est. muen to pasture
We have never been troubled with ftD acre of I,oor ^ «« It does to
cut warms where the ground has been .pm'lr* tb® *am# amount of rich land,
fall plowed, and again plowed in th« , U8e il J'e<lair«s a s-naller number
spring before planting, plow it late : °f ammalB 10 ̂ sume its scanty out-
enough so that you will kill all in-iPUL, * *
sects which have gone into winter ' v , ther the ^ of graxing landquarters. be large or small, the proper number
;lve stock wiU convert every pound
of its product to money or manure.Good roads develop a country us
touch as railroads. The government
*end» the mail daily by the rural free
deliveries and the farmers travel back
ILTIfl forth in ih&S? l.i-./v.. * - __ •-*
If you have a good home market,
and forth to their buggies, with com- 1 vourmln ̂ urt^ ̂  vf°r the of




Michigan— Prospects are good for
toe apple crop.
Wisconein-The gardens are in ex-
cellent condition. Raspberries are
yielding well. Plums and apples are
abundant, though much dropping is re-
ported.
Missouri— Some reports are received
of apples dropping, but such reports
are not general. Blackberries are
ripenTng, but the hot weather is drying
them up on the bushes.
Indiana-Heat and drouth are hav-
ing a bad effect pn the blackberries,
There are still proipects for a fair
apple crop.
Iowa— Apples are doing well, though
tb* wind storms in ihe northern part
of to* state have shaken down many
Illinois— The crop of blackberries is
unusually large, though lack of rain
tow shortened the crop in some locali-
ties. Apple* wil be a short crop, tak-
ing the state as a whole. The plum
crop i* fairly good.• — 
Beeds do no? always germinate soon
after they are sown, but may 'lie dor-
mant for several years, r»vered per-
haps by too great depth of soil. When




I still have a few sets of Morgan
& Wright rubber tires for buggies.
Get a set* of them put on and
ride with ease.
Let me figure with you.
J. G. KAMPS,




Twelve lots on 14th and
15th streets, between Maple
st. and First ave., for
$350
each,
cash or monthly payments.
This is the best chance ever
AUCTION SALE.
A public auction will be held at the
house of Simon Reidseraa. NO (iij .West
iMnth street, Holland, on Wednesday
Aug. 2G, 3903, at 10 o’clock a. m., of
furniture as good us new, consisting of
3 tables, 6 rockers; 1 cl<*k, 2 infant
chairs, L iron beds, 5 springs, 4 matres-
•es, 3 comodes, 3 marble top comode
with folding bod combined, pictures, 3
stands, 30 pillows, 3 beating stove. 3
range, 3 gasoline stove, 3 wash machine
ano wringer. 3 lawn mower, 1 piano
stool. 2 couches, nickle and silver pla- — --- ~
ted ware, canned frnit, 1 mirror, 00 feet , , tt n
of hose, garden rakes and shovel, 50 gal. Olierea tO rioiland investors,
oil can, nO gal. -gasoline can, 20 yard car- *
pets, 0 rugs, 1 fancy hall seat, 1 ball
rack, J hjlt rfick, 1 hail tree, easel,
dishes, pots and pans as you find in a
complete kitchen, and many other ar-
ticles. Time will be given till Dec. 1,
on all sums of $3 and up; below $3,
cash. Five per cent discount on sums
paid above $3. * 32.32
A good lunch will be served at noon.
Chius. D. Schilleman,
Auctioneer.
Stevenson, th»> jeweler, has*got anew










Five lots for sale on West Nineteenth
street between River streetand Central
avenue. Also house and Ibl on West
Eighteenth street. Inquire of owner,
Otto Van Dyk,
-1-40 28 West Eighteenth St.
We are now prepared to
custom cider making in
very best manner. An
spection of the new and im-
proved process is invited.
The cider is pressed through
cotton cloth, and, being free
from pumace, will keep bet-
ter than when made by the
old methods. We press
every day; no delays; easy
work, quick ‘delivery; low ‘
prices; clean cider; full
measure.
Mill lofiated one mile south of
town clock, corner 32nd st.
and Michigan aye., Allegan
county iine.
E.F. Sutton & Son
30-33
House For Sale.
A Lne nine room and basement brick
house, on good residence st reet, for sale.
Cement walks and every! hing first-class.




Pretty Cortume to Be Worn by The
Llttleet Girl" — Another for Her
Grown-up Sister— t9 Keep Curie in
f
- # 0,d Stylee Revived.
Old-fasnioned styles are recalled
this season not only by the return of
gown models to the early Victorian
period of drooping shoulders and
cakelike trimmings, but by many of
the materials themselves. This is no-
tably true of the designs seen In
xnusllns and organdies, many of which
£re Panted in large, quaint- flower
patterns. These printed muslins, with
their sprays of roses, lilacs, poppies
and other large flowers, made over
slips and in more or less of an old-
time style, are picturesque and be-
coming to tall, graceful figures.
kSiF!
Is little that a girl dreads so much
as having her nice waves gradually
succumb to the misty Influences and
become stringy and unmanageable.
Here Is a fluid which, ’tls said, will
work ponders keeping the locks
wavy: One-half ounce borax. 15 grains
gura arable, 6 fluid drams of spirits
camphor, 6 ounces warm water.
Dissolve the solids in the warm
water^ and, when oool add the cam-
phor. Dampen the hair with the
liquid and roll on kids until It is dry.
—Exchange.
HEARTH AND BOUDOIR
TIMELY TOPICS OF PURELY FEM-
ININE INTEREST.
Some of the Latest Costume Designs—
How to Make a Handsome Ribbon






bles are served au
naturel as far as
possible.
The more a cab-
bage can be made




The newest fad In the way of hosiery
—in which so many fads have reigned
of late years— Is to have a college flag
embroidered over the Instep, or a little
higher up the stocking. These bright
flags are to be found upon plain dark-
colored hoisery in silk and lisle thread
and it Is no doubt quite the thing for
a college youth to send a set of hose
embroidered in the colors of his col-
lege to his girl chum for her to recip-
rocate the compliment by presenting
him with socks ornamented with the
flag of her alma mater.
i
•v
the better, it is
placed !n a cup ot
the outside green
leaves of the cab-
bage: and so In a
measure presents
its own form and
color.






A pretty floral arrangement for the
table of the country home is to take
small baskets,- painted green, and
place In each one a four-inch pot of
maidenhair or some of the pretty va-
rieties of fern and vines that can be
grouped together In the center of the
gathered in the woods. They can be
table or placed here and there to ac-
cent some decorative scheme. Straw-
berry and raspberry baskets could be
utilized in this way. if one had no
other more decorative.
Gown of Blue Voile.
The skirt is cut In panels, opening
at the bottom over long points of
white foulard dot-
ted with blue. The
front panel is bor-
dered at the top












blocks, or tabs, at
the edges. The
plastron and cra-
vat are of white taffeta ind the gir-
dle is of blue. The sleeves flal-e at
the bottom where they are slashed
open over uadersleeves of the dotted
foulard. — lx* Guide des Couturieres.
Taffeta Shirt Waist
When the summer girl wishes to
look the mpst captivating in the morn-
ing she will appear in either a fresh
hand-embroidered linen shirt waist or
in a crisp-looking shirt waist costume
of taffeta. The stylish way of making
a taffeta shirt waist dress is to trim i
It with medallions of Irish cr Fara- !
guay lace, with French knots in some ,
striking contrasting color, outlining 1
eaoh medallion. Two medallions are i
spray of rose foliage can ho* used to
make the effect more realistic. A bow
for the hair can be made of one yard
of lignt pink ribbon, with five loops
and one end. Four buds made of dark-
er pink ribbon are added. The stems
(with calyx) are bought ready-made.
Calico Coming Again.
There Is an old material coming to
the fore again, and this is nothing
! more nor less than old-fashioned cal-
J ico. ^ calico gown Is so out of date
| as to be hopeless to the majority of
j P®fpl®. yet those who keep right up
to the nark are looking at the now
calico and investing in it
The special cause of the return of
calico to popularity Is the shirt waist
suiL for calico makes up so very neat-
ly Into these suits. And another rea-
son is the improvement in the pat-
terns of .the new calicoes which leave
lo very little to be desired. There
come very pretty calico patterns in
cream with a little figure and In light
blue and light pink and in the darker
colors, brown, green and navy blue.
These wash well, wear like iron, and
are so very neat that one Is tempted
to Invest so that one can have a pretty
shirt-waist suit for morning wear.
For Country House Party.
Gown of very light beige, or cham-
pagne silk voile. The skirt is shirred










made parly of Irish
guipure and party
of the voile. The
latter forms two
fichu-like dra per-
il is molded ahd
A reaction from L*«e extreme blouse
j front has set in. •
<* (*>
its color is height-
ened. A basin is
buttered, the




the s p 1 n n a c h









. appearance of hav-
^ ing been turned
r carelessly into the
platter.
The size of the
platter Is proper- ̂
tioned to the quan- y J
tity served and the
vegetable is placed
In conformity to 0
the shape of the platter.
A neatly folded napkin Is used
der dry. unseasoned vegetables,
asparagus, artichokes, or corn.




Never were aigrets of more peculiar
or varied shapes.
Cloth cut into narrow strips is a
smart fringe fancy.
Bright colored silk linings are worn
under sheer materials.
A touch of pale blue Is as modish
as the everlasting touch of black.
Trimmed with oriental embroidery
the colored pongee is at its best
Plaited boleros are the proper things
! for wear ,wlth prinoesse costumes.
A dainty pair of white silk gloves
has purple pansies embroidered on the
• back.
Granite cloth is one of the best
wearing materials for the traveling
: frock.
| Tassels still play a more or less
| important part in dress and cloak
making.
I An evening dress of pale blue panne
1 decorated with silver fringe is being
gushed over.
spiff dent to use on the shirt waist !
which will look smart If fastened with 1 red




Ladies’ Suit for Outing Wear.
With the advent of summer the de-
mand for frocks suitable for a da3'*s
outing or traveling becomes an all-im-
portant subject For the one who is
planning a suit that will be suitable
on a variety of occasions and will stay, ----- . in style/or more than one season, this
pieces they are simply sprinkled with | jaunty mode will be a wise model to
chorea parsley, chopper white of egg, select The.blouse Is something new
Blouse of White 811k.
Blouse of white silk made with
groups of tucks
and trimmed at
the top, yoke fash-
ion, between the
tucks, with straps






of stitching - and
the little cravat is
of pink velvet or
silk.
The sleeves are
tucked in the same
way. the tucks
opening out to
form a puff at the
elbow, and thq
lower part is trim-
med with the pick
velvet and lace motifs.
The girdle is of pink velvet, or silk,




ders, also the bot-
tom of the corsage
shirred to the guipure yoke. The
upper part of the sleeve is of the
guipure, with puff of the voile shirred
at the top and finished with a deep
cuff of guipure.— Le Guide des Cou-
turieres.
The Point of View.
AT^>«Hb*IS*v*d,.th** he waa made
nv °. i 1 * ““a11 here below,
To play his part Juet a* tlic bla.it
graM- th* hidt3«‘ «?r.iin
Another thought that all the seae
J,ialn <u,(1 ev®r>' hill
und a;l the trees. .
Tna mountains and the etrenms and all
TWi>r« wu k and and rr&wlwere made to serve beneath his will.
°h* of ,he twain has broad estates
ron when he commands.
Tno other tolls and huznblv wait#
P°r handa'8 that tul1 iT0’m Fortune’s
WWwhl0ch ,hem’ th,nk ̂  servC3 ajld
Is envied by the world gad ileh7_ -S. E. Kiser.
6oap Bubble Over a Flower.
A very pretty experiment is making
a big soap bubble with a flower inside
It. As the bubble ought to ]m some
time that it may be seen and admired
by everybody in reach, the best pos-
sible soap solution should be used so
that the film may be strong. This may
he accomplished by pouring a little
grycerine Into the solution.
Now take a large dinner plate, and
pour the solution into it, to the depth
of about one-eighth of an inch. Then
place a flower — a rose, a carnation, or
any other you cbooe^-in the centre
of the plato. and over it place an
ordinary tin funnel.
Blow gently into the small end of
the funnel, .and lift it slowly and
gradually a\ the some time. Keep on
blowing until a good-sized bubble has
formed, and^lien gently disengage the
funnel. This may be done by turn-
ing It at right angles, but you must
jiwhne, however, and then nay. that
'probably the card is a lady, and of
j tourse not accustomed to obey orders;
I that she must be' treated with more
: politeness. You then approach the
table, take up the top card, when it
( will appear that the card in question
|Is a lady. You then exclaim — “Very
’well! we shall persuade her, however,
, for no lady refuses a polite and cour-
i teous request.” “My dear madame, I
I beg you will have the kindness to
promenade a little!” You now walk
around the table, and the lady act-
ually as requested, and to the surprise
!of the spectators promenades slowly
upon the table.
; • - -
Needles as Spear.
Take a darning needle of medium
size and stand three yards away from
’ Fried Cauliflower,
divide a cooked cauliflower Into
small branches and’ dip them separate- !
ly into some stiff bechamel sauce,
whicu has been mixed with sufficient
tomato catsup to make it pink, and
put them aside until the sauce Is sot
Then dip the pieces of cauliflower into
beaten egg and cover them thickly
with nanurette (red bread crumbs).
a door, holding the needle between
the thumb and index finger. Throw
the needle like a spear and try to
fasten it onto the door. You will
never succeed, no matter how hard
you try.
But by putting A piece of thread
through the eye of the needle you
will always succeed ;n sticking it In
the wood.
Another spear can be made cf a
writing pen and four paper wings, as
shown in the figure.
How Did the Rose Get There?
he very careful to avoid breaking the
bubble.
or crumbled yolks, and dressed with
f any of the greens used in salads.
Flowers sometimes aid in the adorn-
ment.
To serve with salads:
Pass brown bread sandwiches with
fish salads cold fish with mayonnaise
dressing or lobster or crab salads.
With chicken salad serve nut sand-withes. „
Chopped cress or parsley sandwich-
es belong with beef salad.
For mutton salad have nasturtium
and caper sandwiches.
With the dinner salad following the
meat course serve a rich cheese, a
toasted wafer, a piece of toasted bread
or little strips of 'bread and butter,
put together like sandwiches and piled’
log-cabin fashion on a dainty napkin
on a little plate, or cheese sandwichea.* Girl’s Frock.
0^ of the most popular styles of
the season Is the little French blouse
dress. It is a style that la easily made
and la more desir-
able for thin ma-
terials, and these
warm days we are
not thinking of
much else. In this
pretty little frock
a white vest front








ing. The skirt is
the. full gathered
one. The waist line
is decorated by a1
sash with large
In the sailor style,
having a fanciful
yoke shaping, a
new - style sleeve,




The skirt Ib the
; popular tucked de-
sign and may be
made in any length
*golf, short or
walking. It is cut
in five gores and
may be made with
a yoke if desired.
The combination
of this blouse and
tucked skirt makes X- V
it. a most chic and
becoming design— an ideal suit for
travel, country or seashore. The ma-
teria! may be of linen, pique, crash,
mohair, serge, pongee or any of the
popular suitings. A very smart cos-
tume could be made of white serge or
wh’ite mohair, embroidering the em-
blems on shield and sleeve and wear-
ing a bright-colored tie of one’s favor-
ite color Jauntily knotted In the front
A colored or white belt would com-






Cherry bounce is a species of popu-
lar cordial used in the South, and kept
among the familiar rules of sick-room
cookery. Take four pounds of
cherries and the same
sweet ones. Put tbem
dish. .Pound them
crush the cherries and break all the
stones. Put the cherries intp a stone
jar, mixing in two and a half pounds of
white sugar. Pour a gallon - of the
best whisky or brandy over them, and
turn the whole into a demijohn. Keep
it corked tightly and shake It every
day lor a month. At the end of six
months or a year strain it and bottle
u. Use it for a cordial, serving It in
miniature glasses.
Useful to Know.
It is a good plan to fit the broom
with a bag of cotton flannel, provided
with a drawing string at the top. With !
this walls ran be conveniently dusted
Silver •irnaments having a great
deal of filigree work are best cleared
with cream cf tartar. Make a paste 1
with the addition of a little water. I
spread it on the ornaments and allow' '
it to remain twenty-four hours or so.
Then wash off pud tha silver will be
clean and bright.
Negligee Jacket
Pretty matinee of heliotrope silk,
made with a wat-
teau plait in the
back and fasten-
ing a little on one
side in front It




is of the silk bor-
dered with a dra-
pery, or scArf. of
mousseline de sole'
to match n finished
on each side with
a rosette and long1
end. Both collars
and the cuffs are




H-e the scarf.— Wiener Mode- Album.
and alter allowing about a quarter of , ,
an hour for the crumbs to harden fry ,en. ^ funnol tis been dlsen-
the cauliflower in a wire basket. * , tIiere be a large bubble on- r ' T}ie P,ate» ̂  the centre of which is
Boy’s Sailor Blouse. * !?e ?°^er’ 1111(1 wbo did not see
The sailor blouse the bubble blown will wonder how the
is the accepted ;fl°Wergotthere-
favorite- for small . .
beys and the jam- , A c®mP°sJt« Game,
ty style shown “ lmPromPta same, that is
here is character- ̂  Ra>’ , may be pla-ved at any time
Izod by a .double- anywheire ^thout preparation, and
breasted front un- 15 iUst the game for bQ”s
der which the edge 1 , gIr s ^ have read*’ when called
of the voke i3 ; 0n1/0^0“GthSng ̂  amuse a company,
sewed. The sleeve i ,7* playors ̂  Part in it They
is the “navy” style : f*,1 tbemselvos ln a row or a circle,
with plaits at wrist ; Srst PJayer whisper* to his
and at shoulder. | ° ?.h^r the left ^ article “the”
The collar day be - ^ , J?6 second P^’er whispers
pointed or square ! .eft'hand ceiShbor an adjective;
In front as pro- j ̂  rd„ a *oun ln ̂  singular num-
vlsion is made for i a verb- ̂  an ad-
both styles. The ! 'erb' tbe slxlh a number, the seventh
trousers are i ?n *dJe?ve and ^ ^hth a noun
shaped by ride j P Ural nUmb<?r-
inside and center ! , nJay lmagllle that these wbis-
seams and may be , pGro' v'®*ds’ v, ben in a sen-
closed with a fly I noe’ w111 make ̂  amusing mixture,
for no one knows, of course, what
word his neighbor on the right has.
Suppose, for example, the first player
whispers the article “the,” the second
intellectual,” tbe third “camel," the
fourth “waltzed." the fifth “amiably*
the sixth “fifty,” the seventh “down-
hearted,” . the eighth “hyenas.” There
you have tbe completed sentence.
TTie. intellectual camel waltzed
amiably fifty downhea.ted hyenas.”
One ridiculous sentence after an-
other may be formed in this way until
the party tires of the game.» -- --




seneral are suggested, using
braid or bands or contrasting material
for trimming and decorating the
shield and sleeve with emblems.
How to Raise Rabbits.-
WJld rabbits are much more intelli-
gent than others, and if you get one
or two wild baby bunnies and feed
them on milk they will soon get quite
tame.
Bunnies should have their coats
brushed every day, just like you have
your hair combed and brushed, for it
makes their fur grow and keeps it soft
and shiny.
Bran, grain, peas, parsley, carrots,
turnip tops and a few cabbage leaves
are the things that .rabbits like to
eat, and a dish of clean water should
always be kept in the hutch. •
The bunnies should be allowed to
run about outside their hutch for half
an hour every day, and only one fam-*
lly at a time, or else. I am sorry to
say, there’ll be ructions, as rabbits are
rather naughty about Jighting. .
A good hutch can easily be made
from a grocer’s box, by covering the
open front with some wire nettlug and
making a little door.
Tbe hutch should be raised a
few inches from the ground, and holes
bored »n the bottom for drainage.
Line it with plenty of clean straw, and
in wet or cold weather bunny’s house
should have a cloth thrown right over
it at night to keen it warm. Keep
the hutch very clea i.
Clock Puzzle.
Tfcere is represented on this clock
face twelve household articles. Whan
the names of the articles are writtof
White India SHk Frock.
Simple .and girlish is a white India
silk frock lor a 16-year-old girl The
skirt has a yoke effect given by rows
of lace inserting and fine tucks. A ruf-
fle of lace and tucks round the foot
gives it the sftft, frilly look so dear
to the feminine heart The round waist
has a square yoke of lace, with groups
of lace and tucks below. The puffed
sleeves are caught In by bands of the
lace and finished Just below the elbow
with a lace ruffle.
knife with a rubber blade.
Wooden jelly spoons i^d egg-lifters
bow In 'the back.
be white or colored. A very pretty
combination would be of tiny pindot
lawn in one’s favorite color, osing cost Ven'^u' anTIp^s.
Insertlof em,’r0lae,7 1 , A Slass lemon reamer Is more clew,,
ana Insertion. ̂  j ly than tbe average squeewr.
Xeeninn Curl. I. ^ a dollai
Keeping Cur.s in Shape. | are attractive looking and are
Damp weather is ruinous to cifrls i even by those who do not fill
Making Ribbon Rose.
To make a handsome ribbon rose is
cow one of the most popular of the
smart girl’s dress accessories. You
take three yards of No. 60 satin ribbon
ic two shades of pink. Three loops
two and a half inches to three and a
half inches deep, and one end four
inches, of light pink ribbon, with two
loops or deeper pink ribbon added.
fprra a bow, which is the background J which is finished Y?’
T' ThI SiD?Ie end ls tiGd I ,rith stitching and
about the bow. and trimmed to a point. | fastened
In this row the rose is
The materia] may | Fifteen cents buys a dish-scraping The center of the role is ma^of ̂ ' 1 battens
-- • deeper pink ribbon.
Dainty Cloth Waist
Blouse of pearl-colored cloth made
with lengthened shoulders and a group
on each side of •
the front and back.
It is trimmed
with stitched







tons. open over a
little waist-coat of
v.hite cloth.
re vers of the same. ^ 4
with a
single row of steel
The Pictorial Letter.
FWIowing is a letter which a gen-
tleman sent to his clever nephew.





in their proper order the initials wiH
spell what Shakspeare calls “time” in
his play of “Twelfth Night.”
i clever at solving picture puzzles the
, uncle, instead of writing his message
i in the ordinary war. drew seveal pics-
ture puzzles in place of the most in-
1 portant words. Can you read it’
Q|at are not natural carls, and there with cracked lea
used
them
• , / — ---- — A yard and a
fourth of this is doubled down the mid-
dle. and wrapped about a ‘wire stem
to form the rose center. Three petals
of dark and throe of light pink ribbon
are added, eacn two and a half to
three and a half inches deep. These







.  The Marching Card.
gk I Take the queen of hearts and fast-nY m,eansJ?f a little wax a loni
gathered
,s of wh!te mcuspcline dt
#uburn *,aIr- The ctber end of the
hair you attach to your coat button
Place the card upon complete
pack, shuffle carefully, so that the
card keeps its place upon the top. and
teria* fastened with a steel button. ! 7 ^arcb' ̂ ou do not “ove, and
luupa ui nooon  I « 8‘eere 15 8*-thered into a cuff, • repeat ̂ he* orfe ̂  “M
tie outw petite of the lirje oi . is
j unBaa. you appeas te be surprised, reflect t
To Guess Several Drawn Cards,
For this trick you employ a pack
consisting entirely of similar cards,’
from which you let two or three per-
sons draw cards. They should not sit
too closely together, however, lest one
should see the cards drawn by tke
others. They note their cards and re-
place them In the pack. You turn, and
while pretending to look through the
pack, you take two other cards which
you must have at hand, place with
tbem a card out of the pack, and ap-
proach thong persons who have drawn
cards, asking each, if his card is not
among the three. On receiving an
answer in the affirmative you point
out the drawn card. •
A Few Conundrums.
What tones have always been soo-
eessful? Victories.
What sects are people striving to
exterminate? Insects.
What stream of water is made from
the union of two liquors? Brandywine
creek. -
When does a gentleman dress in
feathers? Wbep he wears a swallow-
tail coat.
When does a little girl become a
city cf China? When she is Pekin
(peeking).
mat tree answers tha questions,
V ::ich would beat in a race, a cat
or a cur?” Dogwood.
When is a doughnut like one of
Dickens’ characters? Whan it Is all
of a twist (Oliver twist).
Why is a barrel better than a batter*
Ing ram? Because two heads are beV
ter than one, if one is a sheep’s head.
What evergreen. pla*ed in the ce*
ter of a forest Vee, bring* it into
good repute? A U (yew) In the ee*
tor of poplar make* it popvlar.
Big Berrltt.
We heard recently of a shipment of
strawberries where each berry was
the else of an egg. This starts a
chain of thoughts reaching from the
little wild strawberry of our fields to
the mammoth affair of a century
hence. We do not know the limits of
the posslbllitiA as to the develop-
ment of size. During a few centuries
*6 have seen both plants and animals
enormously increased In size through
breeding and selecting. Compare the
little wild crab apple with the mam-
moth Wolf River. And what is be-
yond the Wolf River applet Per-
haps an apple twice Its size. The
difference between the full grown wild
strawberry gnd the one the size of an
egg is not so great as the difference
tyet.ween the wild crab apple and the
Wolf River. We may expect from
decade to decade to see an increase
.n the size of strawberries. This fruit
Is very susceptible to development on
account of the universality of its cul-
tivation and Its character as an an-
nual Tens of thousands of growers
are today developing new varieties of
this fruit, and it will be very queer if
•some of them do not find a prize now
and then. The object of all the ex-
perimenters is to grow big berries
and lots of them.
. Canning Nachea. *
This is the season the housewife Is
busy canning the winter supply o!
fruit. Let the good work go on.
There is nothing healthier .during the
winter months than a good supply of
wholesome fruits and vegetables, fur-
nished by the orchard and garden.
The Farm Journal publishes the fol-,
lowing Instructions regarding the can-
ning of peaches, and peach tinm will
toon bs her*
“An easy and successful way to
can peaches: Peel, halve and pit
them; put a little sugar In the bottom
Copyright, 1M3, by Western Newspaper
Union.
Packages for Fruit
The question of fruit packages is
one that has received a great deal of
attention from our fruit raisers. It
is a very important one. as in its so-
lution lies a large pan of the question
of profit and loss. A package for fruit
must be as cheap as possible as it is
to be given away with the fruit. On
the other hand, it must not be so
cheap that it wijl permit the contents
to be injured in transit or in subse-
quent handling. Vrof. Waugh says
that the gift package «is peculiar to
the American trade, by which we may
infer that in other countries the fruit
is changed into package brought by
the purchaser of the fruit, or that
the purchaser of the fruit purchases
the package in addition to his fruit
and at a regular figure. It is cer-
tainly desirable to have uniform pack-
ages and ones that shall not be under
ausplcion of the purchaser. Recently
the bushel box for apples has ccme
Into quite wide ise. Thc-^e boxes are
very serviceable in dcriain kinds of
trade. Where the grocer can buy
them in large quantities and have
them delivered to his customers by
his own wagon they are a great help
to the trade, as the consumers can
purchase the apples in bushel lots.
But where a purchaser in the gity
wants to buy apples from a producer
at a distance the bushel. box is hardly
as good as a barrel, for the reason
that the cost of handling . the one
smaller package is as great as that
for handling the larger package. Thus
it costs 25 cents to haul a box from
the railroad station to a residence,
and it would cost no more for a bar-
rel. On the other hand, the box
should cost less than the barrel, as it
can be made out of almost any kind
of wood, while barrel staves and
hoops have to bo made out of certain
materials.
No Apple* Scab-Proof
George P. Clinton, of the Illinois
Agricultural College, In an article on
apple scab, says: There appears to
be no such thing as a scab-proof va-
riety. Various writers have recorded
observations showing that certain va-
rieties have been more severely in-
ured than others and there Is no
doubt that this is the case. It is very
likely that such differenoee are due
in large part to the thinner or more
easily punctured cuticles of the scab-
bier varieties. The writer has also
observed that scab is a kVor of neg-
lected orchards — orchards which have
not been properly sprujod, pruned,
or cultivated — and that*it seoms to be
less ' abundant on very young trees,
especially where such trees are iso-
lated. This latter is probably due to
less favorable conditions for original
infection.
of the glass Jars, half fill with peach-
es, put another layer of peaches tnd
set the Jars, uncovered, in a pan of
water to the open oven and allow
them to heat slowly. When the con-
tents have sunk about an inch, fill the
Jars with hot syrup and seal. The
amount of sugar depends on the sweet-
ness of the fruit, bui a quarter of a
pound to each' pound of fruit is amplp
and allows enough to makA a syrup
with which to fill up the Jars."
Canned fruits will not mold If care-
fully prepared. Small yeast or mold
plants are constantly Hosting In the
air, and if they fall on top of the
fruit, or if the lids placed over the
fruit are not hot enough to kill them
they will begin to live on the fruit
and spoil it. A person omnww be said
to be particular or clean In her meth-
ods of canning when her fruit molds.
Always boll the lids thoroughly, heat
the jars and use new rubbers each
year, the tops and robbers should not
be wiped* after they are scalded.
Lice and filth hi a chicken bouee
are the greatest causes of disease.
The house should have good ventila-
tion, and it would be well to have at
least two windows in it, so that plenty
of sunlight might enter. A good way
to kill the lice is to take lamp oil and
a rag to nib with, and oil the roosts
good. All houses should be jrell
drained, especially 1/ they are not
floored. Many houses are located on
a hillside and the water nine right
into them and makes it very damp
and filthy, and in that condition it is
unfit for chockcas to roost in, au<* yet
so many people wonder why their
chickens are sick and dying.
Dairy Pointer*
Don’t worry and heat the cows for
if you do they will show it at the milk
pail and in the butter fat
In selecting a dairy oow, see that
the tdats are set apart, and are of
good siae. A short, small tea ted oow
is a nuisance to milk.
Cream should always be churned
colder in the summer than in the win-
ter, if satisfactory results are ob-
tained.
Don’t mix fresh skimmed cream
bid cfeam together and then chum
immediately, as the fresh cream will
not churn as rapidly as the older
cream that has been ripened.
Always stir the cream thoroughly
after potting fresh cream with older
cream; then it will ripen together.
All dairy utensils and everything
with which the milk comes In contact
should be rinaed, thoroughly washed
and sterftijed by scalding with bon-
ing water, and placed to the sun when
it can be done. .
Dottles used in detfrertag milk for
direct consumption must be thorough-
ly washed and sterilised with boiling
water after each using, to avoid the
danger of carrying disease from one
' house to another.
Grass id Orchards.
Only by experience and study can a
man know how to apply the general
rules of farming. There is no one
rule lhat will apply intall cases. It
is generally true that keeping an or-
chard free of grass an$ well cultivated
Is a means of increasing its fruit-
fulness. Yet even this rule will not
work well in ail cases. A great deal
will depend on the soil and fertility
to it, on the trees and their habits of
growth, and so on. To set out a
young orchard and begin to cultivate
it and fertilize heavily would often
be the ruin of it During the first
years of the life of an orchard it is
often desirable to have the trees grow
very slowly. In some soils this end Is
easily attained by leaving the soil in
Its natural state, even witl^ no grass
to cover, the fertility of the soil being
perhaps law. But in a rich soil
other means must be used to prevent
the trees from feeding too grossly. A
cover of grass will help to do this.
Not only will the roots. Uke up part
of the fertility in the ground but also
pan of the moisture. What is left
will prove enough to give the trees
all the growth they should have. Of-
course even this will- depend on the
year being an ordinary one. While
grass is a good thing to keep out of
most orchards, it -will thus be found
to bo beneficial under some circum-
stances. ' * *
A reader asks: Can pines be plant-
'd ?n t’"> fall? - They cannot. There
a:-1 nor of the coniferous trees which
• • rhe pine, spruce, etc., that
can be planted with success in the
fall. Frperience has demonstrated
that spring is the best time for this,
just as- the growth starts.
Remove suckers from the trees
and stools of the vineyard.
The growing of apples promises to
be a very profitable branch of horti-
cultural activity in the future, as it
has been*in the past The demand for
winter apples is one difficult to sat-
isfy. There are as yet many prob-
lems to solve as to the adaptability
of varieties to different localities, btfk
in ever}’ locality some varieties are
known that are successful there. The
The Dairy Cow.
The dairy oow has been rightly
styled , "A factory for turning out
goods.” The average scrub cow found
in many of our dairy herds Is turning
out on an average of about 8JJOO
pounds of milk per year. To run
stfch a machine costs the farmer ap-
proximately $35 per year, and the
dairy products from such a source
add at good prices, places the profits
on the wrong side of the lodger oW-
nmn. By weeding out the poor oowsooner winter apple orchards ore put ---- u v uw c
out the better, as it takes a good and by judicious selection the vacancy
many years for an orchard of that is filled with a cow that, instead of
kind to come into bearing. yielding 3,500 pounds of milk, gives
— -- - from 7,500 pounds to 10,000 pounds
There have been years In our ex- 1 per year, and costs no more to feed
perience when we thought it useless
to cap the shocks or staejt the grain,
but omitted the whole operation and
threshed cut of the field. A great
many of us learned some valuable lee-
sons in 1S02 when it rained about
ever}' other day throughout oats har-
or care for than k does the poor oow,
and the sales of butter or milk are
doubled. t
The Rotting of Apploo and Its Con-
trol.
In Bulletin No. 93’ of the New
Hampshire College Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, Dr. H. H. Lamscn
describes some results of his investi-
gations of the decay of apples and the
best -means of keeping them sound.
Three different species of fungi cause
most of the rotting of apples;, they
AT# known as the*black rot, the bit-
ter rot and the soft rot In the first
two the pulp remains tolerably firm,
turns brown or black, the surface
finally becoming studded with minute
pimples to which are produced the
spores; the second form Is qb&racter-
Ized by the bitter taste of the pulp.
The soft rot is generally lighter .in
color, the pulp softer, and the surface
studded with white or bluish green
tufts of spores.
In a series of experiments on the
control of rotting the chief points in-
volved were: .First — A comparison of
the Efficiency of commercial cold a tor
age with coudltibns morb nearly like
those found In an ordinary cellar, and
second, tho effect of wrapping the ap-
ples. Bushel boxes of Baldwjn ap-
ples, about half of, which were wrap-
ped in -paper, were stored in a Boston
cold storage warehouse at a temper-
ature of about 34 F. One box per
month was withdrawn from storage
and the amount of decay noted and
compared with the condition of simi-
lar boxes of apples In the station cold
storage where the temperature ranged
from 40 to 45 during the winter
months and from 45 to 50 during the
early spring months. Apples returned
in January after two months in the
Boston storage showed little or no de-
cay, while those In the station stor-
age showed distinctly .more. In
March and April the Boston apples
showed SO to 35 per cent more sound
ones than those stored at the station
and the first of June 60 to 71' per cent
more. August 1st 48 per cent of the
Boston apples were sound and none
at the station. The indications were
that the lower temperature did not
Injure the keeping quality of the ap-
ples after they were returned to a
higher temperature. With regard to
the wrapping of the apples, the re-
sults during the earlier months were
not uniform, there being a small per-
centage in some cases in favor of the
wrapped apples, in others In favor of
the un'wrapped; but in the later
months and especially at the higher
temperatures there woe uniformly a
percentage In favor of the wrapped,
the percentage ranging from 6 to 40.
The indications are that for long keep-
ing wrapping is of decided advantage,
light and heavy waxed paper, tissue
paper and newspaper were used for
wrapping, and there was but little
dlfferoooe in their effectiveness, news-
paper being practically as effective as
the more expensive kinds.
Mixed farming gives the agricultur-
ist something to sell at all seasons
of the year. This dispenses with the
vest The man that shocked his oats | necessity of mortgaging a crop to se-
and capped it well, and then stacked j cure money to mature it and prepare
his grain has been lately realizing a
good price for his oats.
Oliver Wendell Holmes was one of
America’s greatest men, and he de-
scribed the kind of a rood horse he
wanted, as follows:
“I would not have the horse I drive
So fast that folks would stop and
stare;
An easy gait — twotorty-five —
Suits me; I do not care;
Perhaps, just for a single spurt,
Some seconds lees would do no hurt”- -  ,
I fear the fanner’s r ten is neg-
lected to a great extent, t«tt should
not be. A half day's work eaclP week
will keep it free from w ds and give
it the needed cultivation to keep
things growing. In return, the family
will be supplied with fresh (not two
days old) vr -tables, for a good m-*>y
meals. This is far better than buy-
ing cr doing without and eating fat
salt pork.
White clover has shown itself in
our pastures and roads again this
year, and during the summer aud fall
we may expect to hear of great loss
in cattle from what is called "clover
bloat” It seems more prevalent in
wet weather and when cattle are al-
lowed to go to pasture early in the
morning when the dew is heavy.
for the market The man with the
small farm, located near a railroad,
which is almost anywhere in the
United States, can have an acre of
asparagus, in similar tract fa straw-
berries, some planted to currents,
blackberrlec or raspberries, adotber
patch of cultivated crops of pears,
beans, corn and potatoes.
The' Dutch of Holland have taught
us that kind treatment, regularity of
milking and feeding, exercise a mark-
ed effect on the yield and quality of
the dairy oow. They have taught us
that harsh treatment irritates and dis-
turbs the nervous system, and that
Irregular /ceding retards the natural
action of the digestive and SMiollat-
tag organs, and that irregularity in
milking frequently causes suffering
of t » animal and detracts from her
usefulness.
The Iowa Igkes reached the highest
stage they have in eleven years.
Spirit Lake is reported to have risen
twenty-two Aches, and many of the
docks are under water. Those who a
couple of ’years ago predicted the
early drying up of those noted sum-
mer resort Jakes are not saying any-
thing about ft just now.
Hired men are not' generally to be
trusted i# feeding sows. Do the feed-
ing yourself. Feed just what, your
hogs will eat up clean, so they will be j cr°P'
ready for their' next feed. Have a
olace where the pigs can eat away
from their mothers. A hog will eat
anything if educated right. A pig
must have milk and grass.
The apple is not a luxury, but a
staple article of food. It fattens the
lean, cures the dyspeptic, gladdens the
heart, and makes the doctor’s visits
rarer and far between, and his bill
smaller, when we have a good apple
Tie up young shoots of grapes r4
least once this month. »
The cow has been defined as a rum-
inant animal of the bovine genus with
a multiplicity of stomachs and scar-
city of teeth. She can kick to star-
board or portside association mav de-
mand, but is usually of a retiring dis-
position, and is one of the great re-
munerative factors of our farms.
Every farmer should carry a policy
in some good company against fire,
lightning, wind-storms, cyclones and
tornadoes, for the protection of his
horses and stock. It's business.
Gather and destroy ell fruit drop-
ping prematurely. This will diminish
insect crop and increase fruit crop for
next year.
Keep account of your crops and con-signments. :•'>>
Tree* and Truth.
Few perhaps have grasped the full
meaning of street planting. As a
speaker at the Missouri Botanical
Garden banquet said;, "It was not
the fine buildings of the Paa-Ameri-
can that impressed us with the great-
ness of Buffalo; the exhibits or the
electrical display. It was those elms
arching over the streets."
The lindens of Europe, the elms of
New England, the plants of Shaw’s
Garden stand out above all other at-
tractions.
Trees on public ground do not end
the matter. Private grounds are
touched with contagion. The children
carry leaves and specimens to the
schoolrooms. The teachers take the
children by classes, schools or train
loads to the woods and streams and
school life, becomes one of delightful
eagerness and diligence.
Our politicians forget their differ-
ences and plant tree* The man who
carries a beer keg to some lonesome
spot in the brush on Sunday finds
common Joy ground with the clergy
in tree-ptacting time and they draw
doeer together.
“So it goes on and on without end.
Tree planting makes us clean in our
thoughts; lovely in our dispositions;
honest In oar dealings. A little girl
who held back in one of our schools
when her teacher exhibited rare
plants,, came forward soon after and
said: Teacher, my hands are clean
now. Can I see the flowers?"
As business men and real estate
boomers, or as a community of the
whole, ft pays us to plant trees; to
plant the right kind and in the high-
est state of the landscape architect's
When asked as to the merit of the
apricots as a frtiit in Iowa, we Jjave
always said, "go slow," plant the
plum, but we are getting reports from
several places In the* state where the
apricot has given large crops the last
two or three years. It may be well
to watch these varieties that are giv-
ing promise, and test them further,
but as a rule, we believe that the
apricot will not be fruitful on our
soil.
There is much talk about the con-
tamination of milk, but the larger part
of this contamination comes from the
udders during milking. To avoid this
all udders should be washed before
milking. It is much more necessary
that this be done where the milk goes
direct to the consumer, than if it went
to the separator. • ,
There is no crop, I believe, of great-
er importance fU|' pigs than to sow
a “succotash” crop of oats, barley,
peas, rape and clover. It is an all-
summer feed.. The oats and peas are
eaten off first and the .rest in the sum-
mer and fall.
Give plenty of ventilation through
foliage. Results, less mildew, earlier





offers the following stocks at very low prices, wish-
ing to remove the same before receiving their new
stock, which will be very complete:
No. 2 Hemlock Piece Stuff.
No. 2 Hemlock Sheathing, rough
and dressed.
Cull Hemlock Sheathing.
• Good Sound Butt Shingles.
Good Standard *A* Shingles.
Good Extra *A* Shingles.
Good No. 1 Hemlock Lath, etc.
ALL OTHER STOCK
AT CLOSE PRICES »




Office and Mill, South River and Tenth Streets.




John De Kruif having bought out
Mrs. C. Boone’s millinery establish-
ment, has remodeled his store and
placed new fixtures and stock in
same for the trade. The business
will be conducted by hisjtwo daugh-
ters and the firm name styled De
Kruif Sislers, who’ will be ready to






• , The Largest Assortment in the City.
Carpets, Rugs, Mattings,
Draperies.
’ A Very complete line and offered at the
lowest prices, ’ 4
A. C. RfNGK & GO.
